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The erospace Centre, formerly the Air Power Studies Centre (APSC), was
establ shed by the Royal Australian Air Force at its Fairbaim Base in August 1989 at
the direction of the then Chief of the Air Staff (now the Chief of Air Force).
Its d c t i o n is to promote a greater understanding of the proper application of air
powq within the Australian Defence Force and in the wider community. The
Aerospace Centre is achieving its mission through a variety of methods including
development, dissemination and application of strategic doctrine, the incorporation of
that doctrine into all levels of RAAF training, and increasing the level of air power
awareness across the broadest possible spectrum.
~ o m d e n ton this publication or inquiry on any other air power related topic is
welcome and should be forwarded to:
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No bdok of this kind is ever solely one person's work and this one is no exception.
Many people contributed, providing material, interviews, thoughts and editorial
: .
comm t, and w~thoutthelr help the book quite simply could not have been produced.
My mbst heartfelt thanks to all concerned. While space does not permit me to thank
everyone individually, I would feel remiss if some key contributors were not
acknowledged by name.
The fiht thanks must go to the RAAF Staff College Association for proposing the
book, and in particular to their President, Air Vice-Marshal Ken Tuckwell, for his
efforts to turn an idea into practical reality.
Next, h e r e is my research assistant, Jane Kingston, who provided not just research
help, but proofreading, editorial comment and production assistance as well, and to
whomthe photographic parts of the book owe a major debt.
Thirdl'k there are the staffs at RAAF Staff College, the Aerospace Centre and
Defence Publishing Service, who gave all sorts of practical help and support
throughout, especially with the demanding task of turning selected words,
photographs and other material into a good book. Particular thanks here goes to
Sandra Di Guglielmo and Keith Brent at the Aerospace Centre and Micbael Bowbrick
from Defence Publishing Service, who provided the necessary skills, knowledge and
effort to manage much of this difficult task despite tight deadlines.

an^ lpeople provided me with input via interviews and I thank them all. In most
cases, interviewees also proofread the part of the book dealing with their input. Some
went a step further and read entire chapters or, in some cases, the whole book. This
invalutible help greatly improved not just accuracy and completeness, but the English
expression as well, and owes a special debt to (sans ranks) Ted Ilton, Arthur
Pickering, Doug Hurditch, Paul Metzler, Dick Cresswell, Ken Tuckwell, Denis Stubbs
and Rod Luke for their efforts.
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Finall , no book of this kind can be produced without sponsorship. In this case the
selecti n of the book as an official RAAF project provided the authority to proceed
and mbch of the wherewithal to do so. Additional funding from BAE Systems enabled
us to do extra research and other valuable work, adding further to the end result.
Once dgain, I thank you all, and hope you enjoy the fruits of our collective labours.
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In 1949, RAAF Staff College had its fifiieth anniversary. There was much reflection
on thd college's contribution to the shaping of the RAAF for half a century, and on
how duch the world has changed in those times. One result of this reflection was a
RAAF Staff College Association proposal for a history of the college, and this hook
eventdated.

Ibo

The b k traces the history of RAAF Staff College within the context of the main
eventA and decisions influencing the RAAF since World War 11. Issues ranging from
the cflanging geopolitics of the region to poor accommodation for students are
discussed, giving the reader a clear picture of the circumstances within which the
college operated in different eras.
The ekly college drew much of its material from the RAF College, and was very
much an all male, RAAF affair. In more recent times RAAF Staff College has taken
on a rhuch broader and distinctly regional flavour, reflecting the needs of the RAAF
and the ADF in today's very different world, and providing many important links with
regional countries and the ADF in general. Today a third of students are non-RAAF,
being drawn from overseas countries, the Army, Navy and the Public Service.
I.
Increas~ngly,their numbers include women.
I strodgly support this change, believing that this much more eclectic student mix,
along with the strong operational emphasis, produces the balance of knowledge and
skills the RAAF needs in changing times, and also provides a valuable personal
experience for students.
The hkok makes widespread use of personal recollections and anecdotes. Along with
the ndmerous photographs, this helps put events at a personal level for the reader, hut
alway+ within the context of the times. Many enduring human traits and lessons in
c o m h d and management emerge. Thus I welcome this book, not just as an
interesting record of the RAAF's most senior single Service training establishment,
hut also as a glimpse of the wider world and the events and decisions that shaped our
Air Force. I commend it to all with an interest in RAAF history.

Air
Chiefof Air Force
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INTRODUCTION
AIRMARSHAL
DAVIDEVANS,AC, DSO, DFC

~ e a d i $Doug
~ Hurst's history of RAAF Staff College, one's first and instinctive
reaction is to muse on your own course - the students, the Directing Staff, the wily
Ipi, of red, green and purple ink. In the main one tends to recall course colleagues and
reflect on the close bonding that came about during that twelve months of trial and
companionship. It is a bonding that has remained shong during the years and decades
that follow.
~owewer,perhaps for the first time, this history brings into focus the initial aims of
the course, the concept, the structure, the content and the work ethic demanded. In
doing so it serves to remind us of the professionalism of those senior officer who
served in the RAAF half a century ago. They recognised the need and assessed that it
would best be served, at least initially, by modelling the staff course for the Royal
Aushalian Air Force on that then in place for the Royal Air Force, modified to meet
our particular requirements - or, more appropriately, Aushalianised. As this history
attests, it has served our Air Force well. Sadly, it is the last chapter.
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RAAd Staff College was officially formed on 15 February 1949. Its origins, however,
lie in the War Staff and Unit Commanders' courses of 1944-45. Held in Mount
arth ha, these wartime courses produced the first RAAF-trained staff officers and
commanders, and paved the way for post-war RAAF staff training from 1949 on.

re-wdr, RAAF staff officers were mostly trained by the RAF at Bracknell. The early
RAAF was, however, a small force with an officer corps numbeting less than 150, and
in most pre-war years only one or two officers received staff training.
l

When formed in 1921, the RAAF's planned strength was 1486 - made up of a
Permment Air Force (PAF) of 150 officers and 1,000 airmen and a Citizen Air Force
(CAF) of 36 officers and 300 airmen. However, even this modest total was not
reached until well into the 1930s. By 1928-29 the authorised strength was only 1,325
- 1,000 PAF and 325 CAF. The growing threat of war lifted Defence spending in the
late 1930s, but RAAF strength grew slowly, reaching only 2,219 (with 199 officers)
by early 1938.
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When' war was declared on 3 September 1939, the PAF strength was 3,489, with 310
offic S. The CAF and Reserve added another thousand or so. Twenty-five officers
were Bracknell graduates according to The Air Force List of May 1939. (No other
colleges were annotated.) Twenty-five was a good portion of the small pre-war officer
corps, but it was much too few to meet the demands of the next six years. This is
hard14 surprising, given what happened. After all, who would have anticipated what
the sil( years of World War I1 would hold for the RAAF?

ia

Ford ring World War I1 the RAAF underwent a most remarkable expansion. It grew
to 50 imes its pre-war PAF strength of 3,500, reaching a peak of more than 170,000
in on1 four years. At war's end the RAAF had more than 3,000 combat aircraft and a
huge aining machine, making it the fourth biggest air force in the world (of those left
stand' g) after the US, UK and Soviet Union. In today's terms, this wartime
expa , ion was like turning the current RAAF into a force twice the size of the USAF
in les then four years.

1

RAAF was a wonderful achievement given the tiny size ofthe RAAF on
fact that it worked at all is a credit to those concerned,
pre-war regulars and part-timers who formed the base. The fact that,
worked very well deserves special praise.
nevertheless, some inevitable and unavoidable growing pains. The rapid
many relatively inexperienced people into senior jobs. Then as
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now, some coped better than others. Most people find it easier to move up in familiar
work areas. Operational aircrew, for example, usually adjust readily to promotion
within the familiar environment of their squadron or wing. On the other hand,
promotion into an unfamiliar environment requiring much new knowledge - such as
the planning and command of operations within a headquarters environment - is
usually a much greater challenge, with less chance of success. These general
statements almost certainly applied to the wartime RAAF, which produced many
excellent leaders at the tactical level, but few who stood out at the strategic level and
for joint and combined operations.

1

~
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Australia's 'junior partner' status for much of the war was also an important factor.
Being relatively small, Australian forces were usually subordinate to higher powers first as part of Empire forces in Europe, North Africa and South Asia, and later with
the United States in the Pacific. This junior pamer status was most marked in Empire
operations where RAAF personnel served as part of the RAF. In the South-West
Pacific the RAAF was a separate operational entity - an important distinction - and
many RAAF officers gained valuable experience in running practical operations.
However, in almost all cases, others dominated the strategic thinking and held the
most senior command posts, so denying Australian officers experience in these areas.
Along with the rapid expansion, this meant that for much of the war most of the
RAAF's commanders and staff officers had less than ideal levels of experience and
knowledge. More training would have helped fill the gaps, but there was too little
time. While many coped well without formal training, the need for wartime command
and staff training seems to have been well appreciated by senior RAAF commanders
at the time. By 1943 moves were under way to form the RAAF Staff School to
conduct War Staff and Unit Commanders' courses.

Air Vice-Varshal \\.H. knderron. CRK, I)FC
First Commandant

A nucleus of the School was
formed on 3 August 1943 in
temporary accommodation at
203 Domain Road, South
Yarra, in Melbourne as a
separate unit under the direct
command of Air Force
Headquarters.
The
first
Commandant was Air ViceMarshal W.H. Anderson,
CBE,
DFC.
Anderson
brought a mixed bag of
qualities to the job. A World
War I veteran, he had
commanded No 3 Squadron
of the Australian Flying
Corps, and been awarded the
DFC and the Belgian Croix
de
Guerre.
Although
operationally
experienced,
courageous and well liked,
his colleagues did not

1
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er him one on the RAAF's decisive and forceful figures, nor was he seen as a

f

Nev heless, he seems to have captained a competent team. His senior staff were
Grou , Captains U.E. Ewart (Assistant Commandant), J.R. Fleming and G. Packer (as
directjng staff for the War Staff Course), and K. Ranger (directing staff for the Unit
Commanders Course). Flight Lieutenant J.S.D. Edwards joined them on 9 August as
Education Officer. On I I December 1943, Air Commodore Cobby, CBE, DSO, DFC,
GM, a World War I ace, took over as Commandant while recovering from injuries
sustained in an accident. When fit, he returned to the Pacific Theatre and was replaced
by Ewart, now an Air Commodore.
The ikvnediate tasks were to prepare the syllabi and instructional matter for both
cours$s, draw up a provisional establishment, and find a suitable site. Air Board
policy!was that the RAAF War Staff Course should be based on, and should maintain
the standard of the RAF Staff College war course. Adaptations to meet local
organisational differences and the South-West Pacific theatre would be made as
required. Copies of the RAF College syllabus, programs, lecture plans, exercises and
the like were obtained. By making full use of this valuable material, Anderson's team
was able to develop the RAAF War Staff Course in the relatively short time available.
In a c'pnceptual sense, the three preparatory tasks were to facilitate the 'objects' (we
would now say 'objectives') of the War Staff course. These objects - to assist officers
to thibk clearly and express themselves briefly, to teach them staff duties and to
provide a background knowledge of the organisation and operations of the Service, so
enabling graduates to c a m out staff duties appropriate to their respective ranks have, in the broad sense, changed little over the years. In some things at least, the
more things change, the more they really do stay the same.
The kovisional establishment provided for a twelve weeks War Staff Course of
twenty students (including four from other Services as nominated) and a six week
Unit Commanders' course of fifteen. Total establishment numbers suggest a more
generbus approach to staffing numbers than is the case today - in addition to those
listed $hove, the final establishment included a Flight Lieutenant Intelligence Officer,
a squbdron Leader Adjutant, two other officers and 40 airmen. Given the task, this
establishment seems to be very much a 'few chiefs and lots of Indians' approach and
suggests the school enjoyed a good level of 'in-house' domestic support.

h

A nu ber of suggested sites were visited but only one, Mount Martha House, at
~ o u Martha
d
in Victoria proved to be suitable. This was taken over and following
inor alterations was occupied on 22 September 1943 to become the RAAF
for the duration of the war.

b

AB0 Air Board Order) N 8011944 was produced, dated 18.2.44 and titled 'Function
and S pe of Courses at R.A.A.F. Staff School, and Joining Instructions'. As well as
the cts just discussed, and some basic administrative detail like transport
arrandements to get to Mount Martha, the AB0 also stated in paragraph 5 that:
(d) Officers of the rank of flight lieutenant to group captain of all
branches of the service, including the education, dental, legal,
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meteorological, accountant, W.A.A.A.F., and chaplain's branches are
eligible for the War Staff wurse.
(e) In selecting candidates for this wurse, preference will normally be
given to officers who have some war experience of staff work as well
as unit experience. In any case, they must be recommended by their air
officer commanding as being likely to become suitable to fill staff posts
of medium seniority. And,
(f) Provision is made for a total of three officers of the R.A.N., A.M.F.
and Allied Forces to attend each course on the nomination of their
respective services.

The Joining Instructions element included advice that 'in view of the acute shortage of
accommodation in and around Melbourne and the comparatively short duration of the
wurses, it is inadvisable for wives of manied officers to accompany them'. Good
advice in wartime; this advice would also have struck a chord with students on the
first post-war course.
Eight War Staff courses were run over the next two years. Details of these courses are
contained in two annual reports held by the RAAF Staff College today. The first
report was by Air Commodore Ulex Ewart, Temporary Commandant, and covers
courses one to four. In the report, Ewart stresses the fact that the course was flexible
and subject to change to meet developments of Service policy. As a result, fine tuning
was common, but the basic framework of six weeks administration followed by six
weeks operations remained fixed. (As the following outline shows, 'administration' in
this case was everything other than 'operations' - a much broader definition than in
later years.)
Throughout, the aim was to progressively build students' knowledge and skills
through lectures, exercises and visits. The fact that staff duties are only a means to an
end was stressed, and the broader purpose behind these duties constantly developed.
Overall, the wurse aimed to 'give fuller shape and meaning to the idea of the war
machine as a whole and a glimpse of the wide strategic background'.
This broad aim suggests that Anderson and Ewart had a good grasp of the need for
staff training to do more than just teach the tools of the staff officer's trade. After all,
then as now, the 'perfect world' was much the same for a staff officer. in that perfect
world, all staff officers fully understood the 'big picture' - both strategically and
organisationally - and could apply that knowledge when required. That is, they
understood not only the grand strategy, but also their organisation's part in its
achievement. They also understood the component parts of both the strategy and their
own organisation, and how these parts overlapped and interacted to achieve success.
This is, of course, a higher level of understanding than many officers ever acquire
(including some with staff training). It usually takes not just extensive study, but a
good deal of experience as well to achieve. In this case, Anderson and Ewart were
faced with doing the best they could in only twelve weeks. Not surprisingly, they
concentrated on essential practical skills and knowledge, and dealt less thoroughly
with higher level strategic and organisational matters. This emphasis ensured that, at
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the v k e a s t , graduates would be able to provide useful support in almost any staff
envir
ent.
But elen with this pragmatic approach, the course's objectives were still very
ambitious. What in the past had been a reasonably busy mid-career sabbatical had
become a much more focused wartime cram session. The result was an intense twelve
weeks and, as the following outline of the course shows, the pace was hectic. The first
three weeks is a case in point, covering staff duties, the techniques of staff work,
minutes, letters, simple appreciations, orders and office organisation. Collectively,
these subjects aimed to give students an opportunity to learn 'the mechanics of the
job' and the use of the 'tools and materials' of the staff officer's 'trade'.
As wdll, to provide overall perspective, the Commandant gave introductory lectures
on the Principles of War and Air Strategy. These lectures emphasised the coordination
of political, industrial and economic resources of the Allies with naval, military and
air power in the total war effort. To add further to the 'big picture', early lectures were
also given on the organisation of the RAAF, and the organisation and problems of its
four branches.
With jhat behind them, the students moved on to week four, and an insight into the
arcane worlds of equipment, supply in the field and movements. The associated
exerciSes highlighted the staff aspects of a simple rail movement of a unit, followed
by a more complicated multi-unit problem using road, rail, sea and air bansport.

4

The upply side of logistics out of the way, in week five they then tackled
engin&ng and maintenance policy and practice, including an exercise dealing with,
planned flying and maintenance. A brief outline of the organisation of United States
forces in the South-West Pacific was also included, along with discussion of attendant
liaison methods and problems.
The Administration period ended with week six devoted to a grab bag of topics
including personnel, training, medical, works, public relations, meteorological
services and the first of three visits. The visit was to a medical and hygiene unit
followed by an exercise to drive home the importance of hygiene, sanitation and antimalarial measures and how the various types of medical units dovetailed into the
overall organisation.

f

Emph sis then shifted to 'sharp end' matters. Week seven opened with lectures on
intelli ence, organisation of the Japanese Air Services, fighter operations and control,
and r a v . Reinforcement was provided by an advanced appreciation exercise on the
emplopnent of an air strike force against the Japanese in the Northern Australia-New
Guinei area.
l
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Week
work,
throu
Visits
stores

eight began with a fighter exercise using radar control to reinforce previous
en moved to matters of Army and Army support. Exercises on Army support
general airborne operations and fighter support of an army landing were held.
to a fighter control unit, air operations room, mercantile marine section and
epot rounded off the week.
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Air Commodore Znex Ewart, Commandant of the World War I1 Staff School,
later became the f m t Commandant of the post-war R A N Staff College.

The RAAF Staff School Book, held at RAAF Staff College, lists
the names of all staff and students of the eight war-time courses.

nine was 'Navy Week', covering naval organisation, defence of sea
nications, reconnaissance, protection, and employment of flying boats. A
protection exercise was held, ending in a war game with students acting as
of the air operations room staff of Coastal Command. The week ended with
visits 10 No I Operational Training Unit, East Sale, and the Yalloum Briquetting and
Electrical Power Station.

I

Bomb r operations dominated week ten, with lectures and exercises focusing on:
selecti'on of targets, calculation and distribution of bomb loads and timings over
targets, and the writing of an operations order suitable for transmission by signal. The
coursd then moved to joint operations in week eleven, covering the subject from the
aspect! of the three Services. The need for thoroughness in staff planning was
illustrbted to the students. The last exercise of the course was then held. Taken from
the South-West Pacific Area campaign, it involved the planning and preparation of
orders for reconnaissance and air strike action against a Japanese convoy at sea.
The l& week covered future Service and technical developments and the usual end of
course activities such as a course critique conference, talks by the students and a
summing up and advice lecture by the Commandant. Each student was interviewed
and debriefed personally by the Commandant.
~hro&houtthe twelve weeks both team work and individual initiative were fostered
in students by use of discussion periods, the employment of directing staff in a tutorial
and guidance role, and the use of syndicates for exercises. Constructive criticism and
the airing of problems were officially encouraged.
was most definitely a very busy twelve weeks for students and staff alike. Not
many students seem to have found the experience a bit like trying to
a fire hose, and some were unable to cope adequately. Sixty-seven
posted to the first four War Staff Courses, sixty RAAF and seven from
other hervices. All seven from the other Services graduated but ten of the sixty RAAF
graduate. In wording few would use in these more politically correct times,
stated that the failures resulted from: 'Four being found during the first few
be mentally incapable of absorbing the instruction and four, though of
being persevered with but ultimately failing to reach the requisite
One of the remaining failures was due to illness and the other
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intensity of the course, few today would have trouble identifying with the
who were 'mentally incapable of absorbing the instruction'. But these were
mes and the report simply concluded that the failure rate was unusually
tressed the need for careful selection of future students. Some relief was
the next four courses by reducing the number of visits, but the War Staff
stayed very much as outlined above for the duration.

Air ce-Marshal W.H. Anderson was re-appointed Commandant on 30 October 1944
and ised the Second Annual Report in October 1945, following the temporary
cessa 'on of instruction at the end of the eighth course, on 28 September 1945.

1l

The problems associated with the very intense nature of the War Staff Course seem to
have been well appreciated by the end of the fourth course, hut higher priorities
overrode change. In the report Anderson stated that the option to increase the course
length, as the RAF had done, had been resisted. Instead, student numbers had been
increased, because 'the need for rapid output remained urgent up to the end of the war
in the Pacific'.
Today, many people wonder why, with the end of the war so near, armament
production, staff training and the like were still given high priority right up to the last
minute. The answer is simple - the planners did not know the end was nigh. The
urgent need Anderson referred to reflected the planning horizons then in use based on
expected Japanese resistance for up to two years. No planning provision was made for
the dropping of the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the almost
immediate ending of the war, for the rather obvious reason that almost no-one, not
even most allied heads of state, knew that the bombs existed, let alone what would
happen after they were dropped.
There was, of course, plenty of speculation about how the war would end, and a few
rumours as well. Dick Cresswell (now Wing Commander, DFC (Ret'd)), a Pacific
War veteran and student on No 8 Course, recalls that he and his colleagues believed
the US would maximise air power to end the war, having taken heavy casualties in
many parts of the Pacific and not wishing to do so again. The Australians had noted a
build-up of B-29 numbers in the Pacific and speculated that the giant bombers would
head a major campaign to bomb the Japanese to the peace table. There were also
rumours about a new bomb, although no-one was talking about nuclear weapons as
such.
When he anived on No 8 Course, Dick Cresswell accepted that his war was probably
over. He had formed No 77 Squadron at Pearce, WA in early 1942 with Kittyhawks,
then led them from Milne Bay and Goodenough Island during 1943. In February 1944
he became Wing Leader of No I Fighter Wing with three Spitfires squadrons at
Darwin, and later flew Kittyhawks again with 81 Wing from Noemfor (near Biak) in
mid-1944. But by then the tempo of operations in the Southern Pacific had dropped
right off. By the time 8 Course began he believed, along with most of the students,
that Australia's future involvement would be mostly 'mopping up' behind the scenes.
Meanwhile, speculation was rife regarding how long the Japanese could hold on now
that US B29s could fly from bases in the Philippines and beyond to bomb Japan
almost at will.
But, speculation aside, there was still a war on and they all took the course very
seriously. He remembers it as being 'very intense' and most appropriate to the needs
of the day - indeed, he wished he had done it before being put in command. VP
(Victory in the Pacific) was declared before the course had ended. Air Vice-Marshal
Anderson offered discharge to any student who wished to go, and about one third took
it. Dick Cresswell completed the course and stayed in the RAAF, becoming a member
of the directing staff - a DS - on the first two post-war Staff College courses, and
flying Mustangs and Meteors as CO of No 77 Squadron in Korea, where he was
awarded a DFC and an American DFC and Air Medal.
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The a mpt end of hostilities certainly saved many allied and Japanese military lives,
and wks greeted with joy by most of the world. There was a down side, however. The
all still on a war footing with no immediate plans to transition
As we will see in the next chapter, Australia, in common with her
allies,was suddenly faced with peace a year or two earlier than expected and had to
manale the sudden and major transition virtually 'on the run'. Not surprisingly, a
period of uncertainty for military planners followed.
In hisLeport, Anderson reflects this uncertainty by stating that at the end of the eighth
coursd 'the Staff School was reduced to nucleus form, the intention being to reopen it
with a longer course when post-war requirements and limitations are sufficiently
know$.' Unfortunately, these 'requirements and limitations' did not become
sufficiently known for more than three years. In the interim, some valuable experience
from the War Staffcourses was lost.
~ o w & e r ,Anderson's report is a positive one, showing considerable improvement
durind the last four courses and providing a sound basis for any follow-on post-war
staff ttaining. Student numbers had increased to 90, with eleven from other Services,
and the 79 RAAF students did somewhat better than their predecessors. Only three
were judged 'mentally incapable of absorbing the instmction' and another three
'though of doubtfil ability, being persevered with but ultimately failing to reach the
requisite standard for graduation'. This improvement probably owes something to
many causes, but the reduced number of visits, more careful selection of students and
the continual fine tuning of the War Staff Course would seem to be the most
important contributors. No mention is made of the early discharges from 8 Course at
war's end.
Impr&ements were also noted to the percentage of graduates being posted to forward
operating areas, with the number increasing from five to ten. The bulk of the
remaihing graduates went to staff appointments, with only a small number posted to
jobs not directly linked to their stafftraining.
~ l e a r b ,the War Staff Course had done its job and was making a valuable
contribution to the better running of the RAAF when the war so abruptly ended. In the
simply have been lengthened and adjusted to post-war
Much had been achieved and learned, however. The
Courses run during the last two years of the war not only provided
the later RAAF Staff College courses, but also earned their own
RAAF training history.
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When the Japanese surrendered on 14 August 1945 the allied countries were
sudde ly, and unexpectedly, at peace. Instead of the prolonged and bloody struggle
everyone anticipated for the next year or more, the allied governments suddenly found
themselves with a very different set of priorities. Demobilisation on a grand scale
began almost at once. Millions of allied service personnel became civilians again in
just a few months.
The Lhited States was probably the most affected of any. It had quickly thrown its
mighty industrial muscle into war production and was now faced with the even larger
challenge of putting everything back into peacetime mode virtually overnight.
Unfomately, the task pmved to be a bit like turning a super tanker around - no
matter how hard you try it still uses up a lot of ocean and a lot of time. Only months
after American veterans had cheered President Harry S. Tmman for taking the hard
decisibn to drop the bombs and end the war, tens of thousands of the same veterans
were massing in the streets, demanding that he find jobs for them.
ThingQwere much better in Australia where the wartime industrial effort, in the main,
had h4lped create a useful post-war industrial base and a skilled workforce to go with
it. Fuftbermore, Australia found ready markets for its rural produce in war-ravaged
EngIand and Europe. These factors, along with a Government emphasis on 'nation
building', created labour shortages in many areas. As a result, most ex-sewicemen,
and in particular ex-RAAF tradesmen, easily found work.

L

Cons uently, the Government was anxious to hasten the de-mobilisation pmcess to
icemen for civilian work. Some de-mobilisation had begun with RAAF
persodnel still in Eumpe when war there progressively ground to a halt in April and
May cjf 1945. The numbers in Europe were not inconsiderable - of the 27,387 aircrew
trained in Australia during the war, 15,746 were allocated to the RAF where they flew
with kAF crews or as members of seventeen 'Australian' squadrons. However the
bulk df the RAM, some 148,000, were in Australia and the South-West Pacific Area
war ended, and it was this group who provided most of the personnel
after Japan surrendered.

free s
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By 0 tober 1945, as many as 5,500 RAAF personnel were being de-mobilised each
week. The impact on the R A N was immediate and profound. RAAF strength was
down o 10,779 by 1947 and reached a post-war low of 8,025 by 1948 before growing
again o about 15,000 in the early 1950s.

F had argued for a more ordered and progressive reduction and a larger
force. The Chief of the Air Staff, Air Marshal George Jones, had proposed
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Plan A - a peacetime force of 34,592 personnel and 34 operational squadrons. The
government countered by pointing out that Australia faced no threat or commitment
large enough to justify an air force that size and ordered planning for a much smaller
force, initially of 20,000. Plans B and C were drawn up accordingly and rejected.
Finally, in 1947, Plan D was approved for a force of 14,000 with 16 operational
squadrons. Unfortunately, the actual strength of the RAAF was by now well below
14,000 and still falling rapidly.
The Government's first priority was to rebuild the nation, not the Armed Forces. In
retrospect, this was appropriate, but it should not have been done so much at the
expense of the Armed Forces, particularly the RAAF. The commitment to provide
occupation forces in Japan and the growing, obvious communist threat to regional and
world stability posed by the Soviet Union and the Chinese Communists (who were
steadily gaining the upper hand over the Nationalists), should have been enough to
indicate that a capable Air Force was still needed. Furthermore, all the trained people
required and literally mountains of the necessary equipment were available. Little or
no capital expenditure was required. All that was needed was a firm plan and funds
for running costs and some training.
But this was not to be. Until Plan D was approved, the RAAF found itself being
shaped largely by circumstance rather than a plan reflecting predictable needs. As it
was, Plan D was too late to halt serious early damage to the emerging post-war
RAAF. The unselective mass demobilisation of experienced personnel in the
immediate post-war years created a very unbalanced and rapidly shrinking force. This
made the task of creating a much smaller peacetime force, with all the appropriate
ranks and skills, very difficult indeed.
The man who did most to meet the challenge was Air Vice-Marshal J.E. Hewitt, the
Air Member for Personnel. Under his guidance an 'Interim Force' was quickly
established to place the RAAF on a 'care and maintenance' footing until clearer
strategic direction was forthcoming from Government. All airmen and most officers
with acting ranks returned to their substantive ranks. Preference for fiuther service
was given to those still serving who were needed and wished to serve on.
Applications, with a closing date of 28 February 1946, were called for from within the
RAAF to join the Interim Force.
Except for aircrew, applications fell well short of required numbers, particularly for
technical airmen who (as previously noted) were especially sought after by civilian
employers prepared to offer better pay and conditions than the RAAF could. As a
result, RAAF strengths fell to below target levels before eventually recovering as
discussed above.
Group Captain P.G. (Paul) Metzler (Ret'd) has provided some first hand insight into
Personnel Management in those times. A PAF Flight Lieutenant and wartime Catalina
flying boat captain, he was shot down by Japanese carrier aircraft during the
attempted defence of Rabaul in 1942, some months before the Battle of the Coral Sea
produced the first allied check to the Japanese advance in the Pacific. After several
hours in the water he was captured by a Japanese Cruiser and became a POW in Japan
until late 1945.
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On r m to Australia at war's-end he had hoped that after some compulsory
rehabi itation he would be posted to a not too demanding flying job. Instead, he
finish d up in RAAF Headquarters Directorate of Postings in charge of posting all
aircred from Flight Lieutenant down to Sergeant in the pilot, navigator and wireless
operatbr categories. The job had previously been done by a Squadron Leader for each
category, but to set an example the Directorate of Postings reduced the staff to one (the still) Flight Lieutenant Metzler.

1

'Very soon after', he has written, 'the duty of selecting Interim Air Force (IAF)
applic tions for all aircrew from Flt Lt to Sgt was added to the posting requirements,
and m assistant officer was added. All aircrew training had been suspended: the IAF
was to function with whatever aircrew it had. It all happened without any benefit of
Staff college training. Applications poured in and had to be decided upon swiftly and
all unsuccessful applicants immediately posted to Personnel Depots for
demobilisation. In selection there was no time for personal interviews or carell
comparisons of one officer's detailed Annual Reports with any others. The one
personal document we used was the card briefly recording a man's postings and hence
indicating his experience and the types of aircraft he could fly.'
In simble terms, because there was no conversion training, only those applicants who
wuld operate the aircraft being kept in the IAF inventory were considered for
retentibn, with final selections going to the more experienced. It was far from ideal,
but evtn with this simple system, the sheer volume kept the two officers working long
days fbr the 'best part of a year' to select the IAF's aircrew and continue to manage
postings as well.

' ~ o u justice'
~k
for all concerned, but the quick selections enabled the IAF to keep
flying fluring this very unsettled time. By the end of 1946, the first conversion training
began? A Mustang conversion course to replace pilots in the occupation forces in
established, drawing on pilots with a range of operational backgrounds.
other conversion courses were set up.

4

Hewi 'S plans - and pragmatic staff work to implement them - did much to stop the
rot and shape a viable force, but there was only so much they could do. Lack of
support from Government significantly reduced the RAAF's ability to retain those
most *anted. Many experienced and valuable people were lost during this period of
great
and indecision from Govemment immediately following the war.

certainty

t personnel level the Govemment was much more certain and decisive.
le pre-war senior officers except the CAS, Air Marshal George Jones,
Into early retirement. Included were previous Chiefs Goble and Williams
considered the father of the RAAF) and Air Vice-Marshal Bostock, the
most senior operational commander, who had sewed under General George
ir Commander to General Douglas MacArthur, the Supreme Allied
mmanded his Australian forces in the South-West Pacific
MacArthur described him as 'one of the world's most
of recommendation.
given for these forced retirements was to make way for more junior
politics, both within the Government and the RAAF, seem to have also
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been a major factor. Whatever the reason, the small group of very senior officers with
the greatest experience of actual command of the entire force, or its operational
elements during war, was lost to the RAAF. For a Service still groping for its post-war
strategic direction, this was a serious blow.
Fortunately, the survivors of the 1946 purge included Air Vice-Marshals Bladin and
Hewitt, Air Commodores McCauley, Walters, Scherger, Wackett and Mackinolty, and
Group Captains Murdoch, McLachlan and Hancock. Individually and collectively,
these officers had acquitted themselves very well in the South-West Pacific Area as
operational commanders, staff officers and logisticians. Along with the other
survivors, they would go on to help shape and command the RAAF for many years. In
the short-term, however, their task was to manage the transition to the Plan D airforce.
With Plan D the officer corps numbered about 2,000. Apart from the obvious business
of maintaining operational skills, manning the occupation forces in Japan and trying
to plan the future, they also faced the massive task of disposing of the mountain of
surplus equipment no longer needed by the small peacetime Air Force. This disposal
task is a story in itself, with only indirect links to the history of RAAF Staff College.
It is mentioned here to help show the magnitude and diversity of the management task
the RAAF faced in those immediate post-war days.
The senior commanders and managers of the RAAF must have found these years to
be uncertain, frustrating and challenging as they faced their heavy day-to-day
workload with little or no enthusiasm or strategic guidance from the government they
had so competently sewed during the recent war. In such times the main task is often
simply to survive and cope as the latest changes add to the growing pile. Little
wonder, when all is considered, that the first post-war RAAF Staff College course was
not held until 1949.
Planning had begun in October 1948 for the first course to begin on 13 June 1949. In
broad terms, the initial planning assumptions reflected the thrust of Air Vice-Marshal
Anderson's final report in 1945. That is, that wartime Staff Courses had proved the
viability of the Australian-based staff training focused on local conditions and needs;
that the wartime experience was an excellent basis for a longer peacetime course; and
that for fifteen or more students, an Australian course was the most economical
option.
Air Commodore Ulex Ewart was once again put in charge. He brought not just
continuity and experience to the job, but enthusiasm and understanding as well. Ewart
was an early supporter of Australian-based staff training. In November 1944 he sent
the RAAF Staff School's First Annual Report to Wing Commander The Honourable
T.W. White (a graduate of No I Pilot's course and later on Minister for Air in the
Menzies Government) telling White that: 'I sincerely believe it would be a step in the
right direction for Australia to undertake its own staff training of RAAF officers postwar' and asking him to 'spread the gospel'. As for understanding, one has only to read
his reports to see he had a good conceptual grasp of what was needed.
As Commandant-designate, Ewart oversaw the preparation in RAAF Headquarters of
a recommendation to the Air Board to form a RAAF Staff College based on the
following:
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(a) The college should concern itself solely with training designed to fit
officers for command and staff appointments and be equal in status to
kindred colleges throughout the Air Forces of the British
Commonwealth.
(b) The duration of the course should be 24 weeks
(c) The student population should be fifteen per course with provision
for a hrther five officers from other services when the college was
more developed.
(d) The syllabus of instruction should follow closely that of the RAF
Staff College with modifications, where necessary, to suit Australian
conditions.

.

The location of the college pending the acquisition of a suitable site
metropolitan area should be RAAF Station, Point Cook.

J

These recommendations were accepted and post-war staff training finally became a
realit The college formed officially, in nucleus fonn, on 15 February 1949 in
tempaccommodation at Albert Park, Melbourne. The nucleus staff of three - Air
Comnlodore Ewart and Wing Commanders J.F. Lawson and H.D. Newman (RAF) quickly set about preparing for the first course to begin on 13 June 1949.
As mkntioned, Dick Cresswell was on the DS for the first two courses, having
reverthd to substantive Squadron Leader from his wartime Wing Commander rank.
He believes the nucleus staff were well-chosen. Ewart was 'the right man for the job',
beingknowledgeable, easy to communicate with and well liked by the DS. Lawson
was an equipment officer, intelligent and effective and Newman, an Australian in the
RAF, was a Staff College graduate and a good officer all round. Between them they
brought the right combination of skills and knowledge to 'get things up and running'.

i

The ost obvious changes since the war-days course were the course length, now six
mont , and the strategic circumstances. In effect, the course doubled in length to 24
week4 A longer course of nine months or a year to align with those planned for the
UK add Canada, and to achieve parity with the army course had been considered. In
the enb, however, the need to make quick inroads into the backlog of students, with a
not to1 ambitious course, became the deciding factor.

1

As be ore, the course was based on the RAF course, and in many ways was simply an
expan ed and more thorough version of its wartime predecessor. Ewart had visited the
UK i 1948 and been given the latest instructional material from the RAF Staff
Colle e. This invaluable material, together with material from Mount Martha, was
used
produce a syllabus of five modules, viz: Organisation and Adminishation;
~ ~ e r a k i o nStaff
a l Work; Intelligence; Applied Operational Staff Work (dealt with in
six seb-units of: Air Defence, Strategic Bombing, Maritime Operations, Air
Transhort, Tactical Air Operations, and Combined Operations); and Future
Developments.
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Much of the operational emphasis of the wartime course was retained, with the extra
time evoted to more thorough exercises and papers, and to student study time. Of
note, uch of the last four weeks was devoted to Future Developments, suggesting
good ecognition of the need for a clear view of the future following the almost
const t change since war's-end. However, in many ways it was, quite logically,
simply a bigger, better version of its predecessor.
This kelcome continuity did not, however, apply to the strategic circumstances of the
day. In the few short years since the last RAAF War Staff Course, the world order had
chankd mightily. The Iron Curtain had descended. China had become communist.
Indonesia, that giant archipelago that sprawls across Australia's northern approaches,
was staggering towards independence from the Dutch with no money in its coffers to
build a new nation, and no firm indication of to whom it would turn for help. India
had gained independence, and in the process a bloody separation had formed East and
West Pakistan. Korea was divided into communist and non-communist parts and war
was lirewing. Communist-led independence forces were building in many colonial
states4 including Malaya and Vietnam.
l

The cbmmon thread in this change was the rapid spread of communism, seen then in
the West as a united force, bent on world domination. The West had already opposed
that soread in many ways, including the Berlin Air Lift, and the Cold War had begun.
As a member of the Western Alliance, Australia would directly oppose communism in
Korea, Malaya and Vietnam during the next 25 years. But in the late 1940s, few could
have predicted that future in what was a rapidly changing and unpredictable world.
All thht was known for sure was that Australia would, in some way, support its great
and powerful Western allies to oppose the spread of communism.

I

Despi e all this change and uncertainty, Australia faced no direct strategic threat.
Tucked well out of the way below the equator in the South-West Pacific, she could
apply Plan D with little or no risk. This situation was no doubt comforting to most
people, but it posed particular problems for defence planners and Staff College staff
and students. Without a direct threat to provide focus to their efforts, they were
obligdd instead to consider a range of different possibilities, all demanding different
responses. Fifty years on, the 'no direct threat' scenario still appl~es.Strategically,
Austrdlia has indeed been the 'lucky country' for the second half of the twentieth
centudy.
o direct threat' situation meant that the Staff College's task was to produce
es well equipped to manage the emerging Plan D Air Force, whatever the
circumstances. An establishment of eight officers - one Air Commodore, one
aptain, three Wing Commanders, two Squadron Leaders and one Flight
t - and 17 airmenlainvomen was approved to tackle this task.
furniture and equipment were obtained from the local store, based on
A library, formerly belonging to the School of Land Air Warfare,
From the start, the college adopted a method of instruction, much of which has
endw/d until today. Topics were covered by means of lectures, films, demonstrations,
and t e study of notes, books and other material. These sessions were followed by
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discussion in syndicates or centrally with all staff and students present. Syndicates
were chosen to give a wide range of experience and to encourage students to learn
from each other. Three syndicates of five were formed, with students rotated through
different syndicates to provide the widest possible exposure. Specific periods were
assigned only to lectures, films, demonstrations and discussions; students were free to
allocate all other time as they saw fit.
Visits to militaly bases, the aircraft carrier HMAS SYDNEY, the Army Staff College,
and a range of government and private organisations were conducted. Wide use was
made of visiting lecturers to cover topics as diverse as: Religion and Morale; Russia
and Communism: Trade Unionism (by the President of the ACTU); Submarines and
their Employment; Japan; and Australian Resources and Trade. Dick Cresswell recalls
that the visiting lecturers were generally of a very high standard, well received by all
and a feature of the course.
In all, the implied aim of turning a specialist operator into a generalist manager or
commander was well sewed by this modus operandi. Unfortunately, four of the
fifteen students were unable to take advantage of their opportunity and were
suspended. This high wastage rate may have owed something to the fact that this was
a new course with some wrinkles yet to be ironed out. The main problem, however,
seems to have been a failure to carefully select the students. The importance of wellselected students had heen clearly identified with the wartime courses. It seems that,
in this regard, someone ignored history and the RAAF Staff College was forced to
repeat it.
Assessment of suitability for graduation was consistent with past practices and with
other staff colleges. That is, assessment was an ongoing process based on the quality
of written and oral work and other contributions throughout the course. There was no
final examination at the end of course. For the first course the standard set was that
considered by the staff to be the minimum required of an officer of the rank
concerned. With later courses, this standard was modified to include previous course
standards.
In his report on the first course, Ewart stated that the four who failed to graduate
'worked hard throughout the course hut were defeated either by a lack of mental
adaptability or the handicap of an unsuitable early education'. He went on to add that
'given a longer course one or two might have scraped through' and that 'age (three
bordered on 38 years) may have heen a contributing factor'.
Shortly after that he seems to have put his finger on the problem with the observation
that: 'Those who failed lacked the ability to express themselves in simple, clear
English and to express adequately their thoughts on paper. Thus, they began with a
severe handicap. The course was not long enough to cater for those starting so far
behind scratch, though the staff made every effort, by personal tuition, to help them
along.'

In response, a qualifying examination was to he used as 'a usehl aid to selection' and
Ewart stressed again the need for careful selection of students with appropriate
education, experience and recommendations from superiors. He also stated that he
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Visiting lecturers were a feature of RAAFSC from No 1 Course on, and in 1958
included the Governor-General Sir William Slim, who lectured on 'Command'.
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considered that 'only in exceptional circumstances should officers over the age of 35
years be selected and then not above 38 years'.
This concern with age seems to be a lapse in logic by a man who, from the tenor of
his reports, was in most things a very logical person. In this case he has identified the
main problem: inability to effectively use simple, clear English. That three of the four
with this inability were a few years older than average almost certainly owed more to
unsuitable education and selection than to their advancing years.
Over the years there have been many successful students in their forties. One of the
youngest students on my course won the prize for the best essay, but the two oldest
students were both in the final cut. In all, I would judge Ewart's decision to have a
qualifying examination a much sounder decision than the application of an age cut-off
at 35. 1 suspect that England's ageing wartime leader, Sir Winston Churchill, who had
just completed his best selling series on the history of the Second World War, would
also have disagreed with Ewart on this matter.
That said, the rest of his report seems very logical. He concluded that the course was
still too short, and should be increased to the same length as the RAF and RCAF
courses to produce better graduates and parity with allied courses. The backlog could
still be reduced by increasing student numbers, provided the directing staff numbers
were increased commensurately. The inclusion of an RNZAF officer on the next
course is welcomed and the participation of Army and Navy students strongly
supported.

In general, Dick Cresswell's memories accord with the report. He points out that to
some extent they were pioneering, doing something most of them bad not done before
after five years of war and the chaotic post-war period. He agrees that student
selection was a problem, but believes the resultant situation was exacerbated by poor
selection of the DS, two of whom were much less effective than the others. Overall,
he feels 'it was very n m s a r y ' and 'a good course' despite the continual frustration
of having no answer to the question 'what's going to happen?'
In all, the first course, when considered as a pioneering effort, seems to have gone
quite well. There were problems, however, which Ewart also addressed in his report.
The Combined Operation element was not conducted for reasons unspecified, but
other problems are dealt with in a forthright manner.

Of particular concern was the fact that 'Point Cook is not a good site for a Staff
College'. Instructional accommodation was good, but much too far from the living
accommodation, which was poor. This layout made after-hours access to the library
difficult and inhibited the creation of an 'academic atmosphere'. The need for Staff
College to be a self-contained establishment within a reasonable radius of RAAF
Headquarters - already accepted as a requirement by the Air Board - was reinforced.
The shortcomings of Point Cook accommodation produced enduring memories that
all support the report. In his address to the Staff College Reunion in 1999, retired
CAS, Air Marshal S.D. (David) Evans, AC, DSO, AFC, referred to the 'wretched
conditions' and later on used the word 'appalling'. Retired Deputy Chief, F.W. (Fred)
Barnes, DFC, AFC, was a little kinder, calling the accommodation 'a bit ordinary' and
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recall g the inappropriate site of the Staff College itself as 'too far to walk' h m the
domestic area Whatever the words, there is no doubt the Point Cook accommodation
had serious deficiencies, which Ewart very properly highlighted in his report.
The pkactice of attaching students to the course, rather than posting them, also drew
criticism, mainly because on completion they returned to their units instead of to a
new post requiring their new skills and knowledge. The status of the course was thus
diminished in the eyes of the students and the RAAF at large. The effect of a sixmonth attachment on families was not addressed. Arguably, this was an important
deficiency not only in this report, but in many that followed. The long attachment,
along with the requirement for students to 'live in' during the week, caused
difficulties for many families and real hardships for some. It was finally abandoned in
1968 almost 20 years later - and replaced by postings with full removal and housing
entitlements.

-

The fibt RAAF Staff Course was less than ideal in terms of length and location, but it
proved the concept of an Australian-based, peacetime course and provided and
excellent base for subsequent courses. It also seems to have satisfied the RAAF's
senior commanders. Satisfied enough, that is, to keep the six-month course for six
more courses and leave the RAAF Staff College at Point Cook for the next ten years.
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The Jguments for a longer course and a more suitable site were well made, and
well appreciated. It seems, however, that the business of creating and
running the Plan D RAAF in changing times pushed both issues well down the
priority list.
On thk top of the priority list were some very important basic issues about the nature
of th future force, and how it would operate. The need to oppose Communism in
con& with allies was agreed, hut just how this would be done was still not settled.
The Pacific War had demonstrated the importance of the South-West Pacific to
AustrBlia and established important links with the United States, but the ties of
Empire remained strong.
l

i

Prim Minister Chifley believed Australia's post-war strategic interests were hest
serve by helping maintain the Empire. This could involve member countries sending
forces outside their local area of interest, if need be, to achieve control and influence.
He alio felt that Australia would make its best contribution by focusing on the AsiaPacific region.
l

k

Britis officials considered Chifley's regional emphasis short-sighted. They argued
that t e Middle East, that 'indispensable bridge which joins East to West', was so
vital m any future global conflict that Australia should be able to deploy forces there
if reqbired. This argument was accepted and Australian planning gave precedence to
the Middle East over Malaya during the early post-war period.
enzies government was elected in December 1949. It endorsed the policy
on the Middle East and the Plan D RAAF (with some minor changes
additions to the Citizen Air Force). But in doing so it did not explain why,
colleagues, it considered the Middle East more important than the
masses of South East Asia from which the Japanese had so recently
the explanation lies less in strategic assessments than with the tenor of the
all, these were times in which successive Labor prime ministers were
the Empire, the current Liberal prime minister happily declared himself
boot straps' and every school had a world map dominated by large
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What ver the reason, the resultant Middle East emphasis did not last long. It saw the
deplo ent of No 78 (Fighter) Wing to Malta from 1952 to 1954, but the realities of
regional gm-politics had already reared their heads. The Korean War began on

25 June 1950. No 77 Squadron, who were in the final stages of preparing to bring
their Mustangs back to Australia from Iwakuni in Japan (where they had been as part
of the occupation force) became immediately involved. Other Australian forces
quickly followed as part of the United Nations force.
Communist terrorists had been active in Malaya since 1948 and by 1950 were
becoming a serious threat to security. In May 1950 Australia agreed to send ten
Dakota transports (made available by the ending of the Berlin Airlift) to Malaya as
part of a combined Commonwealth anti-Communist force. A decision to also send a
squadron of Lincoln bombers was made on 27 June 1950, just two days after the
outbreak of the Korean War. In announcing the decision, Prime Minister Menzies
declared:

... the Korean incident cannot be looked at in isolation, nor can we in
Australia regard it as remote from our own interests and safety... There
is also, at this very moment, a Communist-led campaign in Indo-China.
Much nearer home there are operations of the Communist guerrillas in
Malaya who are making it their business to render British control of
Malaya difficult and who, if they succeed, will make it impossible...
He went on to announce the deployment of the Lincolns to Singapore (then still
effectively part of Malaya). The Commonwealth Strategic Reserve eventually was
formed to defend Malaya and Singapore. Under its auspices, the RAAF based
operational units permanently in MalayaIMalaysia from the mid-1950s until the late
1980s.
This Commonwealth commitment was but one part of a dual approach to Australia's
security. The other part was to involve the Americans in the region - a foreign policy
objective since the end of the war. This objective was achieved with the signing of the
ANZUS (Australia, New Zealand and the United States) pact in September 1951.
Although the pact commits the signatories only to consultation in times of trouble, it
gives Australia formal security ties with the biggest and most powerful ally of them
all, and has been a cornerstone of Australian Defence Policy ever since.
In some ways, this was also the era in which Forward Defence came of age. It would
enjoy a number of names and applications, but the principle that it is better to oppose
the forces of darkness on some remote shore - rather than our own doorstep - has
been an important part of Australian Defence policy for much of the past 50 years.

These developments gave some much needed focus to Australian strategic policy.
They also reinforced the vital role of air power in the pursuit of Australia's interests in
the region, and with it provided a wonderful opportunity to develop air power doctrine
to suit Australia's specific needs.
Unfortunately, this was not to be. The CAS, Air Marshal Jones, had gained no
operational experience during the war - his job had been to raise, train and equip the
Air Force that others commanded operationally. He had done his part competently,
but was found lacking in the key area of post-war doctrinal development, preferring to
draw on the thinking of allies like the US, who were nuclear powers, instead of
producing Australian specific doctrine for our much smaller, conventional, force. The
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post- ar purging of very senior oflicers like Bostock, the RAAF's most experienced
opera, anal commander, no doubt added to the RAAF's corporate inability to shape its
own dbctrinal future.
I
This &prate inability raised doubts in the Government about the RAAF's top men,
and uihen Jones retired in January 1952, he was replaced with an RAF officer, Air
Marshal Sir Donald Hardman, KCB, OBE, DFC. Hardman had a reputation as an
innovative manager, and proposed that the RAAF beorganised along functional lines,
instead of the existing geographic arrangements. His proposal was accepted (after a
good deal of debate), resulting in a much better focused and effective system with
Home Command (opera'ions), Training Command (recruiting and training),
Maintenance Command (supply and technical services) and the Department of Air.
l

Paul hetzler, then a Wing Commander working in Joint Headquarters in Department
of Defence, recalls that speculation regarding a finctional organisation had been
goingon for some time and among his colleagues was generally supported. He also
remembers that when change came, the model adopted was thought to be due to work
done at Staff College, but this was never verified.

The then CAS, Air Marshal Sir Donald Hardman, KCB, OBE, DFC (RAF)
seln here holdine a replica 'Hawk of Horus'. the RAF Staff Colleee emblem (see page 28).

suggests that Air Marshal Hardman brought superior skills to the job
available in Australia, and produced a very good, and necessary,
Hardman was also a student of military history with a thorough
the application of air power, particularly in the European context. He
position, concluding that Australia was not big enough to
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'go it alone' and supported the creation of defensive forces to hold the enemy at bay
until a large and powerful ally amved.
This conclusion - although it is unlikely Hardman would have wished it to - appears
to have closed the window of opportunity to develop unique Australian doctrine
appropriate to our region. That is, doctrine which recognised the vast differences in
operating environment between air forces based in the UK and those operating from
Australia's north and the lands beyond.
There is much common ground in all air power doctrine, but in this case there were
also some important differences between Australia and the UK. Atter all, in the
Pacific War there were very few well equipped factories and overhaul depots,
maintenance hangars, comfortable messes, cosy pubs and leave periods in places like
London. Instead there were bare bases, vast distances, malaria, tropical ulcers, cumuli
granitus (towering thunder clouds with rocks in them, a specialty of New Guinea most
afternoons) and hot, humid weather that saps the energy of men and machines alike.
It is a harsh, demanding environment, but one that, when mastered, can be used to
advantage against the enemy. The purge had removed men like Bostock, but many of
those who remained in the next two layers down were very experienced in SouthWest Pacific Area operations and could, if called upon, have applied that unique
experience to doctrinal development that optimised the probable operating
environment.
Fortunately, the lack of official doctrine did not erase the knowledge of the many
Pacific veterans still in the RAAF. Furthermore, they clearly outnumbered UK
veterans at senior levels. This was sometimes seen as bias by the ex-UK group, but
the real reason was simply numbers. Not only did more senior officers serve in the
Pacific, but the absorption of the RAAF into the RAF had greatly restricted RAAF
senior officer development, unlike the Pacific war in which the RAAF had
commanded its own forces and created the necessary senior commanders to do so.
As a result, despite the strong pro-British bias in Government and continued reliance
on the RAF in a number of areas, Pacific War veterans dominated the senior ranks in
the Plan D RAAF. In some ways the RAAF officer corps had become two corps in
one, and many junior officers with UK background knew few of their senior
colleagues.
Not surprisingly, the RAAF Staff College syllabus, student body and staff all reflected
these facts. The syllabus was, as noted, based on the RAF one but with a good deal of
Australian modification, particularly Pacific War experience, fed in. For the early
courses, staff and students alike came from all theatres, including Europe and North
Africa, but the majority were Pacific War veterans.
One Pacific War veteran was Paul Metzler, already mentioned for his contribution to
the creation of the Interim Air Force and thoughts on the functional reorganisation. By
1950 he was a Squadron Leader and CFI (Chief Flying Instructor) at FTS (Flying
Training School, Point Cook) and was then attached to Staff College to attend No 2
Staff Course. He has recorded the following:
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Casting back nearly fifty years, No 2 Staff College Course was
impressive as far as its students were concerned. It was rushed, being of
only six months duration. For our future service it was adequate. It did
not lend itself to anecdote, rather was it worrying: No 1 Course had
failed an unexpected number of its students, perhaps four out of fifteen.
There was no entrance examination or test for these early courses, only
CO's recommendations, and good practical types, say finer turned
engineer officer, were appalled at the thought of writing papers or
appreciations. Happily there was a change of heart or policy and all No
2 Course students passed. We numbered fifteen, only six of us were
General Duties officers, and one Squadron Leader Bolitho, later became
a Commandant. I returned to FTS, became its Commanding Officer and
was not posted to staff duties until 1952.

6

Dick resswell recalls that No 2 Course was 'better selected than Nol' and that the
DS n W had the benefit of experience. He also remembers that despite the tight
schedule, sport and other outdoor activities were encouraged to help students shake
off the effect of endless hours of mental activity. Tennis and golf were popular - the
base had facilities for both - along with flounder fishing. The fishing was done at
night with spears in the shallow waters near the base. Some inventive fitters provided
them with waterproofed torches powered by a car battery towed on a cleverly
desigded raft. On good nights the catch was big enough to provide fish for all three
messes as well as the fishermen.
No 2 'Course seems to have established a pattern of instruction and manning that
conti"U ed for the five remaining six-month courses. That is, the modified RAF course
provided a set framework within which progressive modification took place to meet
the emerging needs of the Plan D RAAF, with its strong Pacific-War component.

1

All o which meant that when Squadron Leader Arthur ('Pic') Pickering (now Air
Com odore, AM (Ret'd)) was attached to No 4 RAAF Staff College Course
beginhing 30 April 1951, his UK experience in Liberators with Coastal Command
made him a bit more of a rarity than some might have expected. In those times he was
also 4 rarity among staff college students for a number of other reasons. To begin
with, e was only the third navigator selected for staff training at Point Cook, despite
the p votal role navigators played in operation and mission planning and their
conse uent exposure to the 'bigger picture'. Next, compared with most of his course,
he W very well-educated and highly trained, having done a science degree before
joinink the RAAF and completed both the Staff Navigator and Advanced Specialist
Navihtion Course (a course available to aircrew with tertiary science or engineering
qualifications, aimed at allowing graduates to talk on common ground with scientists.)

B

this highly specialised training he worked with a team to select post-war air
aids throughout the world, and then reviewed Research and
in the US and Canada before returning to Australia to work in

1

Even with this background he found the course stimulating and broadening, and
judg , it to be very useful for both the RAAF and the individual. The syllabus, with
its strong operational emphasis that drew heavily on the Pacific War experience, was
l
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still much the same as No 1 Course, and considered appropriate by the students. The
pace was still intense, making the course something to be 'tolerated rather than
enjoyed'. This situation was exacerbated by some of the Directing Staff being, in
Pickering's judgment, 'a bit out of their depth'. As well, some students who had held
higher wartime acting rank, when found to be 'less than perfect' at their lower
substantive rank, had trouble accepting their shortcomings.

l

The domestic situation was unchanged since No 1 Course, with the campus far from
ideal and a requirement to live-in during the week. Impact on the families of manied
students was not an issue for most, however, as they came from Melbourne based
units - mainly RAAF Headquarters (then in Melbourne), Point Cook and Laverton.
This arrangement meant that they kept their manied quarters and saw their families at
weekends.
There were 15 students on No 4 Course. All graduated, suggesting that the student
selection procedures established for 2 Course were still working well. The
introduction of promotion examinations no doubt also contributed here - 'Pic'
Pickering recalls having to sit promotion exams on his retum from the UK, and the
subsequent use of the appropriate exam as a qualifylng requirement for selection for
staff training.
The Qualifying examination acquired the title 'Q Exam', and was also effectively the
promotion examination for Wing Commander for most officers. The accompanying
promotion examinations for Flight Lieutenant and Squadron Leader were the 'B' and
'C' respectively.
The introduction of promotion examinations as a qualifylng standard was clearly
another positive step for Staff College. However, despite the excellent pass rate now
being achieved, the shortcomings of the course remained. There was still much too
little time for students to do study on any issue not directly and immediately related to
the syllabus, the intense pace restricted assimilation and perspective, and the issue of
parity with the longer courses of allies and the army had not been resolved.
Fortunately, this latter issue did not prevent the approval of the Unit Badge in October
1951. The badge consisted of a 'Tasmanian Masked Owl displayed from the Astral
Crown' and the Motto 'Sapientia Virtute Praevalet' (Wisdom Prevails Over Strength).
The owl had become something of a traditional staff college emblem, being used by
the British and Australian Army colleges. In this case the owl was 'indicative of
wisdom and the Astral Crown of success in all matters concerned with aviation'. Over
the years the looser translation of 'The Pen Is Mightier Than The Sword' has
frequently been applied.
It seems that 1951 was a good year for such things. A little later that year the RAAF
Staff College was presented with a replica of 'The Hawk of Horns' by the RAF Staff
College, Bracknell 'as a mark of special goodwill and as evidence of our high regard
for the work and achievements of our sister Service in Australia'. The Hawk of Homs
-the 'Sky God' of ancient Egypt, was approved as the emblem of the RAF college in
1927, along with the motto 'Visu et Nisu' (By Vision and Effort).

~
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The n W badge, the Hawk of Homs and the accompanying sentiments were warmly
recei d at the RAAF Staff College, but had no other immediate affect. The decision
mak
apparently still saw a full length course like Bracknell as highly desirable,
ratherthan essential, and three more six month courses were held. The last, No 7
Cours , ended on 18 December 1953. All subsequent courses, including the year
2000, have been full length courses.

I
l

wartr retired after No 4 Course and was replaced as Commandant by Group Captain
(soon to be Air Commodore) A.E. Earle, CBE, RAF. Earle, a member of the Directing
Staff during No 4 Course, had been favourably received by the students and was seen
by them, at least, as a good choice. This judgment may have been influenced by an
incident on the course visit to Yalloum Power station. Ewart, who had bought a small
farm at Berwick (on the Yalloum side of Melbourne) turned up to meet the bus in a
horse and jinker - proof to the 'high-tech' student body that he was yesterday's man,
ready for replacement. Sometimes it's tough being the boss. Under Earle's guidance,
Nos. S and 6 courses maintained the proven syllabus and a student body of 15 which
had u$ually included an RNZAF officer. No 7 course was increased in size to 18
students, and included not only an RNZAF officer, but also an Army major, four
navigators and the first civilian, Mr. A.L. Hall, from the Department of Air. This more
eclect~cmix no doubt added breadth to the course, and established an effective and
attractive feature to RAAF staff training that has endured until today.
By nbw, some students were adding to their individual mementos, such as
photographs, by assembling memorabilia about the course as a whole. No 6 Course
produced a collage of photos, drawings and written comments as a keepsake for all
course members. Others produced similar things and in 1959 No 13 Course produced
a Yeat Book, so starting a tradition that continues today. The respective year books
are kept at RAAFSC, and many graduates have personal copies of their book.
l

I

Extract from No 13 Course Year Book, the fvst o f a long series.
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No 6 Coune collage, produced as 8 keepsake for members in 1953,
forerunner of the Year Books produced from 1959 onwards and held at RAAFSC.

l
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The st full length course, No 8, began on 26 January 1954. It was not only longer
than i s predecessors, but bigger, with 23 students, including six Flight Lieutenants, a
USA Lieutenant Colonel, an ARA major, an RNZAF Squadron Leader and a
civili . There was also a good sprinkling of 'half wingers' and non-aircrew officers.
The dommandant had been replaced by another RAF officer, Air Commodore T.A.B.
Parserle. In all, it was a varied group, with the wide range of experience and
knowledge so important to the intangible but fundamental 'broadening process' the
staff college experience ideally provides. The RAAF Staff College was, at last, on
equal footing with its peers around the world.

i"

Air ~bmmodoreLou Marshall (Ret'd) has mostly positive memories as a student on 8
Cour*. An armament officer, he served with 9 Operations Group in PNG, the
advance party to Kiriwina, and the RAAF Mission Washington during 1943-45 under
Air Marshal Williams to help 'buy just about everything'. Post-war he served in the
UK, the Department of Air and at Maintenance Squadron East Sale before arriving at
Staff College as a senior Squadron Leader with a good deal of staff experience.
With !this background he found the 'staff parts of the course of limited personal
valueJ but believes these areas were of undoubted benefit to the majority of students
and rdtes both staff and students as 'tops'. As expected, the thrust of the course was
'general staff work well done', but the operational side was also well covered.
Emphsis was on Australian capacity and Australian focus on the region, but all in the
context of a world view. Review and assessment of the massive post-war changes,
particularly communism and the Cold War, was a theme throughout.

L

Well remembered characters include USAF Lieutenant Colonel Bill Markley, a
bomb pilot (later a DS) who was 'well chosen, popular and knowledgable', and the
Commandant, Air Commodore Parselle. Nicknamed 'Taps' for his habit of standing
on one leg and constantly tapping his other foot, Parselle was respected and well liked
by the students for his howledge and relaxed style. Lou Marshal1 recalls watching
Pmelle late one evening patiently listening to a student explain, over and over, with
logic somewhat distorted either by drink or the lack of it, the difference between a
comma and a semi-colon. Of such things commandants are made.
ries include a week at Puckapunyal where he got to drive a Centurion
d the Point Cook seaweed that rotted in the summer sun, giving off a pungent
smelt terrible and discoloured the paint on the buildings. On a more pleasant
embers their course reunion in 1979, especially the rousing rendition of
e song 'Brush Up Your Staff Work', based on the tune of 'Brush Up Your
are' from 'Kiss Me Kate', and previously sung at the end of course skit:
Brush up your staff work,
Or you'll never pass your 'Q'
Go to Staff College
They'll teach you what to do
Ops orders and staff papers
And appreciations too
If your ways you don't mend,
You'll go right round the bend
Like the DS do.
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The tape of the occasion that Lou Marshall played for me reinforces the wisdom of
those concerned to continue on with FL4AF careers, and not 'give up their day jobs',
despite the enthusiastic applause for their efforts.
No 9 Course followed much the same pattern as No 8, but with a slightly different
personnel mix. The first RAN officer, Lieutenant Commander F.E. Wilson joined the
student body. As mentioned above, Lieutenant Colonel W.C. Markley stayed on after
No 8 course to serve on the Directing Staff, becoming the first USAF officer to do so.
Meanwhile, the outside world had continued to change. Following the Korean
armistice in July 1953 (and the establishment of the famous DMZ along the 38th
parallel), the Chinese had thrown their *upport behind the Viet Minh in Vietnam. In
May 1954 the Viet Minh won a decisive victory at Dien Bien Phu over the French,
who then withdrew completely from Indo-China. Vietnam became divided along the
17th parallel, and the Western powers became more concerned than ever about the
spread of communism. SEATO, the South-East Asia Treaty Organisation, resulted,
with membership of the UK, USA, Australia, New Zealand, France, Pakistan,
Thailand, and the Philippines.
As well, Britain, Australia and New Zealand established the Far Eastern Strategic
Reserve Force. Australia agreed to commit Army, Navy and Air Force units. The air
units included a fighter wing of two squadrons, a bomber wing, and an airfield
construction squadron. The airbase at Butterworth - a former RAF base occupied by
the Japanese during the war - was rebuilt by the Airfield Construction Squadron to
accommodate these forces, to act as an airhead for the region, and to accommodate
visiting forces such as RAF fighters and V bombers. The recently ordered C130A
Hercules transport aircraft would be used to establish regular air support from
Australia. Australia's commitment to the region had taken on a definite air of
permanence.
The next fifteen years would see as many as six RAAF squadrons based in Singapore,
Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam, and frequent regional involvement by the C130
transports and maritime patrol aircraft. This shift changed not only the RAAF's force
structure with aircraft like the Iroquois and the Caribou, but also its thinking and its
corporate knowledge. Although these were worrying times, they were also often
exciting and interesting for those involved with the command and conduct of the
actual operations. As with most things, for the individuals concerned timing was of
the essence. The Staff College graduates of the fifties, in the main, became the
managers of the RAAF during the South East Asia period that reached its peak in the
late 1960s with six squadrons in the region. The involvement continues today in much
lesser form with frequent deployments of RAAF maritime, fighter and strike aircraft
to Singapore and Malaysia. However, it is the heyday that shaped the careers of so
many RAAF people in the 1950s, 60s and early 70s that concerns us here.
No 10 Course was right in the van. They studied under the guidance of Commandant
Air Commodore W.H. (Bill) Garing, CBE, DFC, graduated on 14 December 1956 and
went on to be known as the 'Supercoune' for the number of notables produced. The
25th anniversary of the course was attended by old boys Air Marshal Sir James
Rowland, Governor of NSW and ex-CAS, and the then CAS Air Marshal Sir Neville
McNamara, who soon after became Chief of the Defence Force Staff as an Air Chief
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Others attending included, Air Vice-Marshal John (Sam) Jordan, ex-Chief of
Air Vice-Marshal Jack Comish, ex-Chief of Air Force Materiel; and
Geoff Blackwell, ex-chief of Manpower. Another course member,
Aronsen (Ret'd), became CO of No 2 Squadron flying Canberra
Vietnam, in the late 1960s.
But id many ways the most remarkable 10 Course graduate is Group Captain Fred
Knudsen, AFC (Ret'd), one of Australia's premier airmen. Fred Knudsen began flying
as a private student with the Mildura aero club in the early days of the war, and is still
an active flying instructor today, almost 60 years later. As soon as he was old enough
he joined the RAAF, and graduated in 1942 from one of the last Hawker Demon
courses (a nice aircraft to fly), then flew Fairey Battles before joining No 23 Squadron
to fly Vultee Vengeances (a good dive bomber) from Nadzab in Papau New Guinea.
Next kame instructor duties on Mustangs and time with the occupation forces in Japan
beford test flying Mustangs and Lincolns at IAD (No 1 Aircraft Depot) and tours with
ARDU (Aircraft Research and Development Unit) and CFS (Central Flying School).
He later on flew Sabres in Butterworth and with No 79 Squadron at Ubon in Thailand,
got to fly the Mirage and was also the RAAF exchange officer at the USAF Academy
in Colorado.
~incelretirementfrom the RAAF he has continued to fly, initially as an Examiner of
Airmen with the Department of Civil Aviation and more recently as a flying
instructor. Fitter than most men 20 years his junior, he spent three months of 1999
living and flying in northem Australia under contract to an aero club, and now has
over l00 types in his log book.
A prabica~man of action, and not, many would think, a man with sympathy for staff
trainilig. But that would be to misjudge the man and many of his contemporaries. Like
many of his colleagues, before he began staff training Fred Knudsen had done nothing
but fl*, and knew that if he were to become a successful commander and manager, he
had no option but leam more about this often very different world. He found the
course hard work - particularly the first half - and envied the 'wordsmiths', but
belie& it 'did exactly what it was designed to do - convert a practical operator into a
compttent staff officer'.
even more importantly, the course gave him 'great confidence' to tackle a
of work and throw his hat in the ring for postings like the USAF
career highlight he could not even have aspired to without staff training.
the Directorate of Flying Safety, and drew heavily on his staff training
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Like any others over the years, he made new friends and enjoyed the eclectic mix of
peopl seldom encountered elsewhere. All the non-RAAF students were well
accep ed, but none more so than USAF Lieutenant Colonel J.D. Monahan, a World
War bomber pilot who stayed on as a DS. His wife was a professional singer, and
both ere very popular. Knudsen used his connections to get Monahan enough flying
at Poi t Cook to qualify for his flight pay and they became friends.
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Overall, Fred Knudsen recalls that 'most students were smart, but there were no smart
arses'. Enough said - we could all be so lucky.

Commandant, Air Commodore Bill Caring with No 10 Course international officers
L-R- SQNLDR J.W.P. Cook, RNZAF; AIRCDRE Caring; SQNLDR D.B. Ainsworth, RAF
and LTCOL J.D. Monahan, USAF, who stayed on to join the DS.

No 11 Course too had its notables - David Evans, for instance, was a Berlin Air Lit?
veteran, who also became CO of No 2 Squadron in Vietnam and later on, Chief of Air
Staff (and Air Marshal AC, DSO, AFC). Kevin Parker became OC East Sale and
retired an Air Vice-Marshal. I.R. (Pip) Olorenshaw became Chief of Staff of the
fledgling Malaysian Air Force and retired as a Group Captain with a US DFC and Air
Medal as well as his Australian DFC. Five went on to serve as DS - (sans ranks) G .
Zantuck, K. Parker, W.O.K. Hewitt, W. K m and R. Ramsay. But perhaps the most
striking thing about 11 Course is their continued cohesion over more than four
decades. Most Staff College courses develop at least some camaraderie and some
enduring friendships usually result, but in both regards, 11 Course seems to have
excelled. Reunions, all well attended, have been held at 10, 20, 25, 35 and 40 years.
16 of the original 24 are still with us, many are still friends, and in all they generally
keep in touch with old course mates.
Group Captain D.C. (Doug) Hurst, DFC (Ret'd) (a friend, but no relation to the
author) has fond memories ofboth his staff college days and the enduring friendships
he made. A World War I1 and Korean War fighter pilot, he has written the following
thoughts about those days.
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One of my most memorable recollections is the spirit of camaraderie
that developed at Point Cook among the 24 students and Directing Staff
of No l l Staff Course in 1957. In those days, everyone lived in during
the week with the exception that we could go home Wednesday nights.
On each of the other nights for a period of 30-45 minutes, all 24
students and most of the Directing Staff were together in the mess
mixing socially and not necessarily in syndicate groups. Some came
early and some came late, but for a period all were there. This
togetherness would probably be called 'bonding' in today's terms, but it
has remained constant over the years in which surviving members have
gathered for anniversary - 10, 20, 25, 35 (1992) and 40 (1997) years functions.
~ l m o b tall courses had moments when some steam was let off, when otherwise
normal senior officers behaved as if they could not decide whether they were about to
die tomorrow or live forever. No 11 Course was no exception, and Doug Hurst goes
on to say:
Other highlights included our visit to the Army Staff College at
Queenscliff mid-year. The stage was set when we arrived at Queenscliff
in the morning and became aware that Dave Evans and Major Geoff
(Boots) Cronk, our Army student, had been awarded the AFC and MBE
respectively in the Birthday Honours list. During celebrations that
evening our resident pianist - Eric Ramsay - left early so we carried the
piano up two flights of stairs to his room. We heard later that it took
three weeks to get the piano back down.
course had its tales to tell - 25 years later at Queenscliff, some of my course,
EhavinV spent
~ the day with the Army discussing amphibious warfare, spent much of the
evening establishing a bar head (in lieu of the beach head they had been introduced to
earlier in the day) which they then proceeded to defend against all corners. They won
the night, but next morning the only fight left in them was for aspirin and coffee.
Course included the first RAF officer on an RAAF Staff College course,
Leader A. Harper, AFC, and welcomed the second USAF member of the
Staff, Lieutenant Colonel J.D. Monahan who had completed the previous
nal participation was now an established and welcome factor in what
generally settled approach to RAAF staff training at the college. No 12
in 1958 -was typical of the era, with 24 students who included, as well
component: a USAF Lieutenant Colonel, R.W. ('Deacon') Priest, who
with the Directing Staff for the next course; a civilian, Mr A.H.
dron Leader S.D. Simpson, RAF; Squadron Leader D.B. Andrews,
.J. Latham, ARA; and Lieutenant Commander D.J.Robertson, RAN.

Back Row: SQNLDR A. Harper, RAF; MAJ R.G. CronB; SQNLDR H.K. Parker; SQNLDR D.C. Hurst
Front Row: SQNLDR 1.R Olorenshaw; SQNLDR T.B. Paget; SQNLDR E.M.Johnston; SQNLDR C.J. Melchert
(RAN officers not known)

No 11 Course members aboard HMAS SYDNEY
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By any standards, and particularly those of today, the students and directing staff of
12 Course were a highly decorated group, with ten DFCs and one DFM, six AFCs,
one CBE, one OBE and two MBEs between them. Some had more than one award.
They included Air Commodore W.H. Garing, CBE, DFC; Wing Commander E.T.
Pickerd, OBE, DFC; Squadron Leader F.M. Griggs, DFC, DFM and Squadron Leader
F.W. Barnes, DFC, AFC. Pickerd would go on to Air Commodore and OC Edinburgh,
Bames to Air Vice-Marshal and Deputy Chief.
As Group Captain Frank Griggs, DFC, DFM (Ret'd) recalls, the students were still
mostly World War I1 veterans, and as we have seen, often very experienced in
operations. A bomber pilot in Wellingtons, Stirlings and Mosquitoes, he left the
RAAF in 1944 to join the airline ANA, only to rejoin the RAAF when the Korean war
broke out and find himself flying Lincolns from Tengah in Singapore, against
communist terrorists in Malaya. Some years later he was OC Townsville.
Not surprisingly with such a strong operational background, his memories are more of
what was new to him - that is, the 'staff side of things rather than the operational
one. He sums the thrust of the course up as 'communication skills, being able to
express your thoughts clearly, particularly in writing.' Other than that, be best
remembers the people who provided an interesting social scene and enduring
networks in later life.
Lieutenant Colonel 'Deacon' Priest, USAF, left a lasting impression for his enjoyment
of a good laugh. He liked vernacular speech, and could be relied on to chuckle
whenever Squadmn Leader Justin Brennan, an outback country boy who still spoke
like one, used a favourite expression like: 'I'd know his bones in a stew' or 'black as
the inside of a cow'.

Cricket, Point Cook, 1958
(Lieutenant Colonel 'Deacon' Priest is fourth from left)
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officer, Squadron Leader D.B. Andrews, was a highly educated
Educdion Officer. Known to some as 'The Professor', he could be relied on to take
ith almost everything, and sometimes found himself in lengthy debate only to
had been 'set up' by an opponent who had far more interest in getting a rise
than in the pursuit of truth and knowledge.
EveryLne fitted in well, including the civilian Alan DeMarchi, but some found the
work bore difficult than others and one student was suspended for not reaching the
standdrd required. Like everything, the course had its moments, but Frank Griggs has
mostly positive memories, considering it to have been very useful to both the RAAF
and to most students as individuals.
l

Fred Ebarnes (now Air Vice-Marshal, DFC, AFC (Ret'd)) also has good memories of
12 Course, finding the DS 'a good bunch' and 'thoroughly enjoying my year'. He
found it 'a relaxing break after some fifteen years of flying'. Although 'relaxed', he
was obviously a good student, gaining one of only three 'above average' passes.

l1

As well as the usual things like interesting visits and entertaining social events, his
memories also contain the not so usual, like 'Speed Reading' training. This aimed to
teach students to overcome the habit of mentally sounding out words as they read appardntly, sounders were limited to 600 words a minute, while non-sounders could
reach 1 000. The course champion was Squadron Leader J.W. (John) Taylor, an
Equip!nent Officer. Unfortunately, this skill didn't help Taylor's career. He was told
on the! last day of the course that he would not be awarded a 'p.s.c', and remained a
Squadron Leader for many years hence. Fred Bames thought this action 'was an
example of very poor staff work', as the decision to fail Taylor could have been made
much earlier. Alternatively, if his work was good enough to get him to the last days of
a oneyear course, he should perhaps have been given the benefit of the doubt and
Either way, the fault would seem to lie more with Staff College than with the
unlucky Squadron Leader Taylor.

6

The 'i promptu lecture series' also produced something a hit out of the ordinary. As
Fred ames tells it:
R.P. ('Snow') Joske (now Group Captain Ret'd) was called on to speak
and asked one of his fellow students to go up with him and he a model
for a lecture. Apparently, Snow had had some training in dentistry and
his presentation was titled 'The Partial Denture'. After some
explanations of the problems and techniques involved, during which his
model was used to help illustrate his points, Snow announced that the
next step was to take an impression. He then filled the mouth of the
poor volunteer with some goo resembling Plaster of Paris. The model
wasn't able to say much for some time.

first for 12 Course is recorded in Staff College Unit Histories which show
August 24 to 28, 'USAF officers on exchange duties with the RAAF
Staff College to attend Exercise FUSION' (other records show 15-19
all agree 1958). 'Fusion Week' as it came to be known, eventually
also ihcluded RNZAF officers. Visiting officers from the USAF and RNZAF also
participated in what quickly became an important occasion to exchange views and
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mix socially with old friends and allies. Enduringly popular, Fusion Week has been
hosted by RAAFSC ever since.

First Fusion Week
USAF and RAAF officers assembled

for Volley

Ball

The full-length course was less intense than its predecessor, but those who did well on
it (with the exception of a few super smart individuals) worked hard. There were no
union rules, and out of hours work to complete essays and other assignments was
expected, as it always has been. But many are like Fred Bames - ie, their enduring
memories are not so much about the hours of toil as about funny or important
incidents. This certainly seems to have been the case for 13 Course, who produced the
first year book, with something on everyone and some good laughs along the way.
Squadron Leader David Smyth (now Air Commodore Ret'd), a student on 13 Course
and later on a Directing Staff member in Canberra, and has provided the following
anecdotes and thoughts of these times:

I remember a student whose normal oral delivery was far in excess of
the average 230-240 words per minute - in fact, at times he was
almost unintelligible. Gentle hints and suggestions from DS had no
effect until his Syndicate DS came up with a none too subtle but
highly effective solution. At the rehearsal for one of the early oral
presentations, this wily old bird turned up with a 303 rifle and took his
place at the back of the hall. He promised to shoot the student if he
didn't slow down. Said student, not surprisingly, did start off at a
better pace, but then habit took over and he was off like a rocket.
BANG - a discharged 303 in a confined space, even with only a blank
up the spout, is quite impressive. The message was received and when
I saw the fellow about 12 years after the event, he had not reverted to
his previous rate of delivery.

1
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The end of syndicate sessions of home truths was always a trying time
for both students and DS. I still recall my horror at being told I was
'pompous and pedantic'. It took the rest of the year to realise that the
comment was not only shrewd, but highly accurate, so I tried to
adjust. That of course was the secret of those assessments, to give
students a chance, for the first time in their lives, to hear what
impression they really made on other members. I used to like the
reaction that was always forthcoming in response to my comment that
'X' tended to resent criticism - 'I don't' was the usual loud and
immediate response. Enough said.
I remember that the system of reporting, up until the time we
undertook Staff College, placed little obligation on the reporting
officer to tell the subject of the report what he thought of him. If I
remember correctly, that only occurred if the report was adverse. This
meant that the candour of the Staff College experience was tough on
both parties. Some DS had trouble with it. There was one 1 remember
who could only face the occasion by converting his ofice to a cocktail
bar, with comfortable chairs, canapb, nuts and copious liquor - and
that was mainly for him!
Then there was the incident which caused such friction between RAN
and RAAF as to make the Arab-Israeli dispute look like kindergarten
stuff. In the course of the annual visit to HMAS ALBATROSS, the
Navy base at Nowra, a small group of students, alcohol inspired,
decided to remove from the wardroom the revered picture of the Lord
Nelson, and bring it back to Fairbairn. That was bad enough. Only after
discreet arrangements were made to return it to Nowra, and the culprits
(well the main one) identified, was it found that Nelson had been
awarded RAAF wings, araldited firmly to his left breast.
Fifteen years later, working in Defence and in frequent contact with my
RAN counterpart, I was surprised to discover how bitter Navy feelings
still were. I often wondered if the RAAF hod concerned realised just
what he had done. I was surprised to note that it didn't necessarily
adversely affect his career, hut it did provide another opportunity to
recall that priceless advice from the Commandant of the first Admin.
Course for GD, run at Richmond in 1946 or 47 : 'If you're going to
succeed in this man's Air Force you have to be either brilliant or a
bastard, there are no prizes for being mediocre.' Think about that, and
it's surprising how true it has proved over the years.
Davi
cam]
14 C

has taken us to Fairbairn and into the sixties with his memories. To
Point Cook story we must return to the first year of that new decade, and
last Staff Course held at the home of the RAAF.

Whe
mucl
befo:
This

Cook course began on 23 January 1960, it did so in a world
from the one in which the first course was held only eleven years
1950s drew to a close an element of stability had returned to the region.
there were not many hot spots, particularly with various anti-
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colonial communist forces throughout South East Asia, and potential for a big flare up
somewhere from cold war pressures. But it did mean that the succession of rapid and
massive changes which had rewritten the map of the world in the first decade after the
war were mostly over. Communist China, the Iron Curtain, the independent countries
of Indonesia, India and Pakistan and the like were now established realities - the
problems now mainly flowed from the aftermath of these changes and the continued
opposition to European colonial rule in Asia and Africa.
Much of the anti-colonial opposition was communist backed, but in all cases it had a
strong nationalist sentiment that at times overrode Communist unity. Communism
was still seen in the West as a single unified block of thought and action - the term
'communist bloc' was widely used throughout the West - but the reality was quite
different. As well as the strong nationalist element just mentioned, there were also a
number of quite different versions of the true path. Major ideological differences
eventually created rivalries and splits within the communist world.
In the meantime, communist guerrillas were opposed in places like Malaya without
triggering serious escalatory reaction from the 'communist bloc'. Cold war tensions
were high, but most guenilla forces were contained to their home countries, or at least
to their neighbourhoods. Some Communist forces were suppressed - in Malaya, for
instance, by 1960 they were contained in remote jungle areas away from the main
population centres - and some, like the Viet Minh would go on to win, but the threat
of a unified Communist thrust suddenly dominating Australia's area of interest was
much diminished.
The threat was seen more as a progressive spread of communism, rather than another
'China' and the rapid transformation of a very large area. The domino theory was in
vogue - that is, as each country fell under Communist rule it would, like a piece in a
row of dominos, fall on the one next to it and knock it over as well. The very porous
borders throughout most of South East Asia lent weight to the theory, but the process
was seldom seen as something that would happen overnight. Furthermore, it was also
seen as a process that could be slowed, intempted or stopped altogether by
appropriate opposition - something today's critics of the theory usually overlook.
All of which meant that not only did the 'no direct threat' assessment still apply to
Australia, but that most of the local hot spots were contained or were believed to be
manageable - as indeed most tumed out to be. One, Vietnam, became an exception,
but in the mean time it was mostly a matter of keeping the pressure on in the various
hot spots and keeping our powder dry. The Butterworth air base, with its two
squadrons of Avon Sabres and squadron of Canberra bombers now fully operational,
was a major element of that pressure. Along with Australian Army and Navy units in
the area and a large UK presence, mostly centred in Singapore, Butterworth also
represented a good deal of powder being kept dry for an emergency.

l'

The last Point Commandant, Croup Captain D.W.(Dave) Colquhoun, DFC, AFC,
was again Commandant in 1969-70.
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Group Captain D.W. (Dave) Colquhoun, DFC, AFC, a CAF pilot pre-war who had
transferred to the PAF and built a fine war record, was Commandant for the last Point
Cook course, No 14. He was also Commandant of the RAAF College. Staff of the day
recall that this 'double hatted' arrangement meant that it fell to Group Captain W.N.
(Norm) Lampe, OBE, the Deputy Commandant, to manage RAAFSC day to day. By
now change was in the wind. The late fifties had seen the move of the Department of
Air and other Service and Government departments to Canberra, strengthening the
argument to relocate Staff College there too.
Planning throughout 1960 culminated in Headquarters Support Command
Administrative Instruction No 12160, which directed that:
The Officer Commanding RAAF Point Cook is to move RAAF Staff
College from Point Cook to RAAF Base Canberra by 23 Jan 1961.
Upon anival at RAAF Base Canherra, RAAF Staff College is to he an
independent unit under command of the Officer Commanding RAM
Base Canherra and within the command of the Air Officer
Commanding Support Command.
Some insight into the thinking behind the move was provided by the introductory
'Information' section of the instruction, which read:
It is desirable to have the RAAF Staff College located in Canberra close
to Department of Air and other Service and Govemment Departments.
It has been a planning objective for some time to move the Staff
College coincident with the move of Department of Air hut action was
deferred pending investigation by the Services Integration Committee.
It has been decided that the Army and RAAF Staff Colleges should be
relocated on a common site in Canherra and that they should operate as
separate wings with a maximum of integration of base senice facilities
and studies. However as several years must elapse before the Combined
Staff College can he designed and built it has heen decided to move
RAAF Staff College temporarily to RAAF Base Canherra. This move
has been precipitated to some extent by the necessity to close
Rathmines and relocate the Officers' Training Squadron at Point Cook
as it is intended that the accommodation vacated by RAAF Staff
College will he occupied by the Officers' Training Squadron.
Accordingly, RAAF Staff College will move to RAAF Base Canherra
upon completion of the 1960 Staff Course.
Administrative Instruction No 12/60 was signed by A.D. Charlton Gp Capt S Admin
SO (who apparently did not like commas) in Victoria Barracks, and dated 13 May
1960. We can only speculate on how firm the plans were for the Combined Staff
College, hut it is unlikely that even the most pessimistic planner would have expected
40 years to elapse for it all to come to fruition! In the shorter term, the decision had
finally heen made to shift RAAF Staff College nearer the higher level action - a very
logical change.
When that decision was actioned, the Point Cook era ended, and the RAAF Base
CanberraIFairhaim era began. From now on all Staff College students would
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experi ce first hand the wonders of the National Capital's winter - cold one day,
freezi g the next - and see for themselves the processes o f national government and
the bdeaucratic machine in action.

The Staff College Goes By Air (1959)
(reformatted with original spelling)
In Nepal and Tibet, they are travelling yet,
By the rickshaw, the sherpa and yak.
But our standardized fare is to travel by air,
In a cold old dependable Dak.
It takes a good blizzard to freeze up the gizzard
Of a lama, or yeti or yak.
But the storm hasn't been, that would ice up the spleen,
Sufficient to call off a Dak.

1

So we go on our way, and whatever [he day,
We ha\e something in common with lamas:
Beneath battle-dress. we wear all we vossess.
From mess-kit to woollen pyjanias.
But we'd still be inclined, to wager you'll find.
That before we are very much older,
Though-the lama may shiver with ice in his liver,
We'll still be a few degrees colder.
I.B.

Staff College travel 1959
45
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The ollege was up and running, as directed, at RAAF Base Canberra on 23 January
1961.The Commandant, Group Captain R.N. (Bob) Dalkin, DFC, was also Officer
Commanding of the base. Deputy Commandant, Group Captain W.K. (Keith) Bolitho,
DFC, headed the seven Directing Staff.
~ u i l d h at
~ sthe far north-east end of the base domestic area were used to house the
College. RAAF Base Canberra had been built mainly just before and during the war.
The buildings reflected this fact, being mostly the ubiquitous uninsulated RAAF huts
that alternatively froze and baked their occupants with the season tbroughout
Australia. Some modifications were made to accommodate the College. The best
buildings were those built to a plan dated 23-4-1940 as the photographic building for
Survey Flight. These were taken over as Staff College Headquarters and have been in
constant use ever since. Recently clad and re-roofed, they are still in good condition.
The dain lecture theatre was situated close to the Headquarters building on the
Canberra City end in an area now used partly as a car park. Air Vice-Marshal D.D.
(Doug) Hurditch, CBE, (Ret'd) was on the DS in 1961 and recalls the early
accommodation as 'basic at best'. The lecture theatre was particularly bad. Close to
the airtield and poorly insulated, it was not only uncomfortable during extreme
weather, but could be 'a bit of an embarrassment' when aircraft noise drowned out
visiting lecturers accustomed to less rudimentary facilities. It is doubtful that many
tears were shed when the lecture room was replaced with a more modem, comfortable
and qyieter building - now named Williams Hall -in the early 1970s.

4

The ' asic at best' buildings aside, Doug Hurditch believes the move to Canberra was
very sitive. A wartime Bomber Command pilot and POW, he trained as a Specialist
~ a v i ~ h t post-war,
or
flew with the 78 Wing Vampires in Malta, was CO of No 22
Squadron during it's Meteor days and held many staff and command appointments
including OC Townsville, Air Commander of ANZUK forces in Singapore and
~ e p u t )Chief of Air Staff. He also had a long association with the College, being a
membkr of No 5 Course, a DS at Point Cook for two years before the transfer to
canbeha, and Commandant during 1968.
obvious improvements from Canberra basing were the quality
of guest lecturers, and the greatly improved library access. Guest
readily be drawn from the ANU, the Department, other areas of
Goverhment like Foreign Affairs and, of course, from the three Service Offices. In
Doug Hurditch's opinion, the Canberra guest lecturer contribution was much more
comprehensive and relevant, and it better exposed students to higher level thought and
methods.

l
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He pays tribute to another DS, Wing Commander G.S. (Gordon) Zantuck (later Group
Captain), for setting up the necessary links to tap into the library services available in
Canberra, particularly those of the National Library with its vast network. This access
was still a positive feature of my staff training in 1983 and remains an important
factor today.

'

Tasks like arranging visiting lecturers and library links had to he done on top of all the
other work associated with the shift. But, histoly records, they got everything done,
and No 15 Course began on time. The hest educated course yet, 15 Course included
six tertiary qualified officers with degrees in Engineering, Arts and Commerce,
reflecting a trend towards tertiary educated ofticers that has continued to grow with
time. As well as the 19 RAAF officers, there were two civilians, Messrs K.A.
Pendergast and J.B. Gale, Commander D.C. Jones RAN, Major E.J. Mulholland MBE
and Squadron Leader J.E. Maud RAF. In general, the syllabus, instructional material
and overall modus operandi from the last Point Cook course were used.
~

~

,
,

I

16 Course in the original Fairbairn Lecture Iiall

(A 'basic at best' building, poorly insulated and noisy, it was replaced by the existing
Wiliams Hall when the planned joint RAAF-Army Staff College failed to eventuate.)

To avoid confusion with the Defence elements recently transferred from Melbourne,
the base was re-named Fairbairn in 1961, and RAAF Base Fairbairn became Staff
College's address until the next millennium. That time would see many changes to the
RAAF and its tasks. But none would be greater than those of the next 12 years. In that
time, RAAF operations throughout South East Asia reached their peak, and the
greatest ever peacetime re-equipment of the RAAF took place.

l
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Buttenvorth was a major RAAF base. It was an important part, not only of
By n
the F Eastern Strategic Reserve Force, but of the general Western Alliance's
opposition to communism. As previously mentioned, communism was well contained
in ~ d a ~ s by
i athe early sixties, but what had previously been French Indochina,
particolarly Vietnam and Laos, was becoming a problem. By 1962 Thailand, a
SEATO member, was becoming fearful of troop movements in neighbouring North
Vietnam and Laos. The SEATO nations of the UK, USA, New Zealand and Australia
positioned various forces in Thailand, among them the RAAF's No 79 Squadron at
Ubon in Thailand's south-east. These SEATO forces were to act as a deterrent and,
failing that, to become a holding force until stronger forces anived.
~ i e t n was
h the major centre of trouble. In late 1961 the US had sought an indication
of Australia's willingness to assist the southern, non-communist, Republic of Vietnam
and on 31 March 1962, Ngo Dinh Diem, the Republic's president, officially sought
Australia's help to:

I
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... prevent it being overwhelmed by massive subversion from
Communist North Vietnam backed by heavily increased support from
the Communist Bloc.

~ustrdliacommitted a small force of Army jungle warfare instructors, but by mid1964 things had gone from bad to worse. Following consultation with the US and
South Vietnam, Australia committed six Caribou aircraft, diverting them straight to
Vietnam during their delivery flight from Canada. The Caribous began Vietnam
operations in August 1964, became famous as 'Wallaby Airlines', eventually evolved
into No 35 Squadron, and began the RAAF's involvement in the Vietnam Conflict.
The sibation in Vietnam continued to worsen into the 1960s. Australia's contribution
grew with the years. In mid-1966, No 9 Squadron with eight Iroquois helicopters was
sent as part of a combined Army-RAAF task force, and in April 1967 No 2 Squadron,
with its Canberra bombers, was transferred from Butterworth to Phan Rang.
Most Afthis was yet to happen when the College moved in early 1961, but the need to
better understand the South East Asian region and possible operations there was
obvio S. Lectures, especially from appropriate guest lecturers, would provide much of
the b kground. To add to this background, Doug Hurditch was tasked to update his
know, dge on the Far East Air Force and its concept of operations, and to create a
new d r defence exercise, called Exercise KRIS (named after the Malay dagger with
the w4vy blade) based on MalaydSingapore regional operations with allies.

1
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ercise proved to be both relevant and timely. After more than a decade of
guerrillas, Malaya now also found itself facing an air threat the minute it
Malaysia on 16 September 1963.
was formed by the federation of Malaya, Singapore (which later withdrew),
Sabah (British North Borneo) despite strong opposition from Indonesia.
Indonesian President, called the formation of Malaysia 'a neo-colonialist
&British protests sprang up and, only one day after it was formed, on 17
1963, Malaysia severed diplomatic ties with Indonesia and the Philippines,
who also opposed the new country's formation.

'Confrontation' began between Indonesia, Malaysia and the regional British
Commonwealth countries and forces. The Indonesian Air Force had a number of
aircraft, mostly Russian, which could threaten all or parts of Malaysia. The Sabre
squadrons in Buttenvorth, Nos 3 and 77, were put on readiness. Along with RAF
Javelins, they eventually flew patrols from Labuan, sweeping over Sabab and
Sarawak border areas and other hot spots. Canherras from No 2 Squadron also
operated in the North Borneo area. Australian Army troop numbers in Malaysia were
increased and four No 5 Squadron Iroquois helicopters were sent for anti-terrorist
operations in the Malaysia-Thailand border area.
A failed communist coup in Indonesia in September 1965 led to a major shift of
power in Indonesia and the end of hostilities. Confrontation was officially declared
over in August 1966, but not before it had caused a serious rethink of Australian
Defence policy. This rethink led to an increase in RAAF authorised strength from
16, 628 to 20, 393, and the development of new airfields at Tindal (south of Darwin)
and Wewak (in PNG). Perhaps most importantly, it also led to the selection of the
F-l I l , then the only combat aircraft that could reach key Indonesian areas unrefuelled
from northern Australian airfields.
Pressure for Tindal was initiated by Pacific War veteran Air Chief Marshal Sir
Frederick Scherger in 1959 when he was CAS. Scherger had been a wartime CO at
Darwin and, along with other veterans, supported the building of 'bare base' airfields
in Australia's north and north west and the optimisation of existing airfields.
Improvements to Darwin, Cocos Islands and Townsville in the 1950%and bare bases
at Learmonth, Derby (Curtin) and Cape York Peninsula (appropriately named
Scherger) have all resulted from this sensible thinking.
These Pacific War veterans also helped choose the aircraft that re-equipped the RAAF
during the 1960s. These included the P2V7 Neptunes to replace Lincolns in No 10
Squadron, P3B Orions to replace the older P2V5 Neptunes of No 1 l Squadron, the
supersonic Mirages to replace the Sabres, C130E Hercules transports that could fly
direct Buttenvorth to Richmond and provide the backbone of the Medevac effort
during the Vietnam Conflict, and the Caribous and lroquois already mentioned. The
F-l I Is and Chinook medium lift helicopters would be added in the early 1970s.
Along with the decision in late 1959 to stop flying in the five Citizen Air Force (CAF)
squadrons, these new aircraft represented the end of the Plan D Air Force. The CAF
squadrons were partly staffed by a PAF cadre who made up some 60per cent of each
squadron's numbers, including squadron executives and more than half of the pilots.
Between them, the five squadrons flew Mustangs, Vampires and Meteors. All three
CAF aircraft types were obsolete and unable to match it with modem aircraft, and the
decision to end flying in times of tight resources was quite logical. The decision did,
however, greatly reduce the number of fighter squadrons and fighter aircraft in the
RAAF. In combination with the new aircraft in the 'pipeline' this changed the
RAAF's force structure very significantly.
The emerging RAAF would have fewer fighters, but a much larger and more capable
tactical transport element (both fixed and rotary wing); a strong strategic transport
capability with the C130 Hercules; a modem maritime element with the latest
electronic and acoustic sensors; and a strike capability (with the F-l l l ) unmatched in

the +a. The maintenance and training bill would increase substantially, particularly
in themaritime and strike forces.
1l
In all1 the change was very substantial. The RAAF was not only taking a great
techn~logicalleap, it was also embracing new operating procedures and priorities particularly with transports and maritime. This brought with it the need for a new
understanding of 'air power' in a RAAF-specific sense.
For the emerging RAAF, air power was no longer simply the employment of
f i r e m e r via aircraft. It was now the much broader use of the air in support of all
military activities. 'Firepower' and 'Manoeuvre' are key parts of the Army equation,
and very important to Navies. The RAAF was now well placed to contribute to both,
either solely orjointly, on land or sea.
In hiksight, a full review of the RAAF's concept of operations and basic air power
doctrine was clearly needed. Unfortunately, a review of RAM air power doctrine
presented difficulties - there was no formal, departmentally accepted, RAAF-specific
air power doctrine to be reviewed. There was the AP 1300 - the RAF's air power
manual - then in RAAF use. It was an excellent document, clear, factual and logical,
but it was not officially approved, RAAF-specific doctrine.
It didhowever, along with practical experience, help develop a shared understanding
about air power, particularly among the RAAF's senior officers. In other
circubstances, this understanding may have been enough to grow into the new and
better shared understanding that was needed. But in this case, structural and cultural
factors both got in the way.
The Plan D force, with its five CAF fighter squadrons and relatively small transport
element, had left the RAAF with a senior officer corps whose operational experience
was often poorly matched to the needs of the new force. There were many more exfighter pilots than the new structure needed, good numbers of ex-bomber aircrew,
mantlme was under-represented, only a handful had operated C130s and very few
indeed had Caribou or rotary wing experience. As a result, for well over a decade, the
middle and senior ranks - in general terns - had a much better grasp of fighter and
strike capabilities, than of transport and maritime matters.
l1

as exacerbated by the more 'clannish' nature of the RAAF in those
re than now, operational matters were seen as the province of GD al Duties' (ie flying) branch. The further subdivision of GD into fighters,
time and strategic and tactical transport, created tribes within the GD clan,
members who had never worked anywhere else. To some extent this
situatibn is still with us - role complexity and wst factors both drive the RAAF
towarbs role specialists - but today the hibal groups are less insular because of
chan$s to officer training, the broader nature of exercises and general volatility.
But d e are talking about the 1960s and early 70s, not of today. I speak from
expe ence when I say that h those times, some senior officers had only a vague idea
of h
the main operational elements of the RAAF, other than their tnbe, did
businkss. Furthermore, this insularity sometimes persisted into the next generation. I
recall2 in the 1980s, a key two star officer saying that he could not conceive how a

L
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navigator could be a squadron CO if he 'could not fly the aircrafl and lead his troops
into battle'.
In reality, 'leading the troops into battle' was not a part of the CO's role in these
squadrons, and in most cases never had been - they didn't operate that way. With his
retirement, the RAAF followed the lead of its allies and introduced navigators as
operational COS in a number of multi-place aircraft squadrons. As far as I know, they
have done the job just as well as their pilot colleagues.

Some may see this simply as an old navigator venting his spleen, but it is much more
than that. It clearly indicates how little some operational elements of the RAAF knew
about other operational elements, and that this ignorance was not confined to the
operator level. In retrospect, it is clear that the RAAF as an organisation did not
adequately come to gips with all the implications of the re-equipment program in the
Vietnam era.
That is not to say that much of the change was not well managed. It was. The
introduction of the new technology, and the operation of the new aircraft at the
tactical level were both well managed. But like previous CAS Jones and his
immediate subordinates, the senior executive, for two decades or more, failed to agree
and articulate - in terms of concepts and doctrine - the best way to use these new 'air
power' capabilities, as an integral part of the ADF (Australian Defence Force), to
support Australia's security interests.
The evidence is a little kinder to Staff College. The now Group Captain Doug
Hurditch was Commandant in 1968 (22 Course) and was able to make comparisons
with his DS days in 1962. The first full-time Commandant - not also being OC Base
like his predecessors - h e was pleased to note that the course material, exercises and
other activities had been progressively updated, so helping DS and students to better
understand the new capabilities and probable modus operandi of the rapidly changing
RAAF.
This understanding could be enhanced by the long-standing policy to encourage
students to pursue knowledge outside the set cumculum - a practice he actively
encouraged. Two students earned a chat with the Commandant for not making the
most of their opportunities for private study, but most students liked this aspect of the
course and took advantage of it to fill gaps in their knowledge.
However, there was no element of the course in which 'air power' in the context of
the emerging force structure was formally addressed. Visiting lecturers from
Operational Requirements outlined what was in the 'pipeline' and operationally
focused exercises were held, but nowhere was everything drawn together into some
sort of concept of operations with a broader definition of 'air power'. This last
comment is a statement, not a criticism. It was not Staff College's job to define the
RAAF's concept of operations -much higher placed people were charged with that
task.
Staff college was, after all, mostly about staff work, not grand strategy. As Doug
Hurditch is quick to point out, it provided (and still does) the first step only in the
creation of strategic thinkers and commanders. Other higher courses are the main

1

shape s of strategic thought, along with experience and the mind-set of the senior
offic corps - which, in this case, often included a restricted definition of air power.
1l
This bindset made for frustrating times for those from the transport and maritime
areas.1 Much more importantly, it also made future arguments for resources, and
evendally ownership and control of aircraft (particularly the helicopters) very
difficult to win.
Argudbly, Staff College could have been used differently during this period. While
that may be hue, it is also true that Staff College did its assigned task quite well in
changing times. It provided students with the background facts, and a forum for the
necessary thought and discussion. Thus, if nothing else, it did at least alert students to
the fact that they were entering a new world, a world with some important new rules
and priorities.
All o# which proves two things - there are limits to what staff training can achieve,
and new knowledge is often only fully appreciated by those operating in a new
paradigm - and the RAAF had too few who were.
Staff Lining does not, of course, only attract those seeking a new paradigm. Some
have buch more mundane aims. Squadron Leader J.S. (Jim) Wilson, AFC, AE (now
Group Captain Ret'd) did staff training only because he was told he would not be
promoted without it. A wartime pilot, he had flown Liberators, but had spent almost
all hi$ career as a flying instructor, much at Central Flying School (CFS) where he
flew as a Flight Lieutenant instructor, flight commander and eventually CO. A twelve
year Squadron Leader, he joined a number of other similarly inspired students on
No 17 Course in 1963 to create the oldest course yet held, with an average age of 42.
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Squadron Leader Jim Wilson, 17 Course, during a lighter moment
on a course he later described as 'purgatory'.
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Essentially a conscript rather than a volunteer, he has few happy memories, finding
the course deficient in many ways. The most serious lack was too little emphasis on
practical leadership and management skills. He suspects staff training improved his
writing skills but is unsure, rating the usefulness of the course to him as 'not
worthwhile, something to he tolerated for promotion' and the overall experience as
'purgatory'. This assessment may have been influenced by an early attempt at humour
in an assignment 'going over like a lead balloon' and drawing a curt response about
'tone and level'. Promoted off course, he became CO Base Squadron in Edinburgh,
and eventually OC East Sale, but doesn't recall applying anything he leamed.
The experience was not entirely wasted, however. He enjoyed the social side of
things, made new friends and enjoyed some of the extracumcular activities on visits,
particularly those of an ad hoc nature after dinner. He recalls a fellow student at the
Army Staff School at Portsea being held by his ankles so he could add an 'R' to the
second storey high 'AAF' sign on the side of a building. The Army were so impressed
by this feat of daring that no complaint was made.
Less well received was the incident involving the portrait of Lord Nelson described so
well earlier on by David Smyth. The Commandant, Group Captain Keith Bolitho,
addressed the entire course, suggesting that those responsible were little better than
'louts'. He did, however, show a soft side (for which he was well-known) arranging
for the pottrait to be returned by the US attache who was visiting Nowra on duty, so
exempting the guilty fiom the need to personally return the painting to the Nowra
base commander - a task that would have tested their nerve and diplomatic skills to
the full.
(Visits to NAS Nowra did not begin again until five years later with 22 Course.
Before departure the DS in charge insisted that each student re-read 'Customs of the
Service' and pointed out that, given the still delicate state of RAAFIRAN relations,
transgressions simply could not be tolerated. Ted Ilton, of 22 Course, has proudly
written: 'Needless to say, we were on our best behaviour ... when visiting Herself s
Naval Shore establishment at Nowra.')
Jim Wilson also improved his vocabulary at Exercise LEXICON, the word meaning
tests held to start each day. Through these tests he discovered that:
m

'axiomatic' is not an automatic gear shift
'placebo' is not a town near Thredbo
'heuristic' is not a French clock watcher, and
'redound' is not a red setter.

With this new knowledge he graduated, having reached the required standard on a
course that suspended one student mid-year for failing to do so. On graduation, the
Commandant told him he had 'done an excellent job considering his background', a
comment he took as a compliment.
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later, (19 Course, in 1965) Squadron Leader Trevor Owen (now Air
Ret'd), had a much more positive experience. A bomber navigator, he
had flying tours on Lincolns, Canberras and F-l l Is, so encompassing three
generdtions of bomber technology in one flying career. Overall he judged the course
as of Ipatchy' usefulness to the RAAF - for some students there was too much
'learning to suck eggs' as familiar ground was gone over.
From kn individual perspective, the course provided very good background and was
most dseful to him in the project coordination job he went to off course. Like most
others; he enjoyed the social side of things, made lasting friends and established a
very dseful network that he drew on in his new job. He is very positive about the four
syndiaates he rotated through, finding them to be excellent discussion forums that led
to much improved understanding about many things.
Air ~dmmodoreA.D.G (Gany) Ganisson, OBE (Ret'd) was Commandant for 19 and
20 Courses and recalls being well satisfied with the course. A student of 8 Course, he
considers the move from Point Cook to have been positive, particularly with respect
to ease of access to the College and the quality of visiting lecturers. His strongest
memories, however, are for the first overseas visit hy the College which took him
back to some of his Pacific War operating areas in Papua New Guinea. A pilot and
armament specialist, he had served with 9 Operations Group, providing armament
support to aircraft at Port Moresby, Milne Bay and other regional bases, and routinely
flying, on operational sorties to flight test and trial armament systems in various
aircrafi.
This 8ackground gave him a good appreciation of the environment of Papua New
Guinea and surrounds with its combination of towering mountain ranges and tropical
weather. It was, however, an 'eye opener' to most students who, despite all they had
heard ~ n read,
d
were still surprised 'how tough the country was.' He believes this first
hand experience was invaluable, and is not critical of the students' prior ignorance,
recalling how no lesser general than Douglas MacArthur had underestimated just
'how tough the country was' some years before.
The 1460s continued to reshape the RAAF. A progress check in 1968 shows just how
had changed in a decade. The re-equipment program was by now well
C130E Hercules, Mirages, newer Neptunes, P3B Orions, Caribous and
on the scene. Six squadrons were based in South East Asia in Butterworth; No 79 with Sabres in Ubon, Thailand; and
with Iroquois, and No 2 with Canberras in Vietnam.
e, the change most obvious to Staff College students was the basing of
ron at Fairbairn. Responsible not just for Army support, but for all rotary
, it was big and busy. The 'wocka-wocka' of helicopters in flight was
e, along with the practice auto-rotations that seldom failed to grab the
veryone within visual range.
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As m tioned, when Doug Hurditch became Commandant in 1968, he was pleased to
note t e progressive updating done to keep up in these rapidly changing times. This
proce& was further enhanced by the recent setting up of reciprocal visits with the
RAF Staff College. Accompanied by Wing Commander H.K. Parker (later an Air
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Vice-Marshal), a member of the DS, Doug Hurditch visited Bracknell and called in at
the Canadian Staff College on the way home. A number of useful changes resulted
from the better 'world view' that ensued.
Another positive change was the beginning of normalisation of relations with
Indonesia following the ending of Confrontation. A Staff College to Staff College
visit during 1968 was held - the new regime in Indonesia apparently saw this as an
appropriate way to break the ice. The Australians were well received, and to their
amusement saw that the Indonesian students had just completed the RAAF's exercise
on 'The Fakir of lpi', based on an original RAF exercise, which was based in turn on
RAF bombardments of the Khyber Pass with Westland Wapitis in the early 1930s.
The account of this incident does not say if the Indonesian staff solution was the same
as the RAAF one, or indeed, the RAF one!
Doug Hurditch was also happy to note that some things had changed little with the
years. In particular, he liked the eclectic mix of DS and students with often quite
different backgrounds, and the general conduct of the course with its syndicates,
discussion periods and generally 'adult' approach to learning.
This last factor has always been something of a bone of contention. After all, just
what constitutes an 'adult' approach is, to some extent, a matter of opinion. As a
student on No 22 Course, Squadron Leader K.J. (Ken) Tuckwell (now Air ViceMarshal Ret'd, and the President of the Staff College Association) found that in some
things his definition of 'adult approach' did not match that of the college. A RAAF
College graduate with a fighter and instructor background, he had flown Vampires,
Meteors, Sabres and Mirages, been PA to the Air Member for Personnel and run
Wing Operations in Butterworth (a staffjob with a bit of flying on the side). He would
get to fly the FIA-18, and go on to a number of higher staff and command
appointments, including Commander IADS (the Integrated Air Defence System) in
Butterworth with Five Power responsibilities.
Although he considers the course 'did the job' of honing staff skills and generally
broadening students, he feels that too much, particularly in the early stages, was too
basic and could have been shortened considerably. English Expression was especially
galling, concentrating on basics like spelling and sentence construction with a student
body who had already demonstrated a far higher standard to qualify for staff training.
Even more annoying was the pedantic approach to certain uses of English that laid
down strict rules, yet did not distinguish between style and grammar - ie, between
opinion and fact. This approach was not confined to Staff College. It bedevilled
RAAF officers for years, obliging them to obey such sillinesses as only using linking
words like 'however' at the beginning of a sentence, but never in the middle, or, what
was even worse, at the end. The sort of nonsense Winston Churchill had famously
declared he 'would not up with put', this matter of style (with no grammatical
validity) became law to a generation of RAAF officers - so much so, in fact, that the
expression 'however, comma' became part of the vernacular.
The requirement to 'live-in' three nights each week also irked, not just because much
of their evening study could have been done elsewhere, but also because the
accommodation was substandard huts. Freezing cold in winter, the huts had paper thin
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walls and were carefully aligned to ensure the warming effect of the winter sun was
mini ised - a sort of Feng Shui in reverse. The need to submit typed work, even from
non-tflists like himself, added further to the frustration level.
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Ther were however, some very important pluses. The visiting lecturers and the visits
to industry were highlights, exposing everyone to knowledge, discussion and
environments they quite simply would not encounter during everyday RAAF service.
Like many before and since, he enjoyed the syndicates which taught him not just
facts, but more about how to work effectively with others.
overall, Ken Tuckwell seems to have found staff training a bit like the curate's egg only bad in parts -but his major criticism in retrospect perhaps has more to do with
the times than with the course itself - ie, there was too much concentration on staff
work, and not enough on running the RAAF as a fighting force. It is a criticism that
could have been levelled much more widely, and one that could only be countered by
change over which staff college had little influence.
One man who worked hard to bring about the necessary change in later years was Air
Commodore John Chesterfield, AM, MID (Ret'd), a fighter pilot who had joined
22 Course from a ground job running base support for No 2 Squadron in Phan Rang,
in Vietnam. He would go on to work in the Directorate of Personnel-Officers, be CO
of a helicopter squadron (No 9 Squadron), and become a Joint Warfare expert and
enthusiast, Commandant of Staff College, and OC Townsville.
But a4 the moment, he found himself a Staff College student who shared many of Ken
~uck&ell'sfrustrations regarding the balance of staff studies and understanding of the
RAAF's operations. It was not that the course did not do its assigned task quite well.
Indeed, John Chesterfield believes it greatly improved students' knowledge and
mental skills, and found the skills he developed in analysis and working from a base
of authenticated facts useful for the rest of his life. But, he feels, with little extra
effort, it could have been much more useful to both the students and the RAAF.
He f&nd the basic, at times pedantic, approach to English counter-productive, as it
was riot only unnecessary, but often seemed to place more emphasis on style than
substdnce. (I believe many have shared this view over the years - I certainly do). But
his bibgest frustration was that assignments were not aligned to the contemporary Air
Force In rapidly changing times, the RAAF had many real life problems for which
stude ts could help provide real life solutions. In what today is called a 'Win-Win
0utc&e7, this would have provided better training for the students who would work
with eal, rather than artificial problems, while also giving the RAAF high quality
staff i puts to problems for little or no extra cost. When you consider that the majority
ents come to Staff Course with 10 to 15 years experience, much of it still
Of
curre t, Chesterfield's frustrations at what he saw as a missed opportunity for the
MA$ are understandable.
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a decade later, John Chesterfield tried manfully to rectify this
But there is much to discuss before we look at what he did and
with, there are the memories of Wing Commander Ted nton,
to add further to the 1968 progress check of the RAAF
and its Staff College.
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Ted Ilton began his RAAF career as an airman telegraphist, worked on his education
and was commissioned in 1953 as an Administrative Officer. Selected for Staff
Course as a Squadron Leader, he enjoyed 'one of the greatest years in my 30 year
RAAF career' and later became the driving force behind formation of the Staff
College Association. It is not stretching things too much to say that without Ted
Ilton's efforts, this book would not have been written. That aside, let's look at what
Ted Ilton remembers about his 22 Course days. Though excited at being selected, his
first thoughts were that he had a long and hard road ahead. The only Administrative
Officer on course, and only the 12th ever selected for staff training, he reasoned that
his limited formal education and 'blunt' background would put him at a disadvantage
with 'fly boys, most of whom were five to ten years younger than me.'
As it was, the well h o w n tale about the old bull and the young bulls seems to have
applied, with Ted Ilton as the old bull. Furthermore, his cause was helped initially by
the DS treating everyone equally, by assuming for the first three months or so that noone knew anything. The initial settling-in period was hard work. No 22 eventually
gave themselves the (not exactly modest) title of 'The World's Most Experienced' but
in the early days felt they were 'UPS' - ie Un-Persons - in the eyes of the DS.
Two factors made life just that bit easier. Firstly, 22 Course was the first to be given
an 'A' grade posting with full removal entitlements. This enabled the manied
members to be with their families on Wednesday nights and at weekends, providing a
welcome change of atmosphere. Better late than never, this decision finally laid to rest
a problem identified almost 20 yean before during the early days at Point Cook.

Lieutenant Colonel Harry Witt, I!SAF, who
provided comfort to a syndicate of 'UPed' students
on 22 Course.

Next, to quote Ted nton: 'The
other saving grace for our
syndicate (6 of us), for the first 3
months at least, was the daily
and comforting presence of
USAF Lieut Col Harry Witt (on
exchange) as our Syndicate
Leader. He was a student on 21
Course the previous year and
was well conditioned for the
need for empathy with we
"UPed" lot. Not only was he
sympathetic and a wonderful
man-manager, he was also one
of the famous "Yanks In The
RAF" during the Battle of
Britain days. (Quite colourful to
see his USAF wings and gongs
on the left breast of his best
blues (greys?) and the added
balance of the RAF brevet and
gongs on the right. He was too
nice a person to even consider
dubbing him a "Walter Mitty").'

(H~*
was also well appreciated within his own Semice, Only two years aRer
his r e
to the US, he was back in Canberra as a full Colonel and the Military
~ttache.)
Ted IIton also reminds us of the 'assignment side of the syllabus where individual
efforts were required to meet deadlines at different times of the year - last minute
cramnling - midnight oil - 60 cigarettes a day etc. The 'red-ink apprehensions' with
DS comments on a 30 page paper reduced to one large comment in red at the top of
the first page, including one classic I saw - 'Barely satisfactory but soundly so'.
A n o t k one I saw was during our visit to Queenscliff (to the Army Staff College).
We amved mid-morning and our entry into the 'common room' area coincided with
the handing back of assignments through the student's mail pigeon holes. One young
major after reading his front page assessment shouted with joy when he sighted the
big red 'Good'. However, this was quickly followed by an almost deathly moan when
an asterisk after Good led him to the bottom of the page where it read 'after Good
read God!'
Ted don's experience was by no means unique. Five years later, 27 Course recorded
some bf their more memorable DS comments for posterity. These included:
l
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'Don't let the red ink bother you...'
'You're verv close to a very good paper!
'Your paper reads clearly, however, I have been somewhat mystified...'
'Excellent, as far as you took it.'
'I still can't follow what you mean so one of us is not reasoning
properly (do you want to bet which one of us it is?).'

d

And Xally, one that left the recipient in no doubt at all of how the DS felt:
•

'This is a rather incoherent and poorly reasoned paper based on
virtually no substantiated material.'
of a DS comment - not to me I hasten to add - 'Your
good and original. Unfortunately, the good bits aren't original and the
good.' He had borrowed it, which meant that it too wasn't original,
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Ted I ton found the presentations by visiting lecturers were 'generally very well
recei d by us', and that 'visits to other RAAF bases and to elements of other
Servi s and Industry were particularly enjoyable both from a general interest
viewp int and for the opportunities for each of us to regain - albeit for a short while the m ntle of our individual professionalism and military speciality'.
no doubt his English improved markedly, although it 'still contained an
of verbosity... I can remember dear old Harry Witt labelling me as one with a
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"definite predilection for prolixity". (He even said that before he did Staff College he
would have expressed the same thought as "having diarrhoea of the mouth".)'
By the end of the year he was glad it was over, but considers 'there was little doubt
among each of us that we were better versed and more able to perform with
reasonable success, senior staff and command appointments.'
Through today's eyes that good result was achieved despite some rather odd
approaches to learning that had crept into the RAAF over the years. Ted Ilton's 'UnPersons' experience, and the frustrations of his fellow students with English, highlight
a tendency throughout the RAAF in those days to treat students, irrespective of rank,
as recalcitrant children. While the large majority of instmctors and DS were helpful
and professional, this strange training culture allowed free rein for the odd pedant or
bully to assert his superiority over mere students (who were often the same rank and
just as smart, or smarter, than he was).
Thankfully, this nonsense was consigned to the trash can of history years ago, but it
was still alive and well in 1971 when Hans Roser (now Aii Vice-Marshal Ret'd) was
on 25 Course. A RAAF College graduate and fighter pilot, he found RAAFSC to be
'pretty much a waste of time - far too much English' for someone with his education.
His frustration at having to endlessly 'suck eggs' was made worse by an assessment
system that emphasised the permanent gap between students and DS, irrespective of
the quality of student work. On one essay, Hans Roser received the comment: 'If we
ever gave an 'A', you'd have got one'. What an odd way for one educated adult to
treat another.
Fommately, while this type of silliness too often detracted from the RAAFSC
experience, there was usually much good to more than balance it out. As we have
seen, despite being 'UPed', Ted Ilton had a big year in 1968 as he savoured the Staff
College experience. 1968 was also a big year for many other Australians, but for a
very different reason. This was the year that the anti-Vietnam protest marches in
Australia really took off. Rallies in big cities like Sydney were now attracting more
than 100,000 people.
In some ways the marches were an extension of a much broader social trend, a
rebellion by the youth in the affluent West against what they saw as boring uniformity
and unwarranted restrictions on individual freedom. For many, the war provided a
focus for rebellion, particularly against conscription, but usually within a grab bag of
related broader rebellion against 'the establishment' - be it the government, dress
standards, sexual behaviour, drugs, work, or just about anything else their parents'
generation had established standards for. Bob Dylan sang: 'The times they are
a'changin". People everywhere agreed with him, some in hope and some with dread.
And change there was. Some was very positive, bringing about improvements to civil
and human rights throughout the Western world that have now become entrenched, in
theory at least, if not always in practice. Some, like the retreat into sex, drugs and rock
'n' roll, fed an enduring and still growing drug subculture with nothing to commend
it, and produced some of the worst noise ever to pass for music. Some, like the weird
dress of the times, eventually led to the much more casual approach to dress we have
today, and also created a generation whose family albums are filled with photographs

of t h k posing in amazing sartorial splendour, much to the amusement of their
desce dants who now often dress almost entirely in shapeless black.
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But t e biggest change of all was the anti-Vietnam peace marches which attracted
huge umbers who had never publicly protested anything before in their lives. Many
things fed this feeling, but two were stand outs. Firstly, there was organised protest,
often l e d by University academics with Marxist or anti-American (or both)
sentiments. This protest stressed the nationalist element of North Vietnam's aims, and
almost totally ignored the fact that the communist North was invading the noncommunist South to impose Communism on a reluctant population.
Now &at the Cold War is over it is sometimes difficult to recall the mind sets of the
time. Unlike today, Communism was still a powerful force in the world, practically,
ideologically and emotionally. Its influence pervaded every wuntry in the world,
including the prosperous and capitalist West. Tens of millions had been killed in its
name in the Soviet Union, China and elsewhere, and the Gulags, secret police and
institutional lies were known realities - but somehow the attraction to millions in the
West remained. Indeed, Communism did not become a largely discredited ideology
until some 20 years later.
Neverheless, it is difficult to see how Western pro-communist academics managed to
ignore the obvious for so long - ie, that while Communism has some superficial
theoretical attractions to many, it is in practice a very bad way to organise human
society. Communist dictators - Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot etc - wllectively killed greater
numbers of their own people, directly or indirectly, than were killed by World War
Two. Furthermore, Communism not only greatly restricted human rights, but also
inflicted unnecessary poverty on its people and frequently wrecked the environment.
That so many otherwise clever people in Universities ignored these facts for so long
says much about their academic standards.
The nker major feeder of protest was much more valid. The war was going nowhere
and the wst, both human and financial, was high. By the late 1960s, the allied
governments were all looking for a way out without too much loss of face. In June
1969, President Nixon announced the withdrawal of 25,000 American troops, and
with it the intention to scale down their combat forces in Vietnam. In the end, as
evay&e knows, the allies progressively handed over to the South Vietnamese who
were ehentually defeated.
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But b fore that had happened, a trend that would impact on most Australian
servicben until well into the 1980s was emerging. Strong anti-war sentiment
throug out much of the community was translating into anti-military feeling,
sometimes directed specifically at individuals in uniform. It was useless to point out
that you don't prevent fires by sacking the fire brigade - and, furthermore, there was
no intdmational fire brigade to look after us if we didn't help ourselves. Throughout
Australia, many people had assumed the moral high ground and were not about to he
swayed by facts and logic. To them, Service Personnel were part of the problem, not
part ofiithe solution, and so morally inferior.
sentiment became a major shaper of the RAAF for
the impact, that not only did many civilians question
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the appropriateness of a military career, but many already serving, or contemplating
serving, did likewise. This meant that for many the Air Force was not an amactive
place to be during the 1970s, despite all the shiny new kit. And what affected the
RAAF, eventually affected Staff College.

1

LIVINGIN THE SEVENTIES

M

On 8 arch 1970, Group Captain D.W.@ave) Colquhoun, DFC, AFC, completed his
second time as Commandant. He handed over to another highly decorated man, Group
Captain P.F. (Peter) Raw, DSO, DFC, AFC to take Staff College into the 1970s.
~ u r i r ~that
g decade, change would continue to reshape the RAAF and its operating
environment. Australia would withdraw from Vietnam, British forces would leave
Malaysia and Singapore, the re-equipment program would end, UN duties would see
Caribous in Kashmir and Iroquois helicopters in the Middle East, and the RAAF
would he part of an Australian society in which many established values and practices
were vigorously challenged.
l

But ink January 1970, when 24 Course began, most of this was still in the future.
No 24 Course counted among their members a future CAS, Squadron Leader I.B.
(Bany') Gration; a future Air Vice-Marshal, Wing Commander Peter Scully who had
recently been CO of No 79 Squadron and overseen the withdrawal of the squadron
from Ubon in Thailand; the usual mixed hag of RAM students and the now
established representatives from Army, Navy, RAF and RNZAF.
l

Also I n course was Squadron Leader Ken Sharpe, an Education Officer recently
retumkd from a tour in Buttenvorth. He would later serve on the DS, lecture in
English and Logic, work in the OETC team and, in all, complete eight years at Staff
College. As someone with a support background he found the course enjoyable and
very useful, giving him a much broader view of the RAAF than he had acquired as a
specialist educator. The students were a varied gmup with a varied approach to their
lot, but most gave at least grudging acceptance of the need to take, what Ken Sharpe
heliedFs was, 'a critical transition step' for almost everyone.
Navy and Army students well, but for different reasons.
enzie, an RAN naval aviator, was airborne when his carrier
ship, providing him with some unexpected problems which, as
e on the course attested, he had obviously solved successfully. Major E.H.
as a commando with a love of golf and a handicap near scratch. When
gned five minute talk, he naturally enough chose golf, beginning his
g a golf ball up and down. Stopping suddenly, he placed the hall on
cted a three wood and drove the hall with great force straight down the
veryone ducked for cover as the ball shot off the club face, only to
a lazy parabola and land well shod of the hack wall - Stevenson had
hall and substituted a hollow, perforated plastic practice hall in its
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The ow established visit to the Indonesian Staff College at Bandung provided a
welc e break. As expected, being able to visit a neighbouring country and compare
notes with officers of a different Air Force proved very interesting. However, for
many the most memorable aspect of the visit was the contrast between the splendid
buildi gs of the Indonesian College and the much more modest, wartime leftovers
back home.
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Ken Sharpe found the DS to be good quality and helpful. Operational factors were
well aovered for those, like him, with a support background. One feature was a half
hour briefing on the Vietnam Conflict given each Fnday by a different student and
covering all aspects of the war, not just Australia's involvement.
By ndw, the US troop reductions from Vietnam were well advanced and a process of
'Viemamisation' was undenvay to prepare the South Vietnamese to 'go it alone'.
Australia's withdrawal from Vietnam was more and more a matter of when, rather
than a question of if. Finally, on 30 March 1971, Prime Minister McMahon
announced that No 2 Squadron and three Caribous of No 35 Squadron would
withdraw. On the morning of 4 June 1971, No 2 Squadron's Canberras took off for
Darwm, having completed more than thirteen years overseas.
The Australian Task Force was now down to two battalions, the 8th Battalion, RAR,
having returned home without replacement. No 9 Squadron and the remains of No 35
Squadron were left in Vietnam to service the now smaller Task Force. On 18 August
1971, the Prime Minister announced that Australia's six year combat role in Vietnam
would end soon. The helicopters arrived in Amherley on 19 December 1971, the
Caribous in Richmond on 26 February 1972.
This dnded the Vietnam era for Australia and the RAAF. It also reduced the number
of RAAF Squadrons in South East Asia to two - Nos 3 and 77 - and a Dakota
transport flight, all in Buttworth. Shortly after, the Dakotas in the transport flight
were replaced with Caribous.
11

By 19110 the British had also largely withdrawn from the region, handing over their
bases to Singapore and Malaysia. To the surprise of most RAAF personnel,
Butt orth was also included. Ownership of the ex-RAF base had not been
transfkrred to Australia when the base was modernised by the RAAF in the mid1950s Instead, it was leased from Britain for a 'peppercorn' rent. Thus, with the
Britis withdrawal, Butterworth automatically transferred to Malaysia, and on
ch 1970, the base was formally handed over.

&
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withdrawal also prompted a rethink of regional defence arrangements and
1971, Australia entered into a Five Power Defence Arrangement
New Zealand and Britain. Under the FPDA,
with regular deployments to Tengah,
fell under the control of the Integrated Air
Malaysian and Australian aircraft based
augmented by detachments from Britain,

(Both the FPDA and IADS have stood the test of time and are still an important part
of Malaysian and Singaporean regional defence, albeit with RAAF detachments of
fighters since the final withdrawal of RAAF fighters from Butterworth in 1988.)
In the meantime, the last components of the re-equipment program - the F-l1 1s and
the Chinooks - had both run into snags. The F-I I I had been ordered in 1964 for final
delivery in early 1967, but problems with the wing cany-through box (the bit that
allows the wings to 'swing') and some engine problems had produced major delays.
There were also serious cost ovemns. The cost of the Sydney Opera House
congtruction was also rapidly escalating, prompting some wag to define 'National
Disaster' as a squadron of F-l I Is crashing into the Sydney Opera House.

F-111aircraft of Nos 1 and 6 Squadrons
(Official RAAF Photography - Crown Copyright Reserved)

The ageing Canberras had fatigue problems and were no longer suitable for the strike
role, but were kept on for photo reconnaissance. To plug the gap until the F-l l Is
arrived, 24 Phantom F4Es were hired, amving in Australia in September 1970. The
introduction of the F4Es was relatively quick and smooth and not seen by most as
anythmg special - an indication of the project management, technical and operational
skills and standards of the RAAF in those times.
The Chinooks were ordered in August, 1970, but were delayed by engine problems
and did not all arrive until April 1974, to bring to a close the re-equipment program
and set the RAAF's force shucture for many years. P3Cs and C130Hs would anive in
the late 1970s, bringing with them improved capability, but not greatly changing the
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struc re. The challenge now was to manage the re-equipped RAAF in an Australia
large1 ambivalent about Defence, and at times openly hostile. The technical and
operational challenges had been well met. The rapidly changing social setting was,
however, a new and different kind of challenge.
Unfokznately, in the early stages, things got off to a bad start. What was needed was a
re-examination of the RAAF's core values, and definition of the professional and
behavioural standards needed to optimise the new aircraft within the context of a
rapidly changing Australian society. Instead, the main issues became haircuts and
dress in the mess.
~ i r m k nwhose
,
short hair made them stand out like the proverbial sore thumb in any
civilian crowd, were charged for not having their hair even shorter, and young officers
were denied entry to messes for wearing coloured civilian shirts (instead of white
ones) and leather jackets (then very de rigueur and usually quite expensive).
Meanwhile, in a number of locations, these same men and their colleagues were
wearing civilian clothes to and from work to avoid harassment, and donning wigs
when mixing socially with civilians to disguise their occupation.
All i; all it was an interesting time for the proverbial flies on the walls. In effect, in a
classit. confusion of trappings with ethos, some well placed senior officers were
implying that short hair and white civilian shirts were basic to the maintenance of
military standards and traditions. Not surprisingly, the younger elements of the RAAF
were largely unable to see the connection between the dress and grooming standards
of the past, and the running of an effective modem Air Force. Fortunately, some wiser
old heads took action and helped relieve the pressure.
One $ch leader was Air Commodore E.T. Pickerd, OBE, DFC, a wattime navigator,
a DS With 12 Staff Course and, at the time, OC Edinburgh. His son with, in Pickerd's
own bords, 'hair like a Yak', provided an insight into the environment many younger
members entered when off duty. Ted Pickerd approved relaxed hair styles at
Edinburgh on the understanding that regulation cuts would be worn for important
occasions like the Air Officer Commanding's annual parade, and successfully
pressllred the Mess Committee to modem~setheir dress rules. These simple measures
greatly defused the situation, and the more relaxed Edinburgh hair cut eventually
became the model for a new style approved throughout the RAAF. The mess dress
issue ook much longer to resolve, and one of the great frustmtions of travel within the
RAA dunng the 1970s was not knowing what you were allowed to wear in the mess
you &e visiting.

b .
1l

1

Und such circumstances - and I speak from experience - it was sometimes very
diffic it to convince intelligent young people thinking of leaving the RAAF to serve
on. E ucated in a system that encouraged questioning minds, few saw the Air Force
as a p ogressive organisation, with its eye firmly on the big picture. Instead, many saw
the W F as too rigid and conservative. Perception was reality to many, and during
the 'Haircuts and white shirts' period the RAAF lost some very good young people
who hight otherwise have stayed and made positive contributions.

l

~ u r i &these times, a friend of mine brought his son to the mess for a congratulatory
beer, the young man having turned eighteen and done well in his final exams. The
l
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successful young scholar later described the experience as 'like a World War Two
movie, but in colour.' Oh to see ourselves as others see us.
Most of the Air Force has its tales to tell from this period. 'Pic' Pickering recalls,
however, that when he took over as Commandant in January 1973 for 27 Course,
haircuts and white shirts were very low on the Staff College agenda. Quite simply,
Staff College had bigger things on its mind. The now Group Captain Pickering anived
to a course that had just been 'recast'. Management study had been increased, the
operational focus maintained (with helicopters included) and the approach to English
Expression adjusted to acknowledge that all students had passed the qualifying course
and could write. He found the DS competent and enthusiastic, the students better
educated than in his student days, and that the full-length, recast course reflected the
fact that 'thinking generally had moved to a higher level.' In all, he believed the two
courses run while he was Commandant were both very good and of high value to the
RAAF.
His long RAAF career, which recently had included command of the large
Butterworth Base Squadron with its staff of 3,100 (1,200 RAM, 1,100 RAF and 800
Locally Employed Civilians) and a staff job as Director General - Personal Services
fighting for pay and conditions, had well prepared him for the job, which he rated
highly and enjoyed. He took a 'hands on' approach in the first year, attending lectures
and entering into discussion, but finding himself 'getting too close' he stepped back a
little in year two.

The 'haircuts and white shirts' issues and the other post-Vietnam, flower power,
alternative life-style, anti-military type issues had little impact on him as
Commandant. Some in the student body, however, had clearly been spurred by similar
issues and general disquiet with RAAF management in these changing times. He
remembers strong critics among them, ready to challenge the organisation and
'forthright in what they saw as failings'. Believing the RAAF had 'been through
testing times' Pickering saw this behaviour as 'healthy', and gave well received
encouragement to the DS to create a fomm for positive criticism, while concentrating
the focus onto practical lessons learned in the field.
Other reflections include the fact that despite their degrees, the tutorial course had not
taught some science and engineering graduates to 'get out of the weeds'. Some
struggled with 'level' initially, but all did well as the course progressed and the
requirements became clear to them. Similarly, some non-tertiary students at first had
to work very hard just to pass, but they too improved with time and all eventually
'passed with flying colours'. Furthermore, despite the widespread challenging of the
system, not everyone reacted positively to new knowledge that would help them better
understand and run that system. Management studies, in particular, produced the full
spectrum of response - from open scepticism, though neutrality to acceptance and
support. Better received was the steadily building graph (see over page) of student
reaction to each week compiled by a student, Wing Commander Col Spitzkowsky,
which drew widespread interest.

1
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~ r a &of 'Course Temper' compiled by Wing Commander Col Spihkonsky during 27 Course.
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One emorable event was the two day visit to Broken Hill for meetings with both
mana ement and labour in that famous mining town. The presentations by
manabement on the first day were interesting enough, but it was the Barrier Industrial
Council (BIC) the next day that really got the interest of the course. Few students had
ever met a union leader, let alone union leaders like those who ran the BIC. Closed
shops allowing only union members to work, were then common in Australia. The
BIC ere a whole level more powerful than that. They virtually controlled who lived
in Br ken Hill, let alone who could work where. What today would be termed a
'cultu e shock' for most was, in fact, well received by the course who now had a new
under tanding of the often facetiously used phrase: 'come the revolution'.

1
l1

Commandant, Group Captain Pickering, with a Barrier
Industrial Council oficial during 1973 visit to Broken Hill.

Following Vietnam, Defence policy emphasis shifted to 'Defence of Australia' rather
than 'Forward Defence', but just how this would work took time to clarify. Concepts
like the maintenance of a 'Core Force' acting as an expansion base became vogue.
The just reequipped RAAF argued for a 'balanced force' - something the RAAF had
just created - and put forward an associated concept of operations. The Department
could not agree with the RAAF's concept of operations, and the issue languished.
In all, Defence of Australia bad little operational impact on the RAAF, which
continued to operate its new fleet much as expected. The main impact was on future
ADF force structure and equipment decisions. As the RAAF had just been reequipped, the impact here was also quite small. But for Staff College students (and
many others) the impact was significant - they had to ponder how to structure a force
to defend an Australia that faced no direct threat. A nice problem to have in some
ways, but a brain teaser just the same.
Another major issue of the times was the wholesale reorganisation of the Department
of Defence following the election of the Whitlam Labor Government. This change
was often called the 'Tange Re-org' after Sir Arthur Tange, the then Secretary of the
Department - he had headed the review and subsequent changes that placed the three
previously separate Service Offices under one coordinating body and a single
Minister. 'Pic' Pickering was not alone in the view that this created 'a big and
cumbersome Defence establishment, about which there were grave doubts it would
operate effectively in wartime'. This view was shared by many in the DS and student
body, and when the Secretary visited the college to explain his handiwork, question
time was invariably 'spirited'.
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Course knew their Commandant's feelings on the matter, and at the end of
presented him with a course photograph, with Sir Arthur Tange's portrait on
k to ensure 'he would never tum their picture to the wall'.
The &dent assessments were still progressively compiled throughout the course,
drawiag on a range of activities and a consensus of DS views. The end of course
reports were confidential, hut 'Pic' Pickering insisted students read their reports in his
presence. The response from students was mixed, some prefening ignorance.
In reality, unless the report contained serious criticism, it probably had little affect of
the recipient's career. Personnel staff tended to view Staff College 'as a sieve, not a
polisher'. Although end-of-course reports were placed on individuals' personal files
they were not scored, nor was there any formal obligation to use them in posting and
promotion considerations (although they often were). This situation continued for
many years, in complete contrast with practice in the Army where performance on
Staff Course was taken very seriously and was an important input into personnel
decisions - and still is. Little wonder that some in the RAAF have not always given
Staff College its full due over the years.
P.R.F. (Paul) Garrett (Wing Commander Ret'd) was posted to 27 Course as a Flight
Lieutenant with just over 10 years in the RAAF. In many ways - experience, rank,
status etc - he was at the other end of the spectmm from his Commandant and has
provided a quite different perspective to the Staff College experience in 1973. A
navigator, he had done a long tour with No 10 Squadron (SP2H Neptunes), been a
flight commander at the RAAF Academy, and completed the Advanced Navigation
Course and a short tour with No 11 Squadron (P3B Orions) before aniving on Staff
Course for what he saw as 'an experiment' for someone of his seniority.
The kperience was 'an eye opener' - not so much because of the course content,
much lof which was new to him, but because of the uninhibited behaviour and
attitudes of the bulk of the senior students, many of whom did not want to be there.
Some had come from staff jobs, felt it was largely a waste of time, and so thought
they shouldn't be there. Some simply didn't want to be there because it didn't fit with
their personal plans. As well, there were happy volunteers and a good number who
gave grudging acceptance of the need. In all, a mix one would expect to produce some
lively discussion - as indeed it did - much of it unflattering to the leaders of the day.
Paul barren found the course hard work - mostly because he 'was not used to doing
what they wanted him to do - ie, formal written work with sound argument' - and
envied the other Flight Lieutenant on course, H.W. (Wilson) Tumbull for 'having
been i)om with a silver pen in his hand'. However, the hard work paid off and Paul
Garrett ended the course as someone who could produce such work when he had to,
and believes his ability to reason and think clearly were both improved.
The dperations content he found to be 'fairly general', giving him little he hadn't
learn& in the maritime squadrons ahout Joint and Combined operations and
Command and Control in general. Overall, he found the course to be more about
administration, staff work and the workings of the Department, than ahout the
operational employment of the RAAF.
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Unlike the majority of the course who were generally negative about the Management
element, Paul Garrett found it interesting. Indeed, he believes that Wing Commander
Dave Ingal, the DS in charge, did a very good job to present in a practical way,
material that was quite new to most students. Some has stuck with him to this day, in
particular Maslow's hierarchy of needs - beginning with physical security, shelter,
water, food etc - which, if not met, drive all else into the background, hut once met
become accepted as the norm and become simply a stepping stone to higher things.
The essence of this thinking is that the absence of the 'basics' (security, food etc) is a
de-motivator, but providing them in a civilised society is not a motivator - for that
you have to move further up the hierarchy to things that give not just 'job satisfaction'
but 'self actualisation'. As well, as living standards steadily improve, the number of
items seen as 'basics' gets bigger and bigger. Thus, motivators to one generation can
become 'basics' to the next. The use of comparative 'community standards' in
conditions of service arguments for such things as improved housing is an example of
the changing 'basics' base.
Dave Ingal's management studies provided a logical theoretical basis to help cope
with the massive social change confronting the RAAF. That so many reacted
negatively to his efforts only serves to reinforce all that thinking about paradigms and
the mind-sets that result. There are none so blind as those who will not see.
Paul Garrett pays tribute to the tone of the College that encouraged free and frank
discussion, giving credit to the Commandant - who was generally regarded as 'a good
boss, well liked and smart' - for providing leadership and the DS for responding
positively to the lead.
In the end, the 'experiment' of sending a l 0 year officer with Flight Lieutenant rank
onto Staff Course seems to have worked well. Promoted to Squadron Leader off
course, Paul Garrett was posted onto the staff at Officer Training School, a posting
that, once he had got over his disappointment at not going back to a flying squadron,
he felt was logical. He went on to a UK exchange posting and a number of operational
jobs, before leaving the RAAF to pursue a second career with Coastwatch.
No 27 Course had also welcomed the first Canadian officer, Major W.G. Weese, who
unwittingly revived some RAAFRAN sensitivities on the visit to HMAS
ALBATROSS, at Nowra. Having learned that there would be a cocktail party during
their visit, he made up two large vacuum flasks of 'Moose Milk', a vicious Canadian
concoction with the taste of milk and the kick of rutting bull moose. A course mate,
Arthw ('Skimo') Skimin (now Group Captain Ret'd) has recorded what happened:
He formally briefed the wardroom stewards on the positive features of
Moose Milk and how best to serve it. The stewards served it with great
enthusiasm - to the ladies. The Moose Milk was sheer class - liquid
gold served in champagne glasses with a dash of nutmeg on top. Real
style - but a deadly result. The ladies quickly lost composure. Conduct
seemed to degenerate markedly to the point that the host (an RAN
Captain) lost his sense of humour and closed the bar.
The cocktail party was mined - RAAFSC had starred again at NAS Nowra.
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Fortu ately, in this case RAAFIRAN relations survived, as the offending officer was
obvio sly a member of the unified Canadian Forces wearing the green unification
uniform. Its detractors would possibly have claimed that this reasonable outcome was
the only good result Unification ever achieved. Others saw many positives. One thing
is certain; Unification challenged serving Canadian Forces persomel to look hard at
their place in the bigger defence picture. Although workable, Unification proved
unpopular with key elements, particularly the 'Navy', and has been 'wound back' in
recent times.
By the mid-Seventies, two very different events would also change how many in the
RAAF saw themselves. The first was the introduction of the all seasons uniform. In
general, the younger members saw it as progress, as more modem, comfortable and
convenient than the mixture of summer drabs and winter blues it replaced. The older
people were less sure, regretting the abandonment of the traditional 'Air Force Blue'.
In reality the most worn colour in RAAF history was without question drab or khaki,
both during the war and post-war. A quite attractive and distinctive officer uniform
known widely as 'pansy drabs' was the uniform of choice among my friends, but noone asked us.
Despite the colour, which was hard to get excited about, the new uniform proved to be
a major practical step, eliminating forever the nuisance of summer and winter
uniforms and different change-over dates in different parts ofAustralia. No 26 Course
was the first to have their course photo taken in the new uniform, with only a member
of the DS, Wing Commander Alan Heggen (now Air Vice-Marshal Ret'd),
resplendent in pansy drabs in the front row to show future generations what might
have heen.

h
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Sartorial Transition
(26 Course members at Canungra 1972, wearing both the old and new uniform)
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The second event was much more serious - the l I November 1975 sacking of Prime
Minister Whitlam by the Governor-General Sir John Kerr to break an impasse created
by the blocking of the supply bills in the Senate and the Government seeking
alternative funding sources. The sacking was greeted by a sense of relief, outrage,
surprise and even amazement, depending on which side of the political fence the
individual sat. Polls showed that the majority were relieved that the impasse was
broken and an election would now be held, but a large minority was furious. Australia
became divided, with many people firmly in one camp or the other. But even among
the relieved majority, there were many who were surprised, and concerned, that an
appointed official could actually sack a democratically elected Prime Minister.
This raised questions about just where the power lay. As members of a modem liberal
democracy, the Australian Armed Forces took their orders from the Minister for
Defence and so from the elected Government of the day. The Constitution, however,
clearly designated the Governor-General as Commander-in-Chief. It also, in other
sections, just as clearly stated that in matters of Defence, the Governor-General could
act only on the direction of Parliament. Furthermore, in reality, the GovemorGeneral's role had been progressively reduced with time, and by convention was now
ceremonial only. Or was it? Had recent events changed the relationship between the
Armed Services and their Government?
Staff College students from 1975 on showed a heightened interest in how this higher
machinery of Government actually worked, and what their place in the grand scheme
of things really was. Many students actually read the Constitution - something very
few Australians have done - and found it does not mention Cabinet as such, or that
the Prime Minister will be the leader of the majority group in the lower house. The
Governor-General is the main figure by far. Parliament works much more by
unwritten conventions, than by the written word of the Constitution.
Indeed, many students discovered that, while the Constitution was a wonderful
document to bring six colonies together in 1901 to form Australia within the British
Empire, some of it was now sadly outdated. Just as importantly, they also found out
the actual relationship of the Armed Forces with Govemment - something all officers
should know. Post-1975, what had previously been dismissed by most as boring
constitutional background became a topic of keen interest to the majority of Staff
College students for many years hence.
The events of 1975 also impacted on all Federal Government employees in some very
practical ways, and Staff College was no exception. John MacNaughtan (now Air
Commodore, AM (Ret'd)) was on 29 Course that year and recalls: 'Dismissal of the
Whitlam Government was preceded by denial of Supply Bills by Parliament and as
I I November approached we faced stoppage of pay. All travel was cancelled and 29
Course did not complete its program of visits.'

0
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No 29 Course Senior Student, 'Mother GeoF Jensen, being serenaded by fellow students.

Fortunately, not everything that happened in 1975 was profound and deeply serious.
Indeed, it was that very same year when some 29 Course students recalled that a 'little
nonsense now and then, is cherished by the wisest men', and acted accordingly. Stan
Clarke (a Vietnam veteran and now Air Commodore, DFC (Ret'd)) has provided the
facts. It seems that when one of their number was filling out an insurance claim
following a minor traffic accident at the College, the un-named state of the college
'main street' came to the
attention of some alert
students. Being well trained
officers, they completed the
necessary paperwork to gain
approval from the OC Base,
arranged for a sign post to be
made and finally, with due
ceremony, erected the sign
naming RAAFSC's main
thoroughfare 'Sesame Street'.

~ e a i m Street
e
tickled funny bones for many years,
as tUis cover from 34 Course Year Book, seven years
later, shows.
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The reaction was always
mixed. To most, Sesame
Street was a delightll piece
of whimsy, a healthy
reminder that we should
never take ourselves too
seriously. But to some it was
simplv
immature
and
inapp;opriate for RAAFSC.
Eventually, after more than a
decade of smiles, the humour
began to fade. By the early
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1990s, Big Bird and friends were approaching middle age and the whimsy was gone.
Sesame Street was renamed Ewart Street, after RAAFSC's first commandant, and
remains so today.

In 1976 the now Wing Commander Ken Sharpe found himself a member of the DS.
His Commandant, Group Captain John Gibbons, wishing to ensure high standards,
formed a four man team, including Ken Sharpe, to conduct a thorough review of the
course. Known widely as 'the Gang of Four' alter a famous Chinese group of the
same name, they looked at relevance, coherence, fit and the need for the entire course
'to work as an entity'.
The result was less material presented in 'blocks', with more subjects heated in
'streams', and the exercises used to better reinforce the more theoretical parts. In all,
Ken Sharpe believes the changes were very positive, producing a more cohesive,
logical and streamlined course. In retrospect though, he feels the management study
was unbalanced, containing too much that proved to he 'faddish' and too little
leadership, and that overall the links to put theory into practice were inadequate.
Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that in these times Staff College was doing the
job very well, some imperfections notwithstanding.
By now No 30 Course was well underway. As previously mentioned, No 10 Course
had by now earned the title 'Super Course' for the number of notables it produced. In
its day, 30 Course too did rather well, producing six Air Vice-Marshals, one of whom
went that extra step to become the current Chief of Air Force (CAF), Air Marshal
Errol McCormack, AM. The Air Vice-Marshals are Trevor Richardson, David
Rogers, Neil Smith, 'Mac' Weller and Bill Collins. Dr. Alan Stephens, an ex-RAAF
pilot now the RAAF Historian, and the first female officer student, Squadron Leader
Beryl Free, add two more names to the 'notables' list.
Bill Collins, AO, retired recently and lives on the Gold Coast where, among other
things, he is building a vast model train network from scratch to indulge a life-long
passion and keep his engineer's brain active. Much of his career was devoted to the
F-l l l. He spent five years in the US on the acquisition team helping manage the
F-l l l purchase and introduction despite a frustrating series of delays. On return he
worked in F-l l l support areas, eventually arriving on 30 Course in 1976 as a Wing
Commander and the Senior Student. Following RAAF Staff College, he went on to he
CO No 482 Maintenance Squadron (servicing F-l l 1s at Amberley), did Joint Services
Staff College, and progressed on to be both the AOCLC (Air Officer Commanding
Logistics Command) and ACMAT-AF (Assistant Chief of the Air Staff Materiel Air
Force).

-

Bill Collins is a very positive man, and, not surprisingly, has positive memories of
Staff Course. Despite his seniority and experience, he found the course of
'extraordinary' usefulness to him professionally and personally, particularly because
of the broadening he received and the networks established. While finding it hard to
judge the usefulness to others and to the RAAF overall, he recalls that many students
came from career 'stovepipes' with little or no staff background, and, whether they
realised it or not, in many cases could use all the 'broadening' they could get.
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No 30 Course 'Notables'
Top Row: Neil Smith, Trevor Richardson
Middle Row: Errol McConnack (current CAF), Alan Stepheus, Beryl Free
Bottom Row: 'Mac' Weller, Dave Rogers, Bill Collins
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Recollections include management training being 'rudimentary' only; few specifics
about 'air power' in a conceptual sense, but good coverage of force capabilities for
someone with his background; very good lectures from all sources; trips that varied
from excellent to mundane; and the fact that some students coasted but most worked
hard.
By now the implications of the 'Tange Re-Org' were becoming clear. The Air Board
was gone, replaced by an 'Advisory Committee' (CASAC) and the RAAF had lost a
good deal of autonomy, becoming much more just part of a bigger whole. The 'twohatted' concept, whereby some Divisional Heads reported to both their Service Chief
and someone else in the Department, was producing predictable results - ie, reduced
tribalism and 'stovepiping' of issues and projects at the cost of more stress and
divided loyalties for many. The first of many steps towards greater financial
accountability for those who had previously managed only staff, facilities and
equipment were also beginning to appear.
Some elements of the new organisation were quite dysfunctional. FDA (Force
Development and Analysis) is an example. Its role was to ensure the future ADF was
shaped by strategic priorities, not single Service 'wish lists'. It quickly became
unpopular, not so much for its role, but because it frequently only became involved
late in the life of a potential project, often causing much wasted time and effort.
Poorly integrated into the Development and Procurement processes, FDA became the
focus of hate for many hstrated staff officers in the respective Service Offices,
earning such titles as Force Destruction and Annihilation and the Forces of Darkness
and Angst. In later years FDA became better integrated and provided its inputs much
earlier in the decision making process, so greatly reducing the tension and nugatory
work.
But in 1976 this action was still a long way off, as were other improvements. Bill
Collins recalls that the 'Tange Re-Org' was an enduring topic throughout for much of
the course. It seems that even though few liked the new arrangements, most students
recognised the need to better understand this monolith that would influence their
working lives, even if they had the good luck never to set foot in it.
He completed Joint Services Staff Course just two years later and found it less
challenging and less enjoyable, and throughout his later career always advised
younger engineers - many of whom were trying to avoid staff training - to do RAAF
Staff College.
Having been part of a course that produced so many air ranked officers, he is well
placed to answer the question: 'were the eventual "high fliers" destined for bigger
things anyway, or were they propelled by Staff College to heights they would not
have otherwise achieved?' His answer is that success owed something to both factors.
On the surface, this may seem like a non-committal answer, but on reflection it is
clearly the only answer that makes sense. Throughout the years, Staff College has
pmvided all students with a potentially important boost of knowledge, understanding
and networks in mid-career. The value of all this is hard to quantify, but it obviously
can be very important. That some of the seeds of wisdom fell on barren ground and
some on well prepared soil is a fact of life. And therein lies a problem. Three of the

I
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enefits of Staff College are the imparting of new knowledge, the furthering of
in familiar areas, and the creation of networks. How well each is done,
and t& attendant benefits, often only becomes clear well after the course is over, and
variesfrom individual to individual.

Il

John Chesterfield no doubt had these issues among his thoughts when he took over as
Cornniandant on 12 December 1977. As previously noted, he had benefited from staff
training almost a decade earlier, and rated much of the course well, hut had been
disappointed by what he saw as an under-optimised resource in RAAF Staff College.
In particular, he believed that major Staff College assignments should be aligned to
the contemporary Air Force, not artificial scenarios. This would not only help the
RAAF solve real problems in changing times, hut it would also provide 'real world'
training in staff work and problem solving for students.
The decade following his graduation reinforced these beliefs. His tour as CO of No 9
Squadron convinced him that the RAAF in general, and too many in the helicopter
world. did not properly understand what the Army expected, and should be getting,
from the RAAF's helicopters. Some of the problem was the RAAF's preference (then)
to operate from established airfields, rather than with the Army in the field. Some of
the problem was Command and Control (C2) related, with RAAF commanders
reluctant to give up control of helicopters to the main user, the Army. Ideally, all C2
issues should have been settled in the early days of helicopter operations.
Unfortunately, they were allowed to fester for many years and, although fully
resolved at operator level during the later years of RAAF helicopter operations, left a
had taSte in many Army mouths.
l!

Ironicilly, other elements of the RAAF had resolved similar C2 issues decades before.
The maritime squadrons routinely worked under the control of the Fleet Commander
(now the Maritime Commander). By definition, the control was limited in regard to
function, space and time - ie, what they could do, where and for how long.
Furthermore, the actual aircraft tasking was planned by RAAF officers working on the
Fleet Commander's staff. The arrangement worked very well. I know, because I flew
with both Nos 10 and 11 Squadrons and worked as an operations officer on the Fleet
Comniander's Staff.

d

Follo ing command of No 9 Squadron, John Chesterfield worked in a range of joint
warf areas. Highlights were helping produce JSP-AS1 -the ADF's C2 doctrine for
Joint berations - and giving presentations with Admiral Tony Synott, the then
joint warfare. He acquired a reputation for being innovative, hut was unable
from conservative elements of the RAAF to have C2
that would optimise the helicopter force in joint operations.
~ h e s t k e l dsaw Staff College as an ideal institution to tackle these and other equally
impo&t issues for the RAAF, with Staff College becoming in the process not just a
training establishment, but a think-tank and analysis centre as well. With this concept,
Staff College would become not just a place to inculcate skills, but a major agent and
mechahism for change that helped plan and create the future.
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He sak the main challenges in two broad areas: organisational, such as the C2 issues
just di'scussed, and cultural, to better fit the RAAF as a fighting force into the rapidly
changing Australian culture. This would require a good deal of what today is called
'thinking outside the square'. It would include a re-examination of core values with
everything on the table, including such thoughts as: 'it's not what you wear hut what
you do that counts' and that in many cases there is a point in changing times where
'traditions become bad habits' and must be discarded.
The c~lturalchange would be the bigger challenge. Important elements of the RAW
had already shown reluctance to move to the middle ground in matters like C2. Their
probable reaction to cultural change - invariably an order of magnitude more difficult
than organisational change - was not hard to imagine. Nevertheless, as Commandant,
John Chesterfield tried to address the problem of how hest to manage cultural change.
His aim was to produce a philosophy of personnel management that continually
'bridred the gap' between existing and required cultures.
Getting people to think differently would be important, but getting them to behave
more effectively was the end aim. In other words, the staff college experience had to
demonstrate to people that by doing things differently they could often get better
results for the same effort. This would, of course, require some new knowledge and
some new ways of thinking, but both would he to no avail if the end result was not
better results for the same effort.
was conceptually simple, being based on his conclusions as a student a
His
decade before. That is, as already outlined, to use Staff College to solve real life
problems. Students would learn to work in groups and teams to rigorously examine all
options for improvement and select the best option. By so doing they would gain
practical re-enforcement of the theory and practice taught on course, and provide to
the RAAF high quality staff inputs it would not otherwise have had.
things moving he went actively seeking out studies in areas like Personnel and
To
Operiikional Requirements, but could not sell his idea and gain support. The CAS of
the day did ask Staff College to develop Australian Principles of War, but apart from
that little of real value resulted.
This door response was not confined to Russell Ofices - some DS also were reluctant
to em race the idea. DS, of course, vary like all other groups. One during these times
becan le famous for checking student's cars for frosted windscreens in winter to see if
they ad actually 'lived in' on designated nights; a clear windscreen would indicate
they ad driven to work from off base - a heinous crime. Fortunately, he was an
tion, and was treated as such by DS and students alike. Nevertheless, people
at don't help the cause, whatever that cause he.
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EXTRACTS FROM 22 COURSE YEAR BOOK 1968

Directing Staff in full dress
The uniform is closely modelled on some sketches made by the
Marquis de Sade in one of his bloodier moments. The long pointed
object clasped above the knobbly knees i s not a Samurai sword but
a very large red, ball-point pen.

'There is no need to be over-critical, or the comrades concerned will be at o loss as
to what to do. '
On Correcting Mistaken Ideas, 1929
The only wqv to settle questions or connoversial ideas is by the democratic method,
the method of discussion, of criticism, ofpersumion and education, and not b,v the
method ofcoercion or repression.
Ibid. 1929
Guordogainrt arrogance. For an.vone in o lendingposition, this is a matter of
principle and on important conditionfor maintaining uniN
Ibid. 1929

The DS role was seldom seen as an easy one,
but as suggested here, some coped better than others over the years.

J

Overlthe years, the DS have been drawn from a variety of backgrounds. But, as
Arth Skimin of 27 Course recently discovered (1999), few can match one of his DS,
Wing Commander B N C ~Cooper (now Group Captain Ret'd), for interest. Bmce
Coopk was, in 'Skio's' own words:

~

Pedantic on detail and a TechO (crystal crusher) to boot. That aside, it
was BNC~'SWorld War I1 record that I recently stumbled on through
involvement with the Defence Signals Directorate (DSD) that sets him
apart.
As it twns out B ~ c ewas one of the unheralded W 2 Signals
Intelligence (SIGINT) operators assigned to General MacArthw's
Central Bureau as a member of the RAAF wireless units. These fellows
were obliged to observe a life-time of silence on their W 2 SIGINT
operations. The veil of silence on W 2 SIGINT has only recently been
lifted.. . Records show that B N C Cooper
~
(then a spritely young Flying
Officer) was one of MacArthw's prominent SIGINT technical
operators, featuring in the island hopping operations back towards
Japan.
Bmce was given a roving commission with a 'letter of authority' signed
by MacArthw which authorised him to commandeer vital equipment
essential to establishing forward echelon S I G N sites throughout the
islands. The teams at these sites intercepted and deciphered Japanese
communications and were able to establish prior knowledge of
Japanese intent to launch attacks or change tactics or operational
objectives. The real value of WW2 SIGINT operations is only now
emerging.

For dore than 50 years, Bmce Cooper was unable to discuss his war with anyone.
John Chesterfield had no such problem - there was no veil of silence here, his
experiences and ideas could be h e l y discussed. Unfortunately, in this case, freedom
of discussion didn't help. In retrospect, John Chesterfield believes that, as much as
anything, he ran into 'a mind set among busy people'. He may well be right. What he
wanted to do meant extra work for some people in Russell to define the projects, and
for the DS to redesign planned exercises and introduce the new ones.
Ken d a r p e was a DS at the time and well remembers the reaction. The course had, as
previously discussed, recently undergone a major review and update, was still settling
down, but seemed to be performing well. This provided a good argument to minimise
changk until the performance of the course, with its numerous changes, had been
assessed. Furthermore, Chesterfield was an enthusiastic reformer. As well as the
proposal to solve 'real world problems', he continually produced ideas for change,
some purely conceptual and so effectively 'what ifs', and others more concrete.
One Jell received idea was to use Ken Sharpe's experience on JSSC in 1978 to make
a codparison between the two courses. Sharpe wrote a paper to this effect on
completion of JSSC, and a number of improvements followed. But more commonly,
busy staff did not have time to explore or investigate the bulk of Chesterfield's ideas
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which mostly went unactioned. In many cases, the resistance was not so much to the
ideas, as to the extra work needed to explore and apply them practically.
All improvement requires change and all change requires effort - two simple facts
that have stymied reformers since the year dot. The end result was that John
Chesterfield was unable to fully introduce his 'real world problems' concept to Staff
College, and the chance, at the very least, to trial this seemingly sensible approach
was lost. Yet again, the old saying that 'it is hard to be a prophet in your own land'
proved to be only too true.
Ironically, when the RAAF embraced management reforms a decade or so later,
improvement teams were trained by 'project based training' using real problems - a
practice widely (and successfully) used in Australia today. Furthermore, considerable
effort in recent times has been put into defining the right culture for the RAAF of
tomorrow, and putting in place the training and leadership practices needed to create
it.
None of which suggests that Staff Course was not doing its job in the late 1970s. Jim
Huet (now Group Captain Ret'd) was a student on 32 Course in 1978 and has positive
memories. An Education Officer, he would head a team in 1989 to create the
Command and Staff syllabus used thereafter, then become Commandant and OC
Fairbaim. This background gives him a special perspective which includes a thorough
understanding of what the senior executive of the RAAF expected from RAAFSC in
those times.
Like many before him, particularly those with a support background, he was
operationally 'broadened', acquiring a much improved understanding of the 'big
picture' and the RAAF's role in that picture. Not surprisingly for someone who had
already worked in officer education, his recollections are strongest about the
operational side of things, of the cross-fertilisation between tribes and clans, and of
the ever important networks established.
Jim Huet's experience highlights one of the eternal problems facing those who draft
the course syllabus - ie, the student body comes from widely different backgrounds.
Huet's background meant that the ' s t a r aspects were very familiar to him, while
much of the 'operational' coverage was new knowledge. To officers with flying
backgrounds, the situation was reversed, with many finding the operational part of the
course too superficial in those times. Syndicate problems, assignments and such
helped to even things out a little, but the fact that the various RAAF clans had been
shaped by very different worlds remained a fact of life. Conceptually, one would
expect that John Chesterfield's 'real world problems' approach would have further
reduced the knowledge gap, but in the absence of a trial that expectation remains
speculation.
Had his approach been adopted, the ever increasing profile of the RAAF's tactical
transport and maritime forces would no doubt have been key issues in the late
Seventies. Both forces were now in the 'front line' in the post-Vietnam era - the
tactical transports in 'peacekeeping' roles and the Orions as part of a combined
Western effort in a Cold War that showed no signs of abating - despite an easing of
Sino-US tension after President Nixon's visit to China in 1972.

l
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In 19 5, fighting broke out in East Timor following the Portuguese abandonment of
the colony. A Caribou of No 35 Squadron, in Red Cross livery, flew daily mercy
missions from Darwin carrying blankets, food and supplies to refugees in East Timor.
That same year, another Caribou, in UN livery, was provided to fly in support of the
UN's Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan.
In 1976, four Iroquois helicopters and 44 personnel were sent to Ismailia, in Egypt, to
support peace-keeping activities in the Sinai desert. Their main task was surveillance
of the buffer zone separating Egyptian and Israeli forces. This attachment lasted some
years and the value of helicopters for such work was further highlighted in 1982 when
a combined RAAFRNZAF contingent of ten heliwpters was sent to El Gorah, not far
from Beersheha, the site of the famous Australian 4th Light Horse Brigade charge in
1917.
The W ' s Maritime Patrol force also found the tempo mounting as the 1970s
closed. Their tasking had long included general and specific surveillance and pahols
in Aushalia's neighbourhood, including nearer parts of the Indian and Pacific Oceans
and northern waters. Russian involvement in Afghanistan increased regional tension
and with it Western interest in all regional Soviet shipping and the frequency of
RAAF Orion flights.
o f pa&cular concern was the prospect of a pro-Soviet country in the Arabian Sea and
Gulf of Oman providing the Soviets with better Indian Ocean access to land-locked
Afghanistan, so further escalating the tension. By the late1970s, the US had carriers
permanently on station in the Gulf region and had increased surveillance of all kinds
throughout the Indian Ocean. This covered the North West of the Indian Ocean, and
RAAF efforts were concenhated into other areas of need.
By no& the People's Republic of China and the Soviet Union were in competition to
lead the Communist World. This further added to the tension, as the competition
included attempts by both to spread their influence into the Indian Ocean littoral
states. Armed ships and submarines of both navies were constantly moving into or out
of the region, or operating in it. To do so, most had to transit through the South China
Sea and the Malacca Shaits.
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This as already familiar tenitory to the RAAF's Orions, and a decision was made to
increa e their contribution. The hest place for the Orions to operate from was
Butteriuorth. In 1979, arrangements were made with the Malaysian Government to
base detachments of Orions in Butterworth, on a semi-permanent basis, for
surveillance of the South China Sea and North East Indian Ocean regions.
Detachments numbers averaged three aircraft, with actual numbers depending on the
surveillance task. A small permanent support staff was positioned in Butterworth, and
air and ground crews rotated on a regular basis. In general, the arrangement lasted
until the Cold War faded out.
~eactibnof those being 'surveyed' varied greatly. Some waved as the aircraft flew
past, +me just stood and watched and some took the opportunity to check out their
fire-cdntrol radars and associated missile systems by tracking the passing aircraft. The
fire cohtrol radars were usually detected at once, but the hacking missiles were often

only discovered when the photographs were developed post-flight - which perhaps is
just as well.
Another common event was to find Soviet warships towing one another to save fuel,
particularly in the Indian Ocean where they were a long way from home - an early
indication that the Soviet economy was in trouble and could no longer support their
military aspirations. Another indication was the time they left their ships on task.
Ships would enter the Indian Ocean spic and span, only to spend so long on task they
were very rusty and generally m down before leaving.

I never found out if the crews stayed as long as the ships. If they did, then they too
probably also went more than a bit rusty. The Indian Ocean is very empty and very
boring at the best of times - for young conscripts from the Soviet Union forced to
spend endless months with little to do but sun bake and stare at the horizon, it must
have sometimes resembled another planet.
Even to the most reluctant student, Staff College could never be compared with a year
as a conscript on a Russian ship in the Indian Ocean. Although some RAAFSC
students found it all a bit 'other worldy' from time to time, unlike the Soviet
conscripts they wuld go home most nights, and even the most cynical of them had to
concede that there was an overriding logic and pattern behind it all.
And indeed there always was. The trick for those in charge was to try to make that
overriding logic and pattern produce the ideal world - ie, the best possible result for
the least possible effort. Since it began, Staff College had made many changes, both
big and small, in pursuit of that ideal world. But none of these changes were as far
reaching and enduring as those made in the Quiet Revolution that began in 1982 and,
despite some waxing and waning, continued to shape how things were done until the
end of the Cenhuy.

The b i e t Revolution began when Group Captain R.W. ('Brick') Bradford was
appointed Commandant on 15 December 1980. A RAAF College Sword of Honour
winner, fighter pilot and popular leader, he was one of the RAAF's best known
officers and would go on to be OC Buttworth and Deputy Chief of the Air Staff,
finally retiring as an Air Vice-Marshal.

Squadron Leader 'Brick' Bradford receiving the Heymanson Prize in 1969
(As Commandant in 1981-82 he re-ordered the course and introduced
adult learning, creating a Quiet Revolution that endured to year 2000.)
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'Bric ' Bradford brought a well placed confidence and easy manner to the job.
b o d i n g that progressive updates and recent change had produced good course
conteht, he let things run for the first year, concentrating instead on assessing the
effectiveness of overall presentation, rather than the content itself.
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What he saw was a course that, broadly speaking, went from the particular to the
general. It began with detail of the various elements and progressively drew the 'big
picture' together throughout the year. While there is an underlying logic to this
approach -much of our knowledge of life is acquired the same way - he noted that in
this case the sequence produced a problem. Lacking a big picture against which
knowledge could be put into perspective, students often had trouble assimilating the
early, detailed part of the course. This made the eventual drawing together of the big
picture more difficult, and also produced graduates with less knowledge and
understanding than could otherwise have been the case.
Bradford knew that some other staff courses, in particular JSSC, proceeded from the
general to the particular to overcome these problems. Confident that the same
approach would reap big benefits for RAAFSC, he appointed two of his staff, Wing
Commanders Trevor Watkins and Denis Stubbs, to spend 1982 re-ordering the course
accordingly. Content updates would also he made as required, and adult learning
principles applied throughout.
In retrospect, it is clear that fate provided Staff College with the right two reformers at
the right time. Trevor Watkins was an Education Officer and adult learning specialist.
His knowledge and experience allowed them to first establish a framework of
concepts and underlying principles upon which facts and data were later hung - a key
part of the adult learning approach. He also knew the importance of free exchange of
knowledge, unfettered by hierarchical or authoritarian systems, and was able to much
reduce these harriers to learning in the new syllabus. By so doing, he left an enduring
positive legacy, not just to RAAFSC, but eventually to the wider RAAF as well.
Denis Stubbs (Group Captain Ret'd) has had a long association with RAAF Staff
College and is now a civilian member of staff. Like his Commandant, he began his
career as a RAAF College graduate and fighter pilot, hut became an Administrative
Officer when an accident cost him his medical category. The RAAF lost a skilled
pilot, but not his inquiring mind. Nor did it lose his strong interest in conceptual
thinking and the practical application of such thought to improve organisational
capabilities. He had done staff training at the RAF Staff College, Bracknell, sharing
his course with 140 students from some 40 countries and winning the Brooke-Popham
Essay prize for the best thesis on a defence related topic - the only Australian ever to
do so. Bracknell provided a career highlight and convinced him of the virtues of
'broadening' and of going from the general to the particular. His more recent time on
JSSC, which now included overseas students from neighbouring countries in Asia,
had further re-enforced these convictions.
They began with a clean sheet of paper - or more correctly, a blank whitehoard. Using
the JSSC syllabus as a 'flow model', they produced a course based on four streams:
Strategic Studies; Command, Leadership and Management; Air Operations; and Staff
Studies. A matrix arrangement injected focus throughout the year with units like:
Preparatory Studies, International Relations, National Security, Joint and Combined
Operations, and Australian Society.
Once this broad framework was agreed, they then got down to the business of
producing integrated weekly programs. The tried and proven Staff College recipe of
lectures, discussion periods, syndicate problems, written assignments, visits etc was
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now pplied. However, in doing so they looked broadly at universities and other
tertia6 level courses for guidance on a range of matters. The allocation of 40 per cent
of time to research and the lifting of content level in a number of areas both resulted.
In all, the new syllabus represented very substantial change; a real paradigm shift in
how J-4
AFSC operated. The College was no longer mainly a 'training' experience in
which' the 'all knowing system' determined what students would be exposed to and
ensurdd every available minute was filled with a 'meaningful activity'. Instead, it was
now effectively a 'learning' experience, with students exposed to core knowledge, but
othenvise given time and encouragement to explore that core knowledge as they saw
fit, and to pursue areas of personal interest as well.
This approach was a major shifl from the traditional training approach that assumed
that those in charge always knew best. It also strongly challenged the training culture
of the sixties and seventies that tended to treat students as recalcitrant children. The
onus was now on students to 'learn', instead of on RAAFSC to 'teach'. For this more
'adult' approach to succeed, the DS had to he mentors, advisers and leaders, not
purveyors of absolute truths and setters of absolute standards. Most DS were well on
the way to what was needed - the syndicate system, for instance, encouraged
mentoring and advising, and many extended this approach into their other dealings
with students.
Nevertheless, the extant training culture still contained a strong authoritarian element,
which some saw as a tried and proven part of an effective system and did not want
changed. Ironically, this view ignored evidence that was right under their noses. A six
week Basic Staff Course (BSc) for senior Flight Lieutenants had been running at
RAAFSC for most of 1982. It used self-learning and tutorials in the place of lectures,
was an immediate success, and is still held along similar lines.
BSc hompleted a series of reforms to officer training that began in the early seventies
whenthe Q Exam was replaced by a two year correspondence course run by staff at
RAA SC Called the Officer Extension Tutorial Course (OETC), it too was both the
. . examlnatlon
, . for Wing Commander and qualifier for Staff Course. With the
prom ! tlon
introduction of the BSc in 1982, the OETC was broken into two parts. The English
Exprdssion element was renamed the Writing Skills Course and combined with some
new junior officer development training to become the qualifier for BSc. Along with
the BSc, this replaced the old B and C Exams. The remainder of the OETC became
the External Studies Course, which in turn became the new qualifier for Staff Course
and Wing Commander. Staff Course was renamed the Advanced Staff Course (ASC)
to differentiate it from the BSc, hut informally was still called 'Staff Course' by most
RAAF officers. The resultant system is still used today with only minor change.

I

Until the RAAF College was re-formed at Point Cook in 1986, the external studies
cours s and the B S c were the responsibility of RAAFSC, which was staffed and
orga&sed accordingly. This meant that ASC staff had only to look within their own
unit fpr evidence of the virtues of adult learning. Unfortunately, this did little to help
the cduse of the two reformers working on the ASC syllabus. Most ASC staff were
simply too busy or too apathetic to gain a good understanding of the philosophies and
concepts behind the changes, and so were naturally wary of change.
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The result was constant opposition to the ASC reform process throughout 1982. The
reformers became used to sceptical comments predicting doom to the world as we
knew it. But encouraged by their Commandant, and confident they were doing the
right thing, they shrugged of the critics and produced the first and biggest step in the
Quiet Revolution - the 1983 syllabus.
There are, of course, limits to everything, even revolutions. In this case, 'Brick'
Bradford and Denis Stubbs both wished to maximise the 'broadening' aspect of the
course. Australia had enjoyed good times since the war, particularly in comparison
with its neighbours, and the two officers detected a trace of complacency in many of
the RAAF students. The revised syllabus could only do so much to push students
outside their 'comfort zones'. To really drive the lesson home that Australia and the
RAAF 'did not have all the answers', they suggested elevating the international
emphasis by also including officers from neighbouring Asian countries as students.
Although this was already done on JSSC, the initial response to the proposal was very
cautious, with strong concerns expressed regarding 'security'. CAS of the day, Air
Marshal David Evans, well remembers the caution and the concerns for security, but
in the end overrode such opposition because he believed the benefits far outweighed
any disadvantages.
Unfortunately for the members of 37 Course, they got the new syllabus in 1983, but
not the Asian involvement which had to wait until 1984. They were, nevertheless, still
a varied group. The biggest course yet with 42 students - the first Canberra course in
1961 had only 24 -they came from a wide range of backgrounds.
Three would reach two star rank by 1999: Squadron Leader P.J. (Peter) Criss, an
F-l l l pilot; Squadron Leader R.B. ('Tmdy') Treloar, a Vietnam helicopter veteran
and fighter pilot; and Commander C.A. (Chris) Ritchie, RAN, a seaman officer.
(In a remarkable coincidence, for Exercise CROCODILE 99, Air Vice-Marshal Criss,
AFC, was the Air Commander; Rear Admiral Ritchie, AM, the Maritime
Commander; Air Vice-Marshal Treloar, AM, the Theatre Commander; and Air
Commodore Des Long, AFC, (another 37 Course member) the Maritime Patrol Group
Commander).
Two 37 Course members were not military: Mr W.J. (Bill) Keleher, a public servant;
and Chief Inspector D. (Don) McCulloch of the Australian Federal Police. The other
non-RAAF personnel were Major M.P. (Matt) Fawkner, a fonner national s e ~ c e m a n
and paratrooper with peacekeeping experience in the Middle East; Major M.B.
(Mike) Murphy, a Canadian Forces pilot who had just handed over leadership of the
'Snowbirds', the Canadian acrobatic team; and Squadron Leader D.A. (Andy)
Williams, an RAF fighter pilot with recent experience on the super-fast Lightning.
The RAAF contingent comprised 12 engineers, including a test pilot, Wing
Commander R.J. (Rick) Campbell who had recently returned from the Sinai where he
had been in charge of helicopter maintenance; five supply officers; nine pilots; five
navigators (including yours truly); two Administrators, one Education Officer and a
Service Police Officer.

The Quiet Revolution

37 Course internationals somewhere in the Northern Territory

L-R:MAJ M&e Murphy (CV,MaryJean Murphy, Pip Williams, Kenn Willisms,
SQNLDR Andy Williams (RAF)

The sh~dentswere, of course, unable to tell if the new course was the improvement its
planners hoped for. Lacking previous Staff College experience to judge it against,
most just went along for the ride. Some were keener than others. Two, a Supply
Officer and an Engineer, were on course under sufferance and spent much of the year
looking for jobs. Their efforts paid off and both left the RAAF the next year to go to
good civilian employment.

I

After a few months staff duties in Russell Offices, I judged the new syllabus a
succe S. There were, of course, some niggles; you can't expect to please 42
individuals with everything. To me the Preparatory Studies still contained far too
much,basic stuff, particularly English - there shouldn't have been any Preparatory
English, we had all done a qualifying course - and the Management study was too
strung out and never really came together in a practical way. But the overall aim of
turning a specialist operator - in my case a maritime navigator - into a generalist staff
officer who could work effectively in the bigger world, particularly the Department of
Defence, was well achieved.
Staff side of things was well done, as was the giving of wisdom about the
and Government in general. But the best thing about the course was the
Many things contributed to that broadening, the most important being
the guest lecturers, other course members and the visits.
The 'L:eneral to particular' approach meant that many of the early guest lecturers were
academics or other prominent civilians - the concentration of 'military' types came
later on. Most brought Mohammed to the mountain and turned up spick and span in
conservative jackets and ties. Not so Stephen Mugford, a sociologist from ANU who
talked to us as pan of the newly introduced Australian Studies Unit. He turned up
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with no tie, the top two buttons of his shirt undone, long hair and a shiny black leather
jacket.
It was then that many of us found out just how 'narrow' we were - or, alternatively,
just how much we could use some 'broadening'. Someone near me made a whispered
quip about 'Hells Angels' and many of us commented later that we felt it was
somehow wrong for a visiting lecturer to dress like that. He went on to give an
absorbing talk about trends in Australian society. By the end of the discussion period
he had completely won us over and has been a regular guest lecturer at Staff College
ever since. On reflection, I suspect he deliberately chose to dress his way, not our
way, to get the reaction he did. It certainly worked, serving once again to remind us
that the old saying about not judging books by their covers became a clichC quite
simply because it is true.
As for many before us, syndicates provided an opportunity to learn from others and
get to know them as well. Two memorable members of my syndicates were Rick
Campbell and Andy Williams. As mentioned, Rick had just returned from the Middle
East where he had been looking after helicopter maintenance, a task made more
difficult by an assistant who: 'even in a big desert was a complete waste of space'. He
may well be the most laid back character I've ever met. He certainly was one of the
smartest, having added an engineering degree, test pilot's course and some years
working at ARDU to some pretty good basic genes.
One Friday we were discussing a large written assignment due the next Monday, and
Rick casually remarked that as he had yet to start it, he would have to forgo our
regular VFL TV session Saturday afternoon. He did well on the assignment and I
asked him if he really had done it all over the weekend - and if so, how? He replied
that he had and said words to the effect that: 'Papers aren't bard. All you have to do is
introduce the topic, present the facts, discuss the facts, draw conclusions, and make
recommendations. Isn't that what you do?' I don't remember my reply, but I do
remember finding out later on that when writing his papers he amused himself by
never using the same linking word twice, relying instead as his papers progressed on
such wonders as 'hither-to-fore', and 'indubitably' instead of the more mundane
'howevers', 'neverthelesses' and the like we mere mortals produced with monotonous
regularity.
Andy Williams was an excellent choice to represent the RAF. Friendly,
knowledgeable and enthusiastic, he approached the entire year with a determination to
get the most out of everything. He got along well with everyone, and enjoyed the
social side of things to the full - so much so, in fact, that when he donned his summer
uniform again after some months of enthusiastic winter living, he found he could
either breathe or do his jacket up, but could no longer do both at the same time.
Andy and his wife Pip had put their son Kevin in a boarding school back home, but
were able to fly him out during his summer holidays. This coincided with
'NORWARD', our trip through Western Australia and parts North, and Pip and Kevin
were able to come along to fill some empty seats. The trip was and eye-opener to all
those who had never experienced the vastness, heat, colour and dryness of so much of
that part of Australia. To my surprise, many RAAF students had not seen these areas
and were as impressed as anyone by the size and harsh nature of the country.

I
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Young Kevin took it all in, including lying on the ramp of the C130 as we flew over
the Great Bamer Reef, secured by a harness hut otherwise part of the great outdoors.
Shortly after, he returned to school in England and the usual 'what did you do during
the holidays' essay. He had much good raw material, and apparently made the most of
it. I didn't see the essay, but believe it included descriptions of senior officers
(including his father) in relaxed mode in various bars throughout Aushalia, and things
like the 'Perpetual Bridge Game' that began as soon as we boarded the C130 and went
non-stop until 'engines-off, the red dusty country, the buffet meals served down the
back of the aircraft on long legs, the various hotels and motels we stayed in, and a
range of other observations that could only be made by a 14 year old boy on such a
hip.
His teacher liked the essay, but wrote on it: 'Very imaginative, Kevin, but what did
you really do on the holidays.' Kevin wrote to Andy with a plea for verification. We
all laughed, secure in the knowledge that the offending essay was 12,000 miles away
on the other side of the world. Andy, however, was less amused, apparently having
some doubts about the benefits of literate offspring - particularly those with a
worrying eye for detail, a keen memory and a total disregard for filial piety.

The 'Perpetual Bridge Game' played by 37 Course members during C130 flights
(Players facing are WGCDR Rick Campbell and WGCR Bill Mayne.
SQNLDR Andy Williams (on right) rests between hands)

Another trip warrants mention before we move on. The vastness and heat of
Australia's north-west gave many a new insight into Aushalia. The visit to the NSW
State Railways also gave us a new insight into our country, but one of a very different
kind. The NSW railways were then very much a bastion of union control.
Management were very open with us about workplace relations, matter-of-factly
relating such things as the fact that if they (management) so much as entered the
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works ops, everyone there would down tools and probably go on strike. The union
controlled everything that took place in the workshops, including who got in through
the door.
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The anagers were equally candid when asked how many people worked for the
railways, saying that they knew how many were on the payroll, but not how many
were in the workforce. They went on to say that as union officials distributed much of
the pay, management did not know how many pay packets were for real workers, and
how many for 'ghosts' used to inflate payroll numbers. They then outlined their plans
forrefom -most of which, I am happy to say, have by now been put in place.
The next year brought with it No 38 Course. With 45 students, it was the biggest
RAAFSC course to date. More importantly, it continued the Quiet Revolution, being
the course that welcomed the first ASEAN (Association of South-East Asian Nations)
students: Major Chester Ebuen (Philippines); Major Lambert (Bert) Silooy
(Indonesia); Major Sian (Joe) Kua (Singapore); Major Adnan (Emie) Bin Adnan
(Malaysia) and Squadron Leader Rungsun Chaengchenkit (Thailand).
Two public servants, a Federal Police Officer and officers from the Canadian Forces,
the RAF (x2), RAN and Army brought the total of non-RAAF students to thirteen.
This was the highest ever non-RAAF total, introducing an era in which a similar mix
became a permanent, and very welcome, feature of RAAFSC. In one regard at least,
broadening was here to stay, and the Quiet Revolution had quietly achieved an
important aim.
FrankKelly was one of the public servants on 38 course and thoroughly enjoyed it.
Despite his lack of military background, at no time did he feel like an outsider. On the
contrary, he was heartily welcomed by the other members of his syndicate on the first
day and was 'part of everything' from then on. Writing was not a problem for him,
although some of the topics were a challenge. He enjoyed learning about the 'sharp
end', recalling how numerous things 'came clear' as the year progressed. This sharp
end knowledge proved particularly useful after course when, as part of the Committee
Secretariat for COSC (Chief of Staff Committee) and DFDC (Defence Force
Development Committee), he worked through three contingencies - Bougainville, the
Fiji coup and the Gulf War.

t

In br d terms No 38 was the course that set the personnel pattern for recent times. As
menti ned, the biggest change was the inclusion of the ASEAN students. Frank Kelly
remembers them well and has more or less kept in touch with their progress. The
general feeling about them was that RAAFSC had been sent the 'cream'. Their later
progress suggests this feeling had at least some truth in it.
'Bert' Silooy, a pilot in the Indonesian Air Force, fined in quickly and was at ease
with f l'S nickname, which he saw as a sign of acceptance (which it was). He is now a
two sdar officer in their Training Command. A Christain, he was nevertheless close
fiiends with Adnan, a Moslem from the Malaysian Air Force. The two had trained
together, become friends and were clearly very pleased to be working together again.
This friendship led to Adnan acquiring the nickname 'Emie' (the Sesame Street
influence again) to go with Bert, but he seemed to have mixed feelings about the
whole thing. He too represented his country well, fitting in easily and providing some
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interesting input along the way. Clearly a man with a future, to the surprise of some of
his course mates, he later left the Malaysian Air Force to run a restaurant.

Major Joe Kua, RSAF, one of the five pioneering
ASEAN students on 38 Course, chats with fellow
student, Major Pete Burdeu, ARA.

Joe Kua, the Singaporean, was a
typical citizen of his small country,
being educated, energetic and well
up with the latest technology - in
this case a portable computer with
a good word processor and printer
that made him the envy of all.
Apparently the rest of the student
body, still scribbling on paper or
clanking away on typewriters,
found little solace in the fact that
RAAFSC - via Joe Kua - had
finally moved into the Personal
Computer age, albeit on a very
limited basis. On return to
Singapore,
Joe Kua was soon
- .
promoted and was a 'quadron
Commander when be took time off
to host Frank Kelly during a private
visit in 1986.

The Filipino, Chester Ebuen, at first had some language diff~cultiesNo only was
English a second language to him, hut he had learned the American version - a
definite disadvantage when trying to understand an Australian lapsing into the local
vernacular. A quick learner, by the end of course he had added another version of
English to his repertoire. He too did well on return, making one star, heading the
Presidential Flight for many years, and flying three consecutive Philippine presidents.
The Thai, Rungsun Chaengchenkit, was the quiet one of the five, well at ease with
everyone, but sometimes prefemng his own company. Perhaps this was a response to
staff courses - he had just completed a staff course in Europe and was now
immediately facing another in Australia. However, the experience can't have been too
discouraging; he returned to Australia in 1998 to study at the Australian College of
Defence Studies at Weston Creek (the future home of all ADF staff colleges).
The overseas students from more established sources also added some 'broadening'.
The RAF sent two. Peter Brindle was what the RAAF would call an Administrative
Officer, hut with a background in Intelligence where he had worked as a linguist. He
spoke three languages, had served in Germany and so added fully to the international
flavour of the course. He would stay on in Australia to work for two years as an
exchange officer in Airmen Personnel. Ray Dixon, the other 'Pom', was a nuclear
bomber pilot who described his job as preparing to drop 'a bucket of sunshine' if and
where required. (Being a Yorkshireman, he actually said 'Bookut', which must have
been confusing for the Malay speakers to whom 'Bukit' means 'hill'.)
The general consensus is that the large non-RAAF contingent added a new dimension
to the course, both socially and professionally. It also virtually guaranteed the success
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of 'dphan's Night', the traditional RAAFSC dining-in night held for the non-RAAF
studehts, orphaned from their own Services for the year.
l

l
The large RAAF element also provided some memorable inputs. Paul (Monto) Moran,
a transport pilot and most recently OC East Sale, popularised the term 'flute music' to
describe all plans and concepts of an ethereal kind - ie, for which there were no
committed resources and little likelihood of getting any. As such plans and concepts
were common in those times, the saying found wide use and became the course
'motto', eventually finding expression in the form a young lady flautist, pictured as
the background to the labels on the course wine.

AI (or 'Clance') Clancy provided one of the more original approaches to life among
the students. A Vietnam veteran, but mostly a maritime pilot with time on the SP2H
Neptune and both types of Orions, Clance was already something of a living legend in
the maritime world for his ability to do things with the minimum of fuss, and for his
droll humour. His contribution while on 38 Course only enhanced that reputation.
When RAAFSC visited Queenscliff and the Army organised a 'hash mn' and a
number of other very physical activities, Clance took Frank Kelly fishing. But many
feel Clance's finest hour was the wooden toy he produced with a pair of goal posts on
top that moved from side to side as the toy was pulled along, and a plate on the side
inscribed:
To DASC ANDHISUMPIRES
FROM
THEPLAYERS
OF 38 ASC
FOR CONSISTENT
INCONSISTENCY

A I Clancy's ingenious toy, with moving goal posts
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No 38 Course also had the first Padre to do Staff College, Squadron Leader John
DUM. Although some felt his connections would give him an unfair advantage, there
is no evidence that this happened. He did, however, have to perform a sad duty
familiar to all Padres, but thankfully very rare to RAAFSC. A student, Pete Peatling,
was killed in a freak accident while working on his car, and John Dunn officiated at
his funeral as a friend as well as a minister.
We cannot leave 38 Course without mention of 'The Mills'. Human beings, when
forced to wait about in groups, often simply 'mill about a bit'. For some unknown
reason, the Staff College experience gives this tendency full rein, producing large and
numerous mills of many kinds in all sorts of places. Mills form as students 'hurry up
and wait' to get on buses, to enter buildings, to look at yet another clever
computerised lathe during an Industry visit, while in Air Movements sections and for
a hundred and one other reasons. 38 Course recorded this odd phenomenon
photographically, and featured a 'Mill Mill Mill' section in their year book including
a 'Mount Newman Mill', a 'Baggage Mill' and a 'Single File T m a c Mill'. Being the
biggest course yet, 38 no doubt produced the biggest mills yet, but all students, on all
courses, suffered 'The Mills'.
During this time the RAAF's transport fleet had also enjoyed some Revolution in the
form of the Boeing 707 for strategic transport work. On 1 July 1983, No 33 Strategic
Transport Squadron was formed at Richmond with four pre-owned B707s. Two exQantas aircraft had been bought in 1979 for 'special transport purposes' and attached
to No 37 Squadron. Their first operational task was to ferry RAAF personnel and
families to Butterworth, so beginning a service that lasted almost a decade. When two
more aircraft were added in 1983, No 33 Squadron was formed and the intention to
eventually convert them to tankers for air-to-air refuelling was announced.
The speed, range and comfort of the B707s saw them employed in the VIP role
shortly after purchase, but the tanker conversions took much longer. In 1985 the
benefits of in-flight refuelling were graphically demonstrated when the first FIA-18s
were fenied non-stop across the Pacific, refuelled en route by US military tankers.
Eventually, in 1988, two more B707s were added to the fleet and a contract to convert
four aircraft to tankers was signed. The normal transport capability of the converted
aircraft was to remain essentially unchanged. The four B707s were converted one at a
time, the final aircraft being delivered on 19 May 1992.
The ferrying of the first F/A-18s non-stop across the Pacific in 1985 eventually
proved to be a milestone for the RAAF, which now had its own air-to-air refuelling
capability, albeit a limited one. That same year, 1985, also brought with it an event
that would eventually reshape the world, but which at the time was of passing interest
only to most Australians, even those being 'broadened' at RAAFSC.
When the Communist Party of the Soviet Union elected a new General Secretary most
of the world expected another clone of the humourless, hard-line geriatrics like
Brezhnev who had held the job for much of the past 20 years. What they got was
Mikhail Gorbachev, a younger, more modem man with a glamorous and educated
wife, and now famous for the glasnost (openness) andperestroika (transformation) he
initiated to modernise the USSR.
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~ n d Gorbachev
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Cold War tensions quickly reduced as the Soviets sought better
re~atidnswith the West to facilitate the knowledge, technology and capital they
need& to modernise. We now know that, in reality, Gorbachev was trying to reform
the Soviet Union to save it. The signs were clear to the West that the USSR was, as
Paul Dihb told us, an 'Incomplete Superpower' with a mighty military, but primitive
infrastructure and almost none of the financial and corporate systems the modern
world depends on. Few realised, however, that the Union was coming apart at the
seams.
CIorbLhev's reforms came too late to re-invigorate the system enough to reinforce the
Union with a surge of prosperity and shared success. Instead, g[asnost allowed people
to see more clearly what they already suspected - the Soviet Union had fallen way
behind the West and the gap was widening in almost every area of human endeavour.
Resentment of decades of Russian domination found new voices in the various
Republics and by the end of the decade the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics was
breaking up - something almost no-one would have predicted when the decade began.
President Bush declared 'a new world order' with only one Superpower. China,
Vietnam, Cuba and some other countries were still communist, but the Big Bad
Bogie-Man was gone and by 1990 the Cold War had already begun its journey into
the history books.
An interesting aspect of the Gorbachev era for Staff College students was the widely
varying predictions from the various 'experts' who came to talk. I heard a number
whilst on JSSC in 1987. Some saw the end coming quickly, hut others saw signs that
the Cbld War was far from over, that the Russians still had a few cards up their
sleeves to play at vital times. Both sides presented credible arguments. In general,
they had access to the same evidence, but the cooclusions they drew filled the entire
spectrum of possibilities. A big lesson from all this is that even expert predictions
about the future are uncertain at best, and we have no option but to always plan for the
unknown and the unknowable.

~ e a d v h i l e the
, first of a number of major changes that would shape the RAAF into
present times had already occurred. In August 1983, No 75 Squadron in Butterworth
was withdrawn to Darwin, pending the completion of the Tindal Base near Katherine.
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The odernisation of Tindal was now beginning as part of the major change
acco panying the FA11 8 purchase. This change would see all RAAF fighters based in
~ u s t r b i afrom 1988 on, with regular detachments to Malaysia and Singapore
theredeer to meet FPDA (Five Power Defence Arrangements) commitments.
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Tind already had a good airstrip, but in almost all other respects a new base, the first
since the war, was being built. In some important ways the new base was unique,
ha ' been designed to minimise the effect of attack and provide a permanent base in
a harsh tropical area. The domestic areas were well separated from the operational
areas, with parked aircraft dispersed in hardened shelters. The main runway and
taxiwhys were being arranged in a 'coat hanger' formation, with the taxiways
becoming emergency runways if needed. Air conditioned facilities and
accommodation designed to cope with the extreme climate would be the norm, along

with attractive landscaping wherever possible. The result is a geographically large
base, but one that meets its operational and domestics aims very well.
Williamtown was also modernised for the new aircraft. The first FIA-18s arrived in
1985, with final deliveries in 1990. The last Mirages had been withdrawn from
Butterworth in 1988. In November the same year the newly completed Tindal base
welcomed No 75 Squadron with its FIA-18s as the first squadron to make Tindal its
permanent home. This ended a period of some 38 years during which the RAAF had
always had one of more squadrons based in the MalaysiaISingapore region.
The 1980s also saw the end of the helicopter era for the RAAF. As previously
mentioned, in 1982 eight Iroquois helicopters were sent to El Gorah, in the Middle
East, as part of a combined contingent with the RNZAF. Their primary role was to
cany military observers monitoring Israel-Egyptian cease-fire arrangements. They
were withdrawn in 1986.
Along with the rest of the RAAF helicopter force, the El Gorah contingent had
performed very well. Since the late 1970s, the Iroquois force had developed
innovative air mobile tactics and highly developed field deployment capability. C130s
carried stripped down Iroquois on long legs and at other times Iroquois were fenied
long distances using extra fuel tanks or refuelling en route from drums. Operations
with the Army in the field became the established norm. In other words, the concerns
people like John Chesterfield had expressed in earlier times had been addressed in full
and RAAFIArmy relations at the operator level were excellent.
Unfortunately, this was not enough to erase the bad taste still in the mouths of some
very well placed, high ranking Army officers. In late 1986 the Government, on advice
kom the Department, decided that battlefield helicopters would become an Army
responsibility. This meant that the Army would now operate the Iroquois and the new
Blackhawks.
The transition took some time, hut No 9 Squadron was eventually disbanded on
14 February 1989 following relocation to Townsville and transfer of its aircraft,
personnel and equipment to 5 Aviation Regiment. On 9 December the same year, No
5 Squadron disbanded at Fairbaim, handing its aircraft over the Australian Defence
Force Helicopter School. When No 12 Squadron's Chinooks were mothballed shortly
after for budgetary reasons, RAAF rotary wing operations ended. Throughout the
transition, RAAF rotary wing staff cooperated fully and worked hard although most
disagreed with the change. It was a sorry time for the RAAF, and one that left a bad
taste in mouths of most RAAF helicopter squadron members, many of whom felt
betrayed by the system and its leaders.
Ironically, 1989 also saw the establishment of the Air Power Studies Centre. An
initiative of the then CAS, Air Marshal Ray Funnell, its charter is encapsulated in its
name. Arguably, had such an organisation existed 20 years earlier, the place of RAAF
rotary wing operations in an ADF context would have been defined and agreed much
earlier at the highest levels. Had this happened, the radical changes to the helicopter
world in the late 1980s could well have been avoided.
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iet Revolution continued throughout the eighties. The ASEAN students had
been elcomed by 38 Course, and in 1985,39 Course welcomed another student from
the r , 'on, Major M. Radin Bindms Dian of Brunei, the first from his country to
attend RAAFSC. The trend to broader representation continued, with the first Papua
New Guinean, Lieutenant Colonel P. Baitman, on 40 Course.

"'

Jim ~ L ~ u h(Wing
a r Commander Ret'd) was a student on 41 Course. In general, his
experience validated the changes of the Quiet Revolution. To him the best aspects of
the course were the adult learning approach - 'what you got out of the year was
largely up to you' - the mix of people, which was 'a big feature' and the self
discovery and confidence building he gained as the year progressed. Overall, he rated
the usefulness of the course to the RAAF as 'seven or eight out of ten'. But, despite
these significant positives, he considers he has had 'better years', rating the personal
experience as only worth five out of ten.
One kason for this low rating was the familiar nature of much of the work. His
relative experience was probably a factor in this regard. A navigator with 20 years in
the RAAF, he had already done 14 years flying in maritime and transportrVIP and six
years staff work when posted to RAAFSC. But the big contributors seem to have been
two old perennials. Two of his DS were poorly suited to the job, and he believes he
was 'assessed by people who were not qualified to do so'.
~ h i l dthis
, could be seen purely as one man's opinion, subsequent events suggest
o t h d i s e . Review of his and other assignments exposed serious weaknesses in the
assessment process. In particular, there was poor standardisation and an inadequate
review process - a situation virtually guaranteed to raise the hackles of even the most
benign student.
~xceliencerequires that you get everything right. One of the most impressive changes
in ~dstraliain recent times is in the quality of locally produced motor cars.
Investigation of this pleasing change soon reveals that all the car makers - and all
other successhl manufacturers - start with the premise that quality depends on two
key factors: design and build. That is, the product must be designed to meet local
conditions and well-built. Furthennore, good modem design assists the 'build'
process.
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So to things l i e staff training. In this case, decades of experience. and the Quiet
Revol tion bad created a design with the potential to produce excellence, and had put
appro riate measures in place to aid the 'build' process. Unfortunately, as so often
happehs, too little care was taken with a key part of the building, leaving RAAFSC as
' ~ b o &Average' at best, despite the potential for excellence..

1

Clearl , with a better standardisation and review process, and a few other relatively
simpl changes, RAAFSC's shortcomings could largely have been overcome.
Unfo
ately, this was not the case for another, larger problem the RAAF faced.
Since he early days of RAAFSC, the percentage of RAAF pilots on each course had
progr ssively dropped as staff training was made available to RAAF officers of other
categdiies and specialisations. By the early eighties, student bodies more generally
reflecded the make up of the RAAF officer corps - the intended result.

No 42 Course students and family members about to depart on NORWARD 1988.
By now ASEAN oficers were an established part of RAAFSC and the course had a strong
international flavour that became an important feature of the last 17 years at Fairbairn.
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But s the decade progressed, fewer and fewer pilots did RAAFSC, as high pilot
wast ge put the squeeze on senior pilot numbers throughout the RAAF. In that era,
the j nior officer ratio of pilots to navigators was about four to one. But by the late
eighties the ratio at Squadron Leader and Wing Commander rank was only two to
one. pilots, usually experienced Flight Lieutenants, had left the RAAF in large
numbers for better paying careers elsewhere. In some areas there were too few pilots
to fill role specialist command and staffjobs, and navigators filled almost all the more
genepal GD posts in the RAAF.
In response to the problem, the return of service for pilot training was increased from
eight to ten years and the pilot training rate increased. While this increased the size of
the junior pilot pool, and hopefully the number who would stay, it also created a
surplus ofjunior pilots and the problem of what to do with them.
The kAAF had another problem, seemingly unrelated. Fleet support flying for the
Navy currently involved a good deal of FIA-I8 flying and a cheaper alternative was
being sought. This problem was compounded by the shift of part of the fleet to HMAS
STIRLING in the west to comply with the 'two-ocean Navy' policy, and the
consequent need to fly from both the east and west coast.
The solution to both problems was to form 'lead-in' jet squadrons using Macchi jet
trainers made surplus when the turbo-prop PC9 advanced trainer was introduced. Two
squadrons would fly Macchis; No 76, reformed at Williamtown and No 25, the RAAF
Active Reserve squadron in Pearce (which would include a PAF component).
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Both squadrons had two roles. The first was to provide 'lead-in' training to newly
grad ated pilots and navigators posted to fast jet aircraft like the FIA-l8 and F-l 11.
The second was fleet support to Navy ships based on the east and west coasts. No 76
began flying in January 1989, No 25 in December the same year. The arrangement
lasted until May 1998 when, following a decision to replace the ageing Macchis with
the Ehtish Aerospace Hawk, the PAF elements of No 25 Squadron formed No 79
Squadron at Pearce in preparation for the new aircraft. Some No 25 Squadron Reserve
personnel now work to support No 79 Squadron.

b

The 1 te 1980s and early 1990s also saw some important organisational changes that
are s 11 with us. Firstly, Support Command was split into Logistics Command and
Traidng Command, and Operational Command was re-named Air Command (along
with Maritime and Land Commands). (Readers may note a similarity between these
manbements and those put in place when the RAAF adopted a functional structure in
the early 1950s.)

i

In 1 86, Air Command was reorganised into five Force Element Groups (FEGs):
Tacti al Fighter Group (TFG), Strike Reconnaissance Group (SRG), Maritime Patrol
Grou (MPG), Air L~ftGroup (ALG) and Operational Support Group (OSG) (who,
amodh other things, bring the hare bases in the north to life for exercises and
contidgencies). In 1990, operational command of Air Command forces was
transferred from CAS to CDF (Chief of the Defence Force), with CAS exerting
influence via the Chiefs of Staff Committee. CAS has more recently been re-titled
CAF (Chief of Air Force).
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Also in those times, the Government introduced major management reforms to
planning and financial management. All discrete elements of Govemment
departments had to produce annual plans outlining what they intended to do, what
resources they would use to do it, and how they would judge success. Terms like
'effectiveness', 'efficiency', 'performance indicators' and 'impact statements' became
part of the lexicon of all military commanders and managers, and financial
accountability was increased markedly at all levels. Like all other elements of
Government, the RAAF established a cycle of annual planning, beginning with a
broad statement of the intended Strategic Direction, and ending with the distribution
of resources to commanders and managers to do specific approved tasks.
The signals from Government were for more change in the future, and fewer
resources for Defence. To help manage existing and expected change the RAAF
introduced management reforms based on what was then called 'Total Quality
Management' (TQM). TQM was an approach using people's knowledge of their part
of the organisation, coupled with facts and data about the organisation's processes and
performance, to continually improve the organisation. The 'hype' surrounding TQM
and early problems with definition and planning reduced its impact, but in general the
main principles survived. Although RAAFQ, as it came to be known, is now dead and
gone, the continual quest for better ways to do things is now an established part of
RAM culture.
As always, RAAFSC had to keep up with these changes and play its part in their
implementation. Clearly, future commanders and managers would face much
increased financial and change management responsibilities. As well they would have
to carry out their traditional leadership roles while being pressured to continually do
more with less. Such an environment would need an officer corps with high standards
of command, leadership and management skills, and a shared understanding of the
priorities behind the delivery of RAAF air power to the emerging ADF.
The Quiet Revolution had produced a course that better exposed its students to the
'big picture' and improved their understanding of that picture. But the world had kept
changing, as the world is wont to do. For success in the new world, graduates would
not only need to understand the big picture. They would also need to better understand
how to play their part in the big picture, specifically with regard to the application of
air power and the Command imperatives of running an Air Force charged with
maintaining its operational capability despite shrinking resources.

COMMAND
AND STAFF COLLEGE

L.

The n ehes brought major change to Australian workplaces. Throughout the decade
'restructuring' ruled, trimming workforces and streamlining work practices to
improve cost-effectiveness. Few escaped unchanged. Cheaper and better ways to do
things were constantly sought in the public and private sectors alike.
l

For thk Defence Services this meant staff cuts, and 'contracting out' of 'non-core'
activities. Non-core effectively meant most activities not 'combat' or 'combat
related'. As a result, throughout the nineties, public servants and civilian contractors
replaced uniformed personnel throughout support areas like supply, maintenance and
overhaul, catering, personnel administration and medical.
RAAF' uniformed strength fell from some 22,500 in 1990 to just under 14,000 by late
1999. Today, RAAF members routinely work with public servants and civilian
contra tors m almost all RAAF workplaces. Total workforce numbers are well down
on 1990 levels, however, creating a constant need to do more with less everywhere.
As well, a continual stream of Departmentally initiated 'reforms' adds further work
and complexity to the management and leadership task.

1,

In all,tbese factors have radically changed the management and leadership task of
RAAF officers since 1990. In simple terms, the task is now much bigger, more
complkx and more difficult than it was then - and there is every indication it will stay
that why.
this time the RAAF has been charged with maintaining operational
capability. While this has generally been achieved, it has been no simple task. Success
owes , uch to many factors, not the least being hard work and dedication everywhere.
Two !erarching
factors have. however, been critical. One is improved planning to
establi,h clear priorities for operations and change. The other is a shared
understanding among commanders and managers of the key elements that make the
force.-Thesetwo factors have, more than any others, helped the
stay on track to meet its operational goals, despite constant and major shifts in
Chang of this kind seldom comes easily. Much new knowledge had to be absorbed
and a lied for the RAAF to impose some order on the chaos of the 1990s. It was
here that RAAFSC proved its worth. Since 1983, the Quiet Revolution has given
RAAFSC graduates a good understanding of the 'big picture' and the RAAF's part in
that plcture. More recent change has provided practical knowledge of how to achieve
operational success in peace or war.
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Thc 1990s war a decade of constant rhangc. The cmphari~on northern operations. however,
ronnnued unchanged, s s dld the long rstahllshed lradition of wlnter ml~ralionsto northern
parts depicted in this cartoon from the 25 Course Year Book some 20 years earlier in 1971.

The man who initiated the latter change was Noel Montgomery (now Air Commodore
Ret'd), the Commandant in 1988-89. A navigator and RAAF College graduate, he
brought extensive operational, command and staff experience to the job. The trigger
for change was his realisation that he was unsure just what RAAFSC ought to be
doing. This is not to suggest that Staff College had no direction. For example, there
were no qualms at high levels about the need for fundamentals like broadening and
staff skills. Nor was there a problem in these areas. The recent changes had clearly
created a successful adult learning environment producing broadened graduates with
good staff skills. But the question arose, was this enough to best meet the future needs
of the RAAF, or should more be done? And if there was to be something else, what
was it?
In today's terms, what RAAFSC needed was an endorsed Mission Statement (or
Statement of Purpose). Noel Montgomery set out to produce one. In the end it took
the form of a submission seeking endorsement for a statement of RAAFSC's future
direction. In general terms, the statement kept the positives of the Quiet Revolution,
but increased the emphasis on operational effectiveness factors. The intent was to
produce graduates better able to prepare the RAAF to be operationally effective in
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war. To that end, more stress was given to operational matters, particularly
and management studies focused onto practical ways for users to achieve
rather than purely theoretical factors.
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The bmss~on
. . was well received by the Personnel and Training heads and by the
CAS kfthe day, Air Marshal Ray Funnell, AM. The CAS's endorsement would have
surprised few who knew him well. A RAAF College and 21 Staff Course graduate,
Ray Funnell had done extensive additional study of the Profession of Arms, and was
well regarded by many in the RAAF for his howledge and thinking on air power well
before he became CAS. (The R.G. Funnell library he donated to RAAFSC is a good
indication of the width and depth of his interests.)
When Noel Montgomery put up his submission for endorsement, Ray Funnell was
already creating the Air Power Studies Centre, one important long-term aim of which
was to produce a RAAF officer corps with a good understanding of its fundamental
reason for being. The proposed RAAFSC changes would complement this and the
other aims of the Air Power Studies Centre. In retrospect, one suspects endorsement
of the proposal was never really in doubt.
c o d a n d and Staff Course resulted. The change of title indicated the increased
emphasis on commanding the RAAF as an effective air force in peace or war. But
events were to take an unusual twist before this fundamental change took place. As
previausly mentioned, the RAAF had a very serious shortage of experienced pilots particularly senior Flight Lieutenants, Squadron Leaders and Wing Commanders. The
measures taken - the creation of the 'lead-in' squadrons, and increased return of
service and training numbers for pilots - would help eventually, but in the short term
nothing could change the numbers.
The nhnbers were such that there were too few experienced pilots to man all essential
flying supervisory posts, role specialist headquarters jobs and key staff jobs like
Operational Requirements (OR). The situation was so serious, that at one stage
'OR-Fighters' was an aero-systems qualified navigator. While this was not the
mismatch it appeared at first glance - his aero-systems training was a year of high
level study enabling him to thoroughly analyse the relative merits of competing
systerhs - the fact remained that he was not a fighter pilot. This and other manning
compromises, particularly. at Squadron Leader and Wing Commander levels,
illustrated to everyone the seriousness of the situation.

L.

ston to cancel staff training in 1989 nevertheless surprised many people and
The
disapdointed quite a few. In retrospect, it would seem there was little option but to do
what as done. The small number of squadron leader pilots were needed for higher
priori y tasks, and squadron leader navigators now had to fill numerous GD posts
normally filled by pilots, as well as their usual role specialist positions. A staff course
with o pilots and few navigators would have resulted - a somewhat pointless
exerc/
se'
for an air force planning to increase the operational component of the course.
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The ecision also sent some important political messages into a system that had
sho
little sympathy for RAAF attempts to improve the lot of its pilots, and so
incredse retention. Suggestions were made at the time that the decision was influenced
more by the impact it would create than by the real situation. Facts and analysis do not

support that view. The reality is that there were too few GD officers, especially pilots,
to form a course with the required balance, and so no course was held.
The year was not wasted, however. The commandant elect, Group Captain Jim Huet,
was put in charge of a team tasked with creating a new syllabus to produce the
required outcomes. Ably assisted by Wing Commanders Dud McCardle and Gamy
Waters, he spent most of 1989 producing a syllabus for a Command and Staff Course
with a strong emphasis on air power and effective command in peace or war.

Commandant, Group Captain Jim Huet (3rd from left, front raw), with international
students of the 1991 Command and Staff Course be bad helped create two years before

The existing course was already a busy year. This ruled out the option of simply
adding the required material to the extant syllabus. Although in Jim Huet's judgement
80 per cent of the original course survived, most of it had to be reviewed for relevance
and fit. Inclusion of the new material had to produce an integrated whole which
maximised learning outputs, while maintaining the tried and proven 'streams' and a
'general to particular' sequence. Also, exercises, visits, assignments and the like not
only had to he well integrated, but often had to achieve multiple outcomes as well.
Although what resulted was a 'coarse tune' rather than a complete rewrite, in some
areas there was considerable change. The links between background theory and the
practical operation of the RAAF were strengthened and clarified. Knowledge about
'the warfighting side' of things, stressing the use of the RAAF as an effective force in
peace and war, was increased and links between the Warfare Courses and RAAFSC
improved.
Emphasis on what constituted the Strategic, Operational and Tactical levels of
operations - and the necessary overlaps - became part of the basic framework of
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learni g. This had been covered previously, but the practical implications had
receivbd limited exposure and reinforcement, except for Exercise WILD GOOSE the joint operations exercise held with the Army Staff Course at the end of each year.
Wild Goose was a good exercise - the problem was too few basics throughout the
year to optimise Wild Goose as a learning experience. To reinforce the basics, the
need to always think in terms of 'Ends', 'Ways' and 'Means' was stressed throughout
the new course.
A similar approach was taken with Command, Leadership and Management studies.
Theory was not abandoned by any means, but the practical application of that theory
to achieve the desired ends, ways and means was stressed, and exercises and activities
modified to provide practical examples. The relationships between command,
leadership and management, and practical methods to achieve success with all three,
was a significant part of the change.

In 1990, No 43 Course studied the new syllabus with its principal shaper, Jim Huet, as
commandant. The result suggests that he and his team had done the job - the new
course was well accepted by students and staff alike. The review team had in some
cases, however, underestimated the associated workloads for both staff and students.
Furfher work was needed to reduce this problem for the next course.
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The nine Vavixatnrs of 13 (ourre (plus friend) - all n i t h a marilimr background in front of a former S o 10 Squadrun SPZH Yeplune in Towns\ille in 1990.
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The composition of 43 Course followed the pattern established in the eighties, with 15
non-RAAF students - ten international officers, two from the RAN, two eom the
Army and a public servant - in a student body of 38. There were nine navigators
(some were Air Electronics Officers - the two categories had been grouped together
for some years, so boosting 'navigator' numbers) hut only two RAAF students were
pilots.
Squadron Leader Paul ('Skin') Hickerton was one of them. A helicopter pilot with 22
years service, he had spent almost 20 of those years flying in Indonesia, Malaysia,
Papua New Guinea, the Sinai, New Zealand and throughout Australia, and had done a
two year staff job in the then DORG-EST. (Now a Wing Commander, he completed a
tour as the Strategic Studies Developer at RAAFSC in 1999 and took up a staff
position in a strategic policy development area in 2000.)
The recent loss of the helicopters had thrown 'Skin' Hickerton's world askew, turning
him into someone whose past was suddenly much less relevant and useful to his
employer. He was unsure of what the future held, hut saw Staff College as an
important step in the redirection he knew he must take. He was appointed Senior
Student, although that was not strictly the case. The appointment turned out to be a
positive thing, forcing him to get involved and helping him adjust to what was a very
different world from the one he was used to.
Although never 'overly academically inclined' he found the main thrust of the course
appealing, having reached that point in life where he was happy to examine the ends
and ways along with the means. He found the general concept of the course to he
good, but too ambitious, with up to fourpresentations a day to cover the allotted
material.
The publicity surrounding the cancelled course the previous year meant that all the
Australians knew about the change in emphasis. This fact, along with the high
workload, brought out the sceptics, but 'Skin' Hickerton believes the course 'did the
job' for the RAAF, particularly for those with limited operational experience. To him,
much of the Air Power material was 'preaching to the converted', and some was
'statements of the bleeding obvious'. However, the air power studies material
stimulated discussion, providing insights and understanding even for those like him
with a strong operational background, In all, he found that the process lifted the level
of his understanding considerably, bridging the gap between day-to-day operations
and the over-riding strategies that drove them.
His memories of the Command, Leadership and Management stream are of a similar
kind - a good concept, highlighting the practical aspects, with too much to fully
absorb in the given time, but producing improved understanding of the underlying
concepts and principles, and providing graduates with sound knowledge of effective
techniques and approaches.
Like many before him, he was 'broadened' by the mix of people and the various
activities, and found himself well prepared for the staff job he went to off course.
However, the rapid pace had left too little time for reflection and research. The full
value of the year was not immediately apparent, and the realisation of how much his
knowledge and understanding had improved only 'dawned over time'.
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There is little doubt that the new syllabus was right for the RAAF of the nineties,
needi only a trimming of content to reduce the 'fire hose' effect and allow more
time for reflection and assimilation. Most importantly, the aim of producing graduates
better equipped than their predecessors to command, lead and manage the RAAF as
an effdctive force in peace or war was achieved - albeit imperfectly.
The ti/ning could not have been better. The first changes of the nineties had begun
with their promise of constant and often radical change to follow. The big challenge
would be to maintain operational capability in a world of shrinking resources and
continual change. The 43 Course experience strongly suggested that graduates of the
new Command and Staff Course were well equipped to help meet that challenge. It
seems that the powers that be shared this view, and 43 Course set the conceptual
pattern for the Command and Staff Course up to the present day.
The nkxt year, 1991, brought with it change that had little impact on RAAFSC
studenks, but changed things greatly for past graduates. On 17 October that year, the
Royal Australian Air Force Staff College Association came into being.
The idea of an Association arose in 1987, when the annual Staff College reunion
attracted only 20 attendees, rather than the much larger crowds of former times. The
1969 reunion was attended by over 100 graduates, and similar numbers were common
until the early eighties when attendances began to fall year by year.
Ted 11Eon, a graduate of 22 Course in 1968, discussed the problem with the then
Commandant, Group Captain Noel Montgomery, who believed that the lack of a
register of past graduates with current addresses was a major contributor, along with
too few resources at RAAFSC to produce material of interest for distribution to
gradudtes. As a result, many potential attendees were unaware of the reunion, and
many past graduates had no way of keeping up with developments.
Ted Illon's answer to the problem was an 'Old Boy's Union' which, after much
discuslion, became an Association instead - which is just as well, as the pool of past
graduakes now includes quite a few 'old girls'. As well, some who are not graduates as
graduates of other colleges - are also eligible for affiliated and honorary
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Anoth of Ted Ilton's early initiatives was a 'Graduates Association' badge. Based
very I osely on the RAAFSC badge, it depicted the Owl of Wisdom in a wheelchair,
dresse as an early aviator and holding a crutch in his right hand. A biplane flies
overh d. (In heraldic t m s the overall scene was described as 'with wheelchairs
pell-mblling and crutch akimbo'). Intended for 'light-hearted occasions' only, it still
contaihed important symbolism; the wheel chair and crutch suggesting that wisdom
can still prevail despite the ravages of age, and the biplane recalling the 'Royal Gift'
of aircraft that began the RAAF. For reasons not recorded, the badge was not adopted.
Its credtor, however, has provided a prototype badge for the record.

Prototype 'Graduates Association' Badge,
proposed by Wing Commander Ted nton for 'light-hearted occasions'.

The 1990 reunion formed a Steering Committee, with Ted llton as the National
Coordinator and Chairman, the then RAAFSC Commandants, Group Captains Jim
Huet (now Ret'd) and Brent Espeland (now Air Vice-Marshal) respectively, and
representatives from each State. Their main tasks were to develop a draft constitution
and revamp reunion programs to better attract past graduates. The constitution was to
reflect the aims of the Association to foster and maintain the unique Staff College
bond of professionalism and camaraderie, and promote awareness of Defence issues,
particularly about Air Power, within the RAAF and the wider Defence community.
The 1991 Annual Reunion General Meeting formed the RAAF Staff College
Association, adopted the draft constitution, and set membership fees. An Executive
Committee was elected with Ted Ilton as President. A news-sheet was produced and
State Chapters were to he formed. By June 1992, total membership was over 100.
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RAAF Staff College Association notables at 1999 reunion.
(L-R. WGCDR Ted Ilton, instructor and first President; Frank Kelly, Secretary;
AVM Ken Tuckwell, President; WGCDR Dick Cresrwell, World War I1 and Korea veteran)
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Association members gathered in the R4AFSC Headquarters corridor,
in which all Course photographs are hung - October 1999.

In 1993 the RAAF Staff College Association Prize for camaraderie was initiated. A
perpetual trophy, it acknowledges the officer whose performance on course has, in the
opinion of all course members, contributed most significantly to the comradeship and
esprit de corps of the course through individual endeavour and willing support for
fellow course members. The winner, selected by popular and secret vote amongst the
course, is perpetuated on an honour board at the College, and awarded an engraved
pewter mug as a personal memento. The 1999 winner was Major Tang of the
Republic of Singapore Air Force.
The RAAF Staff College Association continued to prosper throughout the nineties Wing Commander Lindsay Williamson (Ret'd) took over from Ted Tlton in 1993, in
turn to be replaced by current President, Air Vice-Marshal Ken Tuckwell. In 1999,
CAF, Air Marshal Errol McCormack, AM, joined the inaugural patron, retired CAS,
Air Marshal David Evans, AC, DSO, AFC, and the Association now enjoys two
patrons. To help members keep in touch, membership contact details are issued each
year.
Since its inception, the Association has provided a means by which retired graduates
can maintain some of the camaraderie of the past while keeping up with the present.
This last factor is important to many retired officers who maintain a shong interest in
the RAAF despite the plethora of recent change that has made today's RAAF very
different from the Air Force most Association members were part of.
The differences are many: some to units and bases, some to equipment and some to
the exercise of command and management. The command and management changes
are the least obvious, and possibly of least interest to most Association members. But
to serving officers, these are often the changes that most effect their working lives.
One such change has already been mentioned - the comprehensive annual planning
cycle that has made annual plans an important part of life for all commanders and
managers. Since the early nineties, RAAFSC graduates returning to the RAAF have
participated in annual planning matched to the budget cycle. The resultant plans link
activities and performance to resources, stating what will be done, what the attendant
resource costs are, and how success will be judged.
While not perfect, this planning system is a major improvement on past systems.
Accountability at all levels and the emphasis on provable performance are much
improved. The system has also provided a planning framework within which to
manage change. For a short while, some innocents actually believed that this much
improved system had effectively solved the RAAF's corporate planning problems.
This delusion did not last long. Like all planning systems, it needed good inputs to
produce good outputs. That is, it could better plan the known and knowable, but it was
no better at the unknown and the unknowable than previous systems had been.

And for much of the nineties, the RAAF had a very important unknown that was
behaving at times as if it were unknowable. It was called the MRU - the Manpower
Required in Uniform -the minimum number of people in uniform the RAAF needed
to meet routine tasks and possible contingencies.
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Dete ination of the MRU in the various elements of the RAAF was essential
knowledge to RAAF planners. With it, they could ensure that 'civilianisation' and
'corparate support' were not overdone, and that the RAAF would have enough
uniformed combat and combat support staff to do its day-to-day tasks and operate
effectively in any future A 0 (Area of Operations) during possible contingencies.
Theoretically the problem was a simple one. Using guidance from Government and
the Department, the routine tasks and possible contingencies the RAAF must plan for
would be established. The necessary detachments, deployments, training exercises, etc
could then be determined. Once this was done, the associated numbers of RAAF
uniformed positions (including appropriate back-up) could he calculated to meet the
approved tasks and contingencies.
Unfokately, the reality was not that simple. Many essential planning factors were
outside the RAAF's control. These kept changing, particularly the fundamental
political and financial goal posts that determined the contingencies and available
resources. Also, small changes to planning assumptions often caused large changes to
the numhers. Two basic planning assumptions were the rotation period for RAAF
staff in the AO, and their shift lengths once there. Variations to either or both could,
and usually did, cause relatively large changes to both personnel and dollar numhers.
Debate was ongoing, and agreed figures for these key time periods proved elusive.
Guidahce from on high was nothing if not flexible. On more than one occasion when
the RAAF's numhers were too high for the budget, the possible contingency being
planned for was down-graded to fit the available dollars. Constant shifting of the
political and fmancial goal posts meant that many well constructed plans were drawn
up, only to be discarded or heavily modified before being put into effect. Despite
good planning methods, good people and good intentions, good plans o h proved to
be much harder to produce in practice than in theory.
While'this was very frustrating for those doing the planning, it also provided a reality
check. RAAF corporate planning was now much better than in the past, hut you can't
do w h t you can't do. Like their predecessors in the turbulent Plan D days, the RAAF
Executive of the nineties had no option hut to concentrate on managing what they
controlled, and on maximising their influence in those areas they didn't control, hut
were vital to the RAAF.
l
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It has ver been thus, hut the goal posts are moving faster and faster with the years. A
late n eties model of AI Clancy's pull-along toy with its moving goal posts would
have &I electric motor and a remote control. Today, all the clichts apply. The only
certaidty is uncertainty, the only constant is change. That is the world of the nineties.
Graddates of the Command and Staff College enter that world as middle level
managers. Some will eventually command and manage the RAAF's part of it at
executive level.
l
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Despite rapid change in the RAAF, by 1994 Command and Staff Course was well-established
and going well, as me above extract lrom the Commandant's Report for that year shows.
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CK is a s g w d as, if not better than. those
who haw gone helore Slowly,prhaps too
slowly, the remainder or the RAAF is
appreciating the rising quality of
graduate achieved through commitment
to the course. No 47 G C continued this
commitment. The futureof theRAAFand
sojour ns north-nor the sunshine of other Services reprcxnted on courseis in
Queensland war enough to ward olf the gmd hands if the quality ol officer on No
annual winter lurgy In desperation some 47 CSC is representative of the ability.
t~k[otheministrationsofexoticpotians. talent and detrrmination of our middle
brewandcanrocrtons. but all tonoavail. level nffirerc

remain well dircipiined and arganwd
Another character istic war a sense ol
humour throughout the year They were
able to laueh at themse Ives when the

The mare serious challenges were of a
proleisianal nature. The CFC places high
demands an the prolessianal acumen of
course m e m k r r This year the Course
gained some insight into the ohligation ol
command - borh wcial and personal. A
challenee iemalns. however for 47 CSC
-~
Some other characreriscic features of the graduates to take the initiativ e: fully
Course which I haw ahserved include a exploit lutuie ohligation as opportunity.
fiercely cornpetitir c attitude which is not avoid it as a threat.
heaithy, lndividua Is competed against
their own standar ds not against each In clming let me makrsome ohser~~ariani
other. As a group and as individuals they The quality of each individual on No 47

Change has been a dominant theme in
1994. The Course members were not
inured lrom the elfects ol change, m i a l
or technological: they quickly adapted to
moder n technology such as computer
aided rtaf work. This also provided
valuable lessons on Clausewiti'r'fogand
frictlon ol waT as they dealt with the
regular frustrations of the independently
mlnded College computer system.
However, their IT arslsted exercises
disoiaved the analvsii and assessment
reqkridol quality ;tall work rather than
the entertainment of 'mags light shows'
that disguise a dearth of analysis It war
character iktic of 47 CSC that [he work
they produced was not the stall work of
Shakespeare's Mackth. "full ol sound and
lury,signifying nothing".
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RAF Students, 47 Course, as seen by Geoff Pryor, Canberra Times cartoonist

Fortunately, today's RAAFSC students are a generation who have grown up with
change and uncertainty. And, while they may not enjoy it, the successful ones among
them have not only learned to live with it, but to command, lead and manage within it.
To RAAFSC, preparing its graduates to operate effectively in this new world is now
'business as usual', not something special. In modem management parlance this is a
paradigm shift, and a very important one at that.
A major part of the shift is the employment flexibility now routinely expected of
officers. As in the past, most officers begin as specialists - pilots, navigators,
engineers, suppliers, nurses etc -but the majority now quite quickly become involved
in 'generalist' activities outside their speciality. Today much more so than only a
decade ago, middle-ranking officers find themselves in general management and
command jobs unrelated to their earlier speciality. This does not suit everyone, but
many enjoy the new challenge.
Wing Commander Maxine Dahl is an example. A nursing officer, she recently held a
senior management position at the Australian Defence Force Academy (ADFA), a
post someone with her background would most probably not have held only ten years
ago. As such, she is a product of the ever-changing nineties.
Early in that decade, a shrinking RAAF saw that it would have no option in the future
but to employ its well performing officers as widely as possible, irrespective of their
background, and changed officer employment policy accordingly. Specialist officers
like Maxine Dahl found themselves with much broader career options, assuming they
could take the necessary steps. A student of 48 Course in 1995, she has provided an
interesting insight into the part RAAFSC played in her transition from support
specialist to generalist manager, in an ever changing, more operationally-focused
RAAF.
Only the third nursing officer ever selected for staff training, Maxine Dahl had
welcomed the chance of a broader career and was 'delighted' to be chosen for No 48
Course. Although her background was mostly medical, she was well prepared for the
year ahead, having done a staff job in Personnel and just completed a university
degree.
(Her university degree put her in the majority group - more than half her course had
tertiary qualifications. The trend to better educated officers has been ongoing for
many years. By 1997, about half of 50 Course had a higher degree, 75 per cent had a
first degree, and 50 per cent held a post-graduate qualification in addition to a first
degree.)
Maxine Dahl's experience was very positive, providing a solid vote of confidence in
the Command and Staff Course. For someone with a support background she found
the 'Big Picture' aspects very well done, giving her a good understanding of RAAF
operations, and insight into the other Services and the workings of Government. This,
along with the broadening provided by the mix of students, the visits, guest lecturers
and the like held her in good stead in the PS0 job she went to off course. Like so
many before her, she established a network of people and a range of skills and
knowledge that have helped in every job she has held since graduation.
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Wing Commander Marine Dahl, shown here on location with the Army, was one
of a new breed of specialists deliberately groomed far general management,
and since completion of 45 CSC in 1995 has been employed accordingly.

~ a s t i rmemories
/~
include the frankness of business and government leaders on visits,
the time these people were prepared to give to RAAFSC, the quality and variety of
guest lecturers, and, in particular, the opportunity to quiz people like ambassadors,
politicians and business leaders. (The longstanding RAAFSC use of Chatham House
Rules, under which speakers are assured they will not be directly quoted, has
produced much full and frank comment over the years). Like many before her, she
found that the high quality speakers, operating under Chatham House Rules, provided
a unique experience not available to the great majority of tertiary students.
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Ther were limits of course, there always are. Air power study provided the building
bloc and a framework in which to develop understanding, but she found she still
need+ some experience to 'pull it all together'. Command, leadership and
management studies also fell short in some areas. While it was 'useful to reflect on
what people think' in these areas, Maxine Dahl felt that there was 'not enough
emp s ~ on
s command practicalities' like the enduring dos and don'ts, and what has
led to past success and failure in various circumstances.

L,
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She und that the adult learning environment was well done. Students were given the
oppottunity to 'make the most of everything', hut to do so - as she feels she did requi ed good time management. One aspect that imposed limits on just how
expe .mental and different students could be was the recently introduced policy to
raise !standard Officer Evaluation Reports (OERs) on all the RAAF students. Some
saw h i s as an emphasis on success, with penalties for those who tried something
diffe$ent and failed.

i
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Indeed, the raising of an OER on officers doing staff training had its critics then and
still does today. The main criticism was that staff training was not a normal RAAF
work environment, and this makes the OER an inappropriate means of reporting on
student performance. Supporters of the system argued that RAAFSC provided a
unique opportunity to compare a large group of squadron leaders with their peers.
Furthermore, the OER was a good means of reporting success against the unstated
dual purpose of RAAFSC - to educate and develop people, and to identify talent. It
also provided a reminder for those who needed it that the RAAF took RAAFSC
seriously. The practice remained controversial and in 2000 was replaced by a nonscored assessment, which will be used in future.
Certainly, being faced with an OER was a relatively minor consideration for Maxine
Dahl, who enjoyed the year and has clearly benefited greatly from it. She was the CO
of the Military Command Wing at ADFA in testing times in the late nineties. Along
with the rest of the ADF, ADFA was undergoing major and constant change,
particularly in support areas which now contained very few uniformed personnel, and
in the entire approach to ADFA cadet training.
The new approach to cadet training is in many ways pioneering work, increasing
emphasis on adult behaviour, responsibility and self-discipline and reducing imposed
discipline and petty rules and regulations. During Maxine Dahl's time the main
culture change emphasis was on the elimination of sexual harassment and sexual
offences in line with the Grey Review. Many changes were needed to embed the new
culture, but by now ADFA was used to change - the cultural reforms followed hot on
the heels of major reorganisation of ADFA, aimed mainly at just saving money.
Indeed, 'just saving money' was a major contributor to the constant change and
uncertainty of the nineties. Of particular important was the 'Peace Dividend' expected
by many politicians, bean counters (finance bureaucrats) and ordinary citizens
following the end of the Cold War. Although the term has not been used officially,
and Australian forces were never structured specifically to fight the Cold War, the
expectation of big savings was real to many throughout the nineties.
This expectation, along with some genuine prospects for savings, drove the search for
the optimum ADF teeth-to-tail ratio during the decade. The expectation found its
ultimate expression in 1993 via a widely distributed drawing of a large set of false
teeth supported only by a thin steel wire. The caption attached to the drawing, 'The
Optimum Teeth-To-Tail Ratio', proved that humour was not yet dead, even if logic
seemed at times to be entering the last phase of its twilight years.
Ironically, the RAAF did get a 'Peace Dividend' from the Cold War's demise, but not
of the kind some 'bean counters' and politicians would have envisaged. Review of US
post-Cold War military needs saw capability reductions in many areas. Of particular
interest to Australia, were the decisions by the USAF to cease F-l l l operations and
by the USN to reduce P3 Orion numbers. The F-l 11 decision was of great interest to
the RAAF, the only other F-l l l operator. The USAF had a number of options apart
from the F-l l l for strategic and tactical strike, but the F-l l l was the only aircraft in
the world with its combination of payload, un-refuelled range and sunivability. The
RAAF lacked the USAF's options and without the F-l l l, Australian strike capability
would be greatly reduced.
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The American decision raised immediate questions regarding the viability of RAAF
F-I I I operations, but it also made available surplus aircraft, in good condition, at low
cost. ''he question was, should RAAF F-l l l operations cease, or should additional
aircrak be bought, at relatively low cost, to increase the viability and operating life of
the RAAF fleet?
After gaining assurance of continued essential support from the US, 15 F-l l Is were
bought, bringing total RAAF fleet numbers to 35. Twenty-one aircraft have been
given an extensive avionics update involving modifications to bombing, radar,
navigation, flight control and communication systems. This update, plus the use of the
remaining aircraft for basic training and spares, has extended the F-l l l's expected
operational life well past 2010.
Three P3 Orions were also bought for use as training aircraft for pilot and flight
engineer conversion and continuation training, and for the lesser role of logistics
support to 92 Wing operations. This has greatly reduced wear and tear on the
operational aircraft previously used for these tasks, while also freeing these aircraft
for operations. As a result, the extra three P3s have extended the life of the Orion fleet
and increased the operational capability of No 92 Wing. Along with the additional
F-l I is the Orions represented a significant gain to the RAAF's combat capability at
relatively low cost. Not everyone's idea of a 'Peace Dividend', hut a good deal just
the same.
Critics saw the apparently ad hoc purchase of the 'Peace Dividend' aircraft as
evidence that all the careful, and expensive, force structure analysis was simply
'going through the motions', something easily disregarded in the face of a good deal.
This criticism had some merit, but the decision was generally consistent with ADF
policy of the times. This policy gave preference, during what was considered a lowthreat period, to 'long lead-time' areas in personnel, equipment and infrastructure. It
recognised that most future contingencies will be 'come as you are' for the long leadtime people, equipment and infrastructure - all of which take years to acquire.
Deficiencies in the shorter lead-time areas, on the other hand, can be made up
relatively quickly.
strategic circumstances are reasonably benign, as in the nineties, the long
get priority. The trade off is reduced short-time readiness and
many support areas - considered to be an acceptable risk in a low
threadenvironment. In general terms aircrew, engineers, technicians, communications
specialists and the like are considered long lead-time, whereas those with shorter
trainiag needs or good numbers of civilian equivalents - like clerks, cooks and most
medical staff - are short lead-time.
The sLme policy applied to equipment and inkastructure, with priority given to major
equiphent projects like the ANZAC ships and the new submarines that took a decade
or mhre to plan and execute, over less complex and specialised equipment. The
additional F-l l Is and Orions fitted into this category as they reinforced existing long
lead-time capabilities and extended their operational life.
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On th infrastructure side, the bare bases at Curtin (near Derby in the North West) and
Schelger on Cape York Peninsula were completed before some shorter lead-time
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infrastructure projects. All in all, a very logical policy for a low threat environment
and a tight budget.

The bare base at Curtin 1995, as seen by 43 Course

With personnel, the long lead-time policy often complemented civilianisation and
contracting out, further reducing uniformed numbers in purely support areas. The
result was a progressive reduction to uniformed numbers, not just in the W F , but
throughout the ADF. But despite significant savings, the pursuit of 'more bangs for
the Defence buck' continued, at an accelerating pace, into the late nineties.
By 1997 the Defence Efficiency Review was undenvay. When completed, it was
accepted as the Defence Reform Program (DRP), the biggest and brightest of all the
nineties reform initiatives. Its aim was to get ever better 'teeth-to-tail' ratios and more
efficient and effective activities everywhere. The focus was not simply on cost
cutting, but also on getting better outcomes for the same efforts. Wherever possible,
like functions in the three Services and civilian support areas were consolidated. This
has led to economies of scale, and facilitated contracting out of these functions.
The resultant changes have often been far reaching. The Canberra region today is a
typical example. In the past, each Service and each base had its own support services,
under its own command. Fairbaim, for instance, had a Base Squadron, and for those
in Russell Offices there was a RAAF Support Unit. The Navy and Army had similar
arrangements. Today, all such support, to everyone in Canberra, is provided by
Corporate Support Group, mostly with public servants and civilian contractors.
Services as diverse as information technology and printing are included.

l
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Not
risingly with such major change, those experiencing the results find both
positihes and negatives in the new arrangements. One big difference is that people
like chtering staff now work for a contractor, not the CO Base Squadron, and are not
dealt With directly, but through the base contracting officer. This has meant that units
like W F S C have had to make many changes to their 'domestic' support, hoth at
home and when away. In some cases the jury is still out regarding the enduring
benefits, hut there are some success stories. RAAFSC is a big user of printing
services. Under the new arrangements, the better technology and general capabilities
of the much larger printing organisation provide a much improved service.
There are, of course, limits to all things, especially to reductions to uniformed
numbers in uncertain times. In such times, just how much 'readiness' and
'sustainability' you need often boils down to a matter of judgement - as the RAAF's
long struggle with the MRU clearly showed. In 1999, Australia's conhibution to the
UN forces in East Timor removed some of the uncertainty. Army and RAAF
uniformed numbers hoth had to he increased to provide the required 'sustainability' in
East Timor. In other words, the balance between uniformed numbers and
'civilianisation' and preference for 'long-lead-time' items had to be rethought and
reset. This provided a timely reality check to the reform process, hut it has also
increased the already considerable change management task.
A related problem is the need for everyone to keep up with the seemingly constant
reorganisation and the attendant new names for everything. Base Squadrons
everywhere have been renamed Combat Support WingsISquadrons, and often have
very few uniformed members - Fairhaim, in 1999, had hut two; the CO and the
Chaplain. Aircraft depots likewise have few uniformed staff. Most maintenance
squadrons have been split up. In general, operational squadrons now include a
uniformed maintenance element for deployments and such, while the rest of the
original maintenance squadron's work is done mostly by civilians.

In all, the teeth-to-tail ratio is definitely sharpening in favour of the teeth. This has
changed RAAFSC along with the RAAF. In particular, the RAAF component of
RAAFSC has contained an ever increasing percentage of wmhat and combat related
officers in recent years. The contrast with the not so distant past is illustrative. My
course in 1983 had a number of students who had worked almost exclusively in stores
depo?, training schools, base squadrons on southern hases or in the then (rather large)
Support Command. Through no fault of their own, these people had negligible
operational exposure or knowledge, despite fifteen of more years in the RAAF.

I

Such people are much fewer today. To begin with, most of the positions the 1983
peop, had filled no longer exist or are filled by non-uniformed personnel. Logistics
Com&and, for example, now has considerably fewer uniformed people than in the
eighties, and does more of its work on hases, so greatly increasing the percentage of
its uniformed staff 'nearer the action'.

~
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SUPPORT STAFF
1972

THE LOYAL STAFF
1975

TheFaithfulcrew
Early references to the support staff was
often only visual with individuals not
identified, as seen here in 1959 (above).
Names were provided on occasions, such
as the Annual Reunion in 1961. (below)
Leading Aircraftswoman Carolyn Strahan
serves tea to the Minister for Air, Senator
Wade, while Commandant Group Captain
Dalkin looks on.
Acknowledgment has varied over the years
with photos, names and high praise often
reflecting the contributions made by the
Support Staff.

-.

Mr Phil Simpson, Travel Clerk 2000,
(above) is one of many civilians who have,
in recent years, increasingly become an
integral part of Staff College.

1994
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The unsung heroeshemines of Staff College
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Some 48 Course members in combat uniform - a familiar dress
throughout the more operationally focused RAAF of the nineties

But
haps the biggest changes have been in training. Here, the very successful
training system put in place just after World War I1 has been severely rationalised.
Most enlisted personnel are now trained in hi-Service schools aligned with the
civilian TAFE system, and with a high percentage of civilian staff. The RAAF still
runs RAAF College - a dedicated officer training unit at Point Cook - but many
officers are trained at ADFA, a hi-Service establishment with civilian academics and
mostly civilian support staff.
Pilot a d navigator training is also much changed. Flight grading and ab initio flying
trainidg for pilots is now done by contracton at Tamworth, NSW. On completion of
the ad initio phase, student pilots then do all-through training to graduation on the
PC9 hrbo-prop advanced trainer at Pearce, north of Perth. Jet training is now done
after haduation in the 'lead-in' squadrons previously mentioned. A decision in 1997
to replace the ageing Macchis with 33 British Aerospace Hawk 127s has guaranteed
the fiture of 'lead-in' training, and given the RAAF a very capable aircraft with
which: to train operational fast jet pilots in the future. The first Hawks entered service
in mid-2000.

A

Navi tors are still trained at East Sale, hut no longer have the exclusive use of a fleet
of HS748s, the aircraft having been formed into a light transport squadron many years
ago. For some years, four leased Beech King Airs have been used for navigation
trainidg to supplement the HS748s. In 1999 the decision was made to replace the
navigation trainer HS748s with four suitably modified Raytheon Beech 1900Ds, while
retaining the King Airs.
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These major changes to RAAF training have greatly reduced uniformed numbers
involved in training. RAAF personnel still fill many key positions, but the percentage
of the officer corps who spend significant time in Training Command is now much
smaller than only a decade ago.
Next, and probably even more importantly, the RAAF has a much more operational
focus now than then. Since the late eighties the ability to operate within and from
Northern Australia has been an increasingly important part of ADF policy. In general,
the aim is to create Australian based forces that can stop a potential enemy in the
aidsea gap to the north, or, failing that, resist a landing or contain him in the northern
regions. RAAF ability to operate effectively from the northern and north western
bases is a key element of the policy.
Two developments in 1999 have added significantly to the RAAF's potential to
operate effectively in northern areas. The first is the arrival of the long awaited C1305
Hercules to replace the ageing C130Es at No 37 Squadron, Richmond. The increased
capacity and performance of the new aircraft will markedly improve the RAAF's
ability to provide transport support to Australia's north and points beyond.
But the piice de risistance is the second development, the decision to buy Boeing
737-700 Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C) aircraft. No 2 Squadron is
being reformed at Williamtown to operate the new aircraft, the first deliveries of
which are expected by 2004. The 'force multiplier' effect of the AEW&C squadron
will be very big indeed. In many ways, AEW&C has been the missing link preventing
optimisation of the RAAF's Tactical Fighter Group's FIA-18s. ground based CRUs
(Control and Reporting Units) and strategically located bases. The new aircraft will
provide much more effective detection, identification and tracking of targets and
better control of fighters than is now possible. The AEW&C aircraft will also be able
to conduct surveillance over a wide area and coordinate tactical operations of other
combat forces.
And, unlike most ground based systems, the aircraft are fully deployable to anywhere
in the region. By 2005, Australia will have a complete air defence system, capable of
surveying a large area and controlling the fighter response to any unwelcome
intrusions. It has been a long time coming, but when it does it will not only greatly
improve Australia's air defence, but it will add further to the more teeth, less tail
trend. This in turn will increase further the demands on RAAF personnel everywhere
to support northern exercises and contingencies.
These demands are already an important part of RAAF life. When exercises or
contingencies require operations from one or more of the bare bases at Leamonth,
Curtin or Scherger, these bases are activated using personnel fmm southern bases.
When a manned base like Darwin, Tindal or Townsville is used, it normally needs
extra staff, also drawn from down south. Furthermore, as these bases and other vital
assets have to be protected, virtually everyone in RAAF uniform has done regular
ground defence and weapons training throughout the nineties. RAAFSC is no
exception. The 1992 Unit History Sheets list personnel undergoing ground defence
refresher training, now a routine activity for RAAFSC along with almost all other
RAAF units.

l
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51 Course a t Srherger- 1998

Today all uniformed RAAF personnel, including the Active Reserve, have both a
peacetime and a wartime position. Most wartime positions are either on a northern
base, or to release someone else to the north. The intent is that during exercises, the
individuals concerned will fill their wartime positions. All of which means that by the
time a RAAF officer arrives at RAAFSC, they will very probably have been on
exercise in the north or north west and will almost certainly have worked on a
southern base in support of such exercises.
The lihes between 'sharp end' and 'blunt end' officers are much fewer than only a
decade ago and are becoming even fewer with time. Some lines will always be there,
the inevitable result of the fact that only some go flying, but steady improvements to
the shared understanding of operational priorities and practices within the RAAF's
officer corps is a clear fact. One outcome is that RAAF officers from virtually all
pmfe&ional backgrounds amve at RAAFSC with at least some understanding of
RAAF operations. Not surprisingly, the resultant student bodies gain a quicker and
understanding of what makes the RAAF effective in peace or war than did
ts of the previous generation.
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RAAFSC Fairbairn 1961

RAAFSC Fairbairn 1983

I

RAAFSC Fairbairn 2000

The year 2000 began with world-wide fireworks displays shown on international TV
in real time - a triumph of technology and, to some, of style over substance. The
occasion also sparked much argument about whether or not we were actually entering
a new millennium. Some things were however beyond dispute. The demise of 1999
definitely ended an era when years began with 19 -and was excuse enough, it seems,
for most to celebrate and to take stock of the world today.
Of more immediate concern to us, 1999 was also the fiftieth anniversary of RAAFSC,
and the last full year covered by this book. It is thus the point at which we too will
begin to take stock. To do so, we will concentrate on 1999 in this chapter, then look at
the year 2000 and beyond in the last chapter.
No 52 Course were The Class of '99 -the course that took RAAFSC into its fiftieth
year. As we have seen, the intervening 50 years greatly changed the RAAF and its
Staff College. The Class of '99 in many ways reflected that change. A varied,
cosmopolitan group, at ease with advanced technology and the unstructured nature of
much modern work, they provide an ideal base of comparison with the students and
staff of past eras and the RAAF through the years.
To begin with, The Class of '99 made up a much larger and more diverse student body
than those of earlier times. No 1 Course had 15 students, all RAAF, all male, and
mostly pilots and maintenance specialists. By contrast, 52 Course numbered 49.
Nineteen were non-RAAF - 12 international officers, four from the Army and three
public servants. Five were female officers. The 30 RAAF officers included five pilots,
eight havigators, seven engineers, two each from Air Traffic Control and Intelligence,
and ohe from each of Administration, Air Defence, Ground Defence, Legal, Logistics
and Nursing. About two thirds of the RAAF officers had tertiary level qualifications a major change from the fifties when such qualifications were much rarer.
By lb99, the staff too were much more varied than in earlier days. The 1949
RAA~C
staff were all RAAF (apart from one RAF). By contrast, the 1999 RAAFSC
staff included many non-RAAF personnel. RAAFSC officers included representatives
from the USAF, ARA and RAN, an Indonesian, Colonel Kabul, a civilian, Mr Denis
Stubbb, and the first female DS, Wing Commander Anne Borzycki. (Anne Borzycki
was the first female DS, but not the first female senior officer on staff. Wing
Commander Judith Robson, a nursing officer who worked as a RAAFSC planner in
the eddy eighties, has that honour.) In other areas, civilian staff provided essential
support in computing, printing, administration and the like.

Slrarem nnd Red Ink

RAAFSC staff with varied backgrounds

L-R: WGCDR Anne Borzycki, first female DS; CMDR Phi1 Langdon, RAN pilot and DS;
Mr Denis Stubbs, civilian DS; and WGCDR Paul Hickerton, Strategic Studies Developer.

The personnel mix is not all that has changed with the years - approaches and
outcomes too have changed with the times. Indeed, in some very important ways they
have gone full circle. As we have seen, RAAFSC began at Point Cook with an
emphasis on staff studies, but included a strong operational component. The extensive
operational experience of the student body and staff added to this 'warfighting'
knowledge, as did the general approach to learning.
Over time the level of operational experience among students and staff dropped and
the balance progressively moved away from operations. Eventually, during the sixties
and seventies, the emphasis had shifted to staff skills rather than operational matters
and a preference for training rather than leaming approaches. RAAFSC students
acquired good staff skills in those years, but for many there was too little about how to
manage the RAAF as a fighting force, and too much emphasis on writing in a
particular way. This situation persisted until the Quiet Revolution of 1983 lifted the
strategic level and introduced adult learning, and the Command and Staff College
syllabus in 1990 restored the operational focus of the Point Cook years, turning the
wheel full circle to where it is today.
This re-focus of RAAFSC was timely, providing essential understanding to the
increasingly more operationally focused RAAF officer corps of the nineties. Some
insight into how well this was done can be gained from the more detailed look at
RAAFSC in 1999 which follows. That look also provides comparisons with earlier
times, and helps draw the past 50 years together.

I
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Squad n Leader Alistair (AI) Dally was the senior student of The Class of '99. An
experienced transport pilot with tours on C130 Hercules, UHlH helicopters and VIP
jets, he had also worked as a staff officer in Acquisition before being selected for
52 Course. Promoted off course, he was posted to RAAFSC.
In AI Dally's case the timing was ideal -the 'right course at this stage' of his career.
To someone at his time of life, the emphasis on changing practical, tactical-level
operators into broader strategic thinkers, the honing of speaking and writing skills,
and the general confidence building were all very timely and most welcome.
He feels he gained a 'much better strategic perspective' than he previously had, or
could have obtained through other forms of tertiary study. Many factors contributed to
this perspective, none more than the mix of students. The International Officers, in
particular, often provided unique (to most Australians) insight into their part of the
world. One example he recalls is discussing the invasion of Kuwait and the
subsequent Gulf War with the Kuwaiti officer on course - something few tertiary
students in Australia or anywhere else outside the Middle East could hope to do. (This
gentleman - Lieutenant Colonel AI-Otaihi of the Kuwaiti Air Force - also produced a
few smiles when he stepped from the aircraft into the heat, dust and rock of the
Pilbara and declared it a wonderful place, 'just like home'.)

Squadron Leader AI Dally, senior student of The C1n.s~of 99,
pictured with Lieutenant Colonel AI-Otaibi of the Kuwaiti Air Foree (left)
and Squadron Leader Trish WanvarekRAAF (on right)
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Overall AI Dally ended a 'great year' as a strong supporter of RAAFSC in its current
form, believing it to be not only an essential element of officer training, but of
'exceptional value to the RAAF'. This belief is generally - though not always quite so
effusively - shared by the large majority of his fellow students and no doubt owes
much to the conduct of the course. However in this case it obviously owes something
to AI Dally's positive approach, his good writing and staff skills pre-course, and the
success he enjoyed during the year. These factors lead to his award of two major
prizes: the Air Force Association prize for the best essay on Command and
Leadership (discussed later) and the highly regarded Heymanson Prize for the best
strategic studies essay relating to Australia's national security.
The Heymanson Prize dates back to 1962 and the decision that a prize should be
awarded for the best 'strategic topic' essay. On being told not to expect assistance
from the public purse, RAAFSC sought a private sponsor, fortunately finding one in
Mr. Earnest Heymanson of E.L. Heymanson and Company, factory representatives
and export and import agents. Mr. Heymanson bad enjoyed a long association with
the RAAF, his company being the Lockheed agent in Australia in the 1940s and 50s.
He was friends with many senior officers and maintained a strong interest in
RAAFSC until his death in 1972. Since then his wife, Mrs. Joyce Heymanson, has
continued this interest and the sponsorship of the prize.
The first Heymanson Prize was awarded in 1963 to Squadron Leader L. Bek of No 17
Course for his essay on 'The Air Defence of Australia'. All students of 17 Course
were required to submit a 'Heymanson', and since then the Heymanson essay has
been a major writing project for all RAAFSC students. Topics are wide ranging
within the categories of defence, foreign policy and strategic affairs in general.
The short-list of papers considered by the selection panel in 1999 illustrates the
importance of the Heymanson Prize to the fostering of strategic thought. The list was:

.
.
•

.

'The Revolution in Military Affairs: Implications for Australia's
Security' - Major John Anderson, RCAF (Royal Canadian Air Force).
'India and Pakistan as Nuclear States: Implications for Australia's
Security' - Squadron Leader Susan Stothard.
'Australia and New Zealand in the South-West Pacific: A Stake in
Paradise' - Squadron Leader Callum Brown.
'The Balkanisation of Indonesia - Myth or Possibility' - Squadron
Leader Alistair Dally (The winning essay)

- Squadron

•

'The Knowledge Edge - A Cyber Sword of Damocles'
Leader Eric Gaschk.

•

'Critical Infrastructure Planning: Are National Security Issues Being
Overlooked?' - Squadron Leader B N C Skipworth.
~
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HEYMANSON AWARDS

1963

Winner: SQNLDR L.P. Bek
Essay:

The Air Defence o f A u ~ I i a

Prize:

T ~ n c h o r dMan
:
of Vuion

Presented by:

Mr E.L. Heymanson

1967

Winner: SQNLDR RG. Funnel1
Essay:

On UnderstandingAsia

Prize:

Problems of NalionalStafegy

Presented by:

The Aon Peter Howsoa, MP

1993

Winner: SQNLDR M. King

L-R:GPCAPT Brent Espeland, Commandant; Mrs Joyce Heymanson; SQNLDR King;
His Excellency The Hon Bill Hayden, Governor-General; AM Barry Gration, CAS.

I

Essay: Australian -South-East Asian Relalions Post Cambodian SenYment
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The Heymanson Prize is a suitable book, bound in leather and embossed
appropriately. An honour board listing the recipients' names is also maintained at
RAAFSC.
Major John Anderson, an RCAF navigator, was also short-listed for Exercise
CAESAR (discussed later) and was awarded two prizes: The Sir Richard Williams
prize for oratory excellence, and the Chief of Air Force Prize for the overall top
student on course.

,
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The Chief of Air Force Prize is the most broadly based of all. In his introductory
comments before announcing the winner, the then Commandant, Group Captain John
Kennedy, began by saying that when graduates went back to the workforce, CAF 'bad
every right to expect each officer to reflect a well-rounded development'. He then
briefly outlined that this expectation not only included a thorough understanding of air
power and the strategic environment influencing its employment in the Australian
region, but also included understanding of how air power is acquired, developed and
sustained. He concluded his remarks by stating that all graduates must 'possess the
requisite command, staff and management skills' to work at higher rank and
practically apply this understanding of air power.
Major Anderson's success with the various prizes indicates that he more than met all
the Commandant's criteria. It also implies the wide experience and knowledge he
brought to RAAFSC, and his ability to add to that knowledge and present his case in a
factual, clear and logical way. Most importantly, it demonstrates the value of the
International Officers to the course. The nature of RAAFSC is such that much of John
Anderson's experience, knowledge and understanding would certainly have 'rubbed
off on other students throughout the year - an essential part of the 'broadening'
process for all.
1999 also marked the fifteenth year of regional officer involvement with officers from
Indonesia, Singapore, the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, Kuwait and Brunei. Along
with the longer standing contributions from the UK, USA and Canada they brought
the total number of international officers to 12.

1
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No-one better demonstrated the mutual benefits of having regional officers on course
at RAAFSC than did Major Sun of the RMAF (Royal Malaysian Air Force), who
brought a wealth of experience with him along with a determination to get the
maximum benefit from the year. A fighter pilot for eighteen years, he has flown
Macchi trainers, A4 Skyhawks, BAe Hawks and FIA-18 Hornets, and is both a
Qualified Flying Instructor (QFI) and Fighter Combat Instructor (FCI). On completion
of the RAAFSC course he returned to No 18 Squadron, Butterworth, to fly FIA-18s as
a flight commander and instructor.
Major Suri contributed to the course through his strong operational background,
regional knowledge and enthusiasm. He also gained a good deal as well, believing it
gave him the 'right knowledge' - an appropriate blend of academic knowledge and
experience that bridged the gap between practical, tactical level operations and the
higher thinking that drove those operations.

l
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No 52 CSC 1999 International and APS Officers
~ r o nRaw
i
(kneeling): LTCOL A.G. Orozco, PAF; MAJ T.S. Tang, RSAF; M M B.I.M. Shahnda,
RMAF; MAJ M. Ausain, RBAF; MAJ B.M.D.Suri, RMAF; MAJ R Richert, USAF
Rear Row (standing):Mr T. Soutberg, APS; SQNLDR W. Poosit, RTAF; Mr G. Jones, APS;
WGCDR D. Kongsri, RTAF; WGCDR R.A. Hobson, RAF; Mr L. Di Gnglielmo, APS;
MAJ S.M. Suwandi, TNI-AU

host

Like
others, he enjoyed the mature student approach and the mix of people that
gave him the opportunity to not just better understand other cultures, but to talk
direc ly' to people from diverse professional and national backgrounds. He rated this
aspect of the course highly and believes that, generally speaking, the other
international officers shared his views on this. He was also very pleased with the way
the course challenged students to 'think outside the box' in many areas, considering
command, leadership and management studies to be a the forefront in this regard and
well Suited to today's environment.

1
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He f und Canberra 'an easy place to live' and the rated the overall experience as 10
out ok 10 as a way to spend a year. But perhaps his most important comment was that
he ghduated feeling 'very confident to cany out higher level appointments once he
finislied flying.'
m i l k not neces,sariIy representative of the international officers as a whole, Major
very poslhve response to 52 Course bodes well for the future of this key aspect
AFSC. International officer participation has for many years been a major factor
st in the successful 'broadening' of all RAAFSC students, but in Australia's
abilit) to better understand and operate with friends and neighbours.
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This success, however, requires RAAFSC to give as well as receive, to provide its
international contingent with a thoroughly good year, worth the time, effort and
expense involved. While this is clearly a difficultassignment, Major Sun's experience
proves it can be done, and well done at that, by RAAFSC as it operates today.
Major Randy Richert, an experienced USAF security officer with NATO service, was
also very positive about his RAAFSC year, rating it 'one of the best experiences of
my life' and judging that the course did a 'wonderful job' for the RAAF in areas like
staff skills, strategic thinking and creation of an international outlook. Like most
others, he found the mix of people a highlight, as was the opportunity to travel
throughout Australia, visiting every capital city and 'skiing among the gum trees'.
There are, however, some areas he feels will need special attention if RAAFSC is to
maintain standards, let alone continually improve. The first area is the management of
change within the ADF, the RAAF and RAAFSC. The change program is extensive
and the small size of the ADF means that it has to get it right the first time. However,
the rapidity of the change process makes planning difficult now and will continue to
do so. A cohesive plan to deal with all the issues is still lacking and it will take many
years for all the problems to settle down. The flow-on effect of constant change forces
things like undesirable staff turnovers of key people such as the RAAFSC DS and the
Commandant. This has already happened and will need special management if it is to
be avoided in the future.
His next concern is that, despite the RAAFSC experience, too few RAAF officers take
the extra step to put essential 'polish' on otherwise good personal presentations, and
as a consequence are less convincing than they wuld be. As a result, many are unable
to compete on equal ground with those from the other Services and the Public Service
to win support from high level people for their arguments. The fact that the Sir
Richard Williams Prize for oratory went to an international officer suggests that
Major Richert may have a point.
Overall, Randy Richer! benefited from his year and made a valuable contribution as
someone from a much larger service with a North American and European
perspective. He established an international network and gained a unique perspective
of the Asia Pacific region. However, the trade-off for doing staff training in Australia
was his inability to establish a staff college based network within his own Service - an
important factor in a large force like the USAF.
The majority of students were, of course, from the RAAF. Squadron Leader Tracey
Friend is an Air Defence Officer and was one of five women on course. Her postings
prior to RAAFSC included 3 CRU at Williarntown, 2% years as an instructor, a USAF
exchange tour and staff duties in Development Division working on Air Defence
capabilities/AEW&C.
She found the course 'broadening and elevating - it gives you the links and shows the
gaps'. Like most others she found the student mix, visiting lecturers, trips, syndicates
and general environment positive factors. In particular she felt that the course
provided two essential things in today's world. Firstly, it gave students the ability to
present vital new knowledge in a timely way. Next, and even more importantly, it
provided much of the contemporary and relevant knowledge and understanding
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needed by commanders in the field to meet constantly changing demands of the
constahtly changing RAAF. Posted to an Executive Officer position off course, she
feels RAAFSC has well equipped her for the job and will make her a better CO in the
future.
1
She liked the adult learning environment, but noted it hest suited those who were
already self-managed and some were caught out in the area of time management.
Indeed, the course as a whole 'finds people out', teaching them much about
themselves and how to get along with others.
Dome~tically,Tracey Friend found the course, apart from the social obligations, to be
just like any other posting - a welcome contrast to the generally unsatisfactory
arrangements of earlier times in the Staff College history. In this regard, she found the
availahle technology to he a big help. The computer support provided to students
greatly assisted their research, presentations and assignments. This reduced the time
spent on these essential background tasks and allowed more time for contemplative
thought or pursuit of individual interests. It also allowed people to work from home a
good deal, using the Internet for research and to link with other students for syndicate
work or any other cooperative activities.
Even those unfamiliar with the technology Tracey Friend found so useful could not
but be impressed by the equipment in everyday use at RAAFSC. Each student is
issued with a personal lap-top computer with vast storage capacity and the ability to
interface with RAAFSC's integrated network and the Internet. This machine meets
most needs for writing assignments and preparing presentations. In-house RAAFSC
equipment provides additional capability when required.
Presentations using the available technology can he most impressive, as attendees at
the RAAFSC reunion in October 1999 discovered when briefed on analysis of the
Kosovo war air campaign. The briefing was by three 52 Course students who
combined photographs, drawings, diagrams, maps and text into an integrated,
compliter generated, presentation projected with high clarity onto a screen. The
quality was excellent and the amount of data displayed in a short time was
remarkable. The presentation was easily understood by all - a fact that owed much to
both the skills of the presenters and the quality of their technology.

!

A loo at the respective year hooks provides not only a glimpse at past times, hut also
shows how technology has influenced their production. The early year books had
photo a n d cuttings, with typed or hand written comments. With time, photocopying
appe&d, only to give way to computer generated books with coloured text and
illustrations. These too have now been surmounted, and today's year books are CDs
containing a mountain of material in a small cheap package (for those with access to a
computer, that is - you cannot browse through a CD without help from your silicon
friend).
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TECHNOLOGY CHANGES

-

b4R-s F-ficers
-Will
Learn to "Read"
With New Study Aid
Australia's tin ngaaised readlng clinic-aimed at training ecxamlntton candidates ta read faster and absorb more
-wilk be set op on a permanent basls at the R A AF. Staff
College, Point Cook, thls year.
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Toda 'S officers routinely work with such technology. Further insight into the
techn logical world of today's RAAF officer was provided by the topics of the essays
short-listed for the Reynolds' Prize. This prize was first awarded in 1986 to
w m h o r a t e the distinguished service of Air Vice-Marshal Bernie Reynolds, a
fighter pilot, AOC Operational Command (now Air Command) and one of the
RAAF's most popular officers of his time.

\ I n KP! noltls ~ i t Commandant.
h
Gmup ('aplain .John Krnnedy.
at the presenlnlion ofthe Rqnolds' Prize in 1999

The &ze is awarded to the best paper proposing a solution to a perceived deficiency
in ~hstralianair power application, support or sustainment. Most papers suggest
The winning paper was 'Nanotechnology: Issues for ADF Air
Squadron Leader B N CSkipworth.
~

4.

The ther papers short listed were:

I

'Air Force Ground Defence Weapons: Reducing Fratricide and
Collateral Damage', by Squadron Leader Guy Burton;
'An Evaluation of External ~ " e lTanks for the RAAF C-130-J-30', by
Squadron Leader Alistair Dally; and
'AP-3C Orion Electro-Optical Imaging Solutions', by Squadron Leader
Reg Curruthers (who was promoted off course and posted to
RAAFSC).
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The application of technology to gain 'the edge* is, of course, not new to the RAAF
and has been a key element of air power since World War I. Nor are some of the
associated problems new. One enduring problem is the difficulty many nonoperational specialists face understanding and applying their specialist knowledge
within the context of the 'bigger picture'. In many cases their knowledge took many
years study and experience to acquire, often leaving too few opportunities to properly
understand the RAAF within which they apply that knowledge.
One such group in the past were Facilities Officers, responsible for the construction,
care and maintenance of RAAF airfields and all the associated buildings and facilities.
Such people require tertiary qualifications in related engineering fields, and once on
the job become the RAAF's experts on the physical make-up of bases from which it
operates. Unfortunately, until recent times, many knew little about the actual
operations they supported, their energies being directed to the specialist task at hand.
This is no longer the case. The increased operational focus of the nineties has changed
Facilities Officers into Airfield Engineers and integrated them more closely into
operational planning and conduct. One supporter of this change is Ian Browning, an
Airfield Engineer and student of 52 Course, and now Staff Officer Engineering at
Combat Support Group. There, his main concerns are to improve and maintain
selected operational airfields, and to develop expertise in airfield battle damage repair.
Both tasks require a good understanding of operational priorities for successful
completion.
Previous experience had demonstrated to Ian Browning how change is forcing officers
to he more general-purpose and operationally focused. Knowing that he was no
exception he welcomed the chance to do staff training. Initially he 'thought it might
be over his head', but found instead that he often had as much to offer as to take.
Positives were the familiar list: the mix of people, the quality of the presentations, the
trips and, particularly in his case, the operations and air power studies which proved
to be 'excellent for someone like him'.
Emphasis on thinking in terms of Ends, Ways and Means helped put things in
perspective. Overall, he feels that RAAFSC 'filled the operational knowledge gap' for
him, providing the 'understanding of the operational reason for being' he needed to
become part of the much more integrated Air Force of today. Considering himself to
be 'now in the loop' within that new-style RAAF, he nevertheless still sees his
selection for RAAFSC as 'a vote of confidence in me' and 'appreciates that the
RAAF made this investment in me'.
Ian Browning's very positive results auger well for the RAAF of the new millennium
with its smaller, more focused and integrated officer corps. It also endorses
RAAFSC's part in the creation of that new style officer corps. The professional 'stove
pipes' of the seventies and eighties Air Vice-Marshal Bill Collins (Ret'd) (No 30
Course) and others have commented on are much less obvious today. Many other
demarcation lines are also being blurred or erased altogether.
This process can only go so far. Specialist knowledge must be maintained everywhere
despite the trend to generalists, and the essential 'balance' between the two will need
watching. There is, however, no doubt that the policy to 'broaden' the RAAF's
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offic and apply them more generally has been a success and is emerging as a key
fact02 in the future management of the RAAF.

d.

Broa enlng has been a recurrent theme of this book, as has the importance of visiting
lecturers to the broadening process. The 1999 experience demonstrates just how big a
factor visiting lecturers have become to RAAFSC. In that year 20 academics
(including five professors) were brought in from four different universities. The
Defence Organisation provided 60 lecturers in all, 16 of whom were above one-star
rank and included CDF, CAF, CN, CA, the Secretary, DCAF, Head Strategic
Command Division, Head Defence Personnel Executive, Judge Advocate General and
Head Support Command Australia.
From the diplomatic side, High Commissioners or Ambassadors from PNG,
Singapore, Malaysia, New Zealand, Indonesia and Japan gave talks, as did
representatives from the USA, PRC and Russia. Visiting politicians included Mr
B N C ~Scott, MP, Minister Assisting the Minister for Defence, and Mr Stephen
Martin, Opposition shadow Minister for Defence. Other visitors included the editor of
the Canberra Times; the head of the Commonwealth Bank; representatives from
Coastwatch, Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the Trades Hall
Council; and a number of consultants for communication, media awareness, reading
skills etc.
A very considerable contribution. When you consider that they all operated under
'Chatham House Rules' and so, in most cases, spoke freely, their 'very considerable
contribution' becomes even more significant.
The broadening process does not, of course, rely exclusively on visiting lecturers, nor
does it apply only to support specialists like Ian Browning. Indeed, it applies equally
to those with strong operational backgrounds. As discussed, every RAAFSC Course
has its share of operational aircrew being 'broadened'. Few, however, have been
operational for as long as Squadron Leader Leo Davies. Until 1999 he had, apart from
training courses, spent all his 20 plus years in the RAAF on operational squadrons. An
F-l 11 pilot, he began his RAAF career as a navigator 'down the back of a P3 Orion',
re-trained as a pilot and flew F-l I Is as a line pilot, exchange officer with the USAF,
and squadron executive for 14 years.
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This ery long, unbroken period flying on operational squadrons makes Leo Davies
unus I in today's RAAF and envied by many - indeed, he jokes that he always looks
care lly about him before walking into a car park at night. He found RAAFSC to be
essential and absorbing, rating its usefulness to the RAAF very highly, and would 'do
it again - without hesitation.' Nevertheless, he finished the year with some fairly
strong criticisms.

b..

His c tlclsms are not with the policy and general approach of the course, but of some
areas f application. He feels many of the problems stem from too few DS having an
oper ionall flying background. This fact, when combined with the inability of some
DS td keep up with the rapidly changing RAAF, created a 'credibility gap' for some.
~ l o w / o neffects resulted in areas like the adult learning approach when the DS
concdrned slipped back into 'training mode' to assert their authority.

P
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Furthermore, he feels that RAAFSC does not always ask its contributors the right
questions, relying on them to establish the key points to be made, rather than tailoring
presentations to meet specific needs. He was also critical of the command, leadership
and management stream, considering there was 'a disconnect between the College and
the planner'.
Air power, however, was well done. Furthermore, the 'osmosis' process worked, even
if the basic material that stimulated the discussion and debate was far kom perfect.
His concern was not that RAAFSC wasn't an essential and valuable year - it was but that with a little extra effort in selecting key people, keeping syllabuses, exercises
and knowledge up to date, and constantly reviewing priorities, it could be much
better.
Opinions vary on the rating RAAFSC deserves, but everyone agrees that living in
such turbulent times can make achievement of excellence just that little bit harder.
The turbulent times meant that in 1999 RAAFSC was required to provide
supplementary staffing to help run Exercise CROCODILE 99. Students worked in
various headquarters, gaining a mixed bag of mostly positive experiences. Similar
involvement has been recommended for future exercises.
However, the involvement forced changes to the program, pushing the two main trips
to the north and north west of Australia closer together. For Leo Davies this meant
that the second trip added too little to the first, and the time could have been better
spent doing something else.
While this may be true, it may also be seen as the perspective of someone who has
spent 20 years flying throughout Australia, its approaches and surrounds. In most
cases, only a few students on each course have had a good look at Australia. Most,
including many £ram the RAAF, benefit greatly from a first hand look to help build
their strategic and air power oveniew. They also benefit from some short but special
trips, like, in 1999, the Avalon Air Show and the Masters of Business Seminar in
Sydney featuring General Norman Schwarzkopf of Gulf War fame (speaking on
leadership) and Mikhail Gorbachev (on leading change).
Leo Davies' criticisms no doubt owe something to the simple fact that everyone is
different and has a unique experience at RAAFSC. It is also a fact that you can't
please all 50 students, in everything, all the time. Nevertheless, neither fact suggests
that his criticism of RAAFSC can be dismissed as being simply a matter of opinion.
Leo Davies is not alone on granting RAAFSC an 'Excellent' for concept, but a lower
rating for application.
Lieutenant Colonel Bob Shearer, USAF, a B52 Radarmav, is a leadership graduate of
the USAF Air Command and Staff Course and in charge of the command, leadership
and management stream during 1999, also feels RAAFSC falls short of its potential.
Before coming on exchange to RAAFSC, he taught leadership at the USAF academy
for six years where he held the post of Director of Leadership Cuniculum, Masters
Degree, as an Associate Professor.
Bob Shearer considered the general 'big picture appreciation' to be well presented,
with students given every opportunity to further their knowledge through individual
142
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effort. In his specialist area he judged the package to be 'great', though sometimes
seen a a 'bit esoteric', with first-rate visiting lecturers helping create an intellectually
stimu~btin~
overall presentation. His main concerns lie with application, beginning
with the bridge between theory and practice through such activities as follow-up
questions and answers and guided discussions. This bridge is sometimes incomplete
and not always consistent. The theory 'is fine', the need is to strengthen the bridge.
CurricUlum changes are needed, with additional resources put into curriculum
development. However, Bob Shearer sees the full optimisation of RAAFSC potential
as only partly a resource issue. To him it is more a matter of RAAF priorities which
do not currently afford RAAFSC the status it needs to achieve excellence. He cites the
RAAFSC facilities, which while adequate, are also clearly either old or temporary,
and in no way a statement of commitment by the RAAF to its most senior single
Service course.
The staffig situation, which saw two changes of commandant in less than two years,
two D'S changed mid-1999, and too few resources to make some much needed
change, reinforces this view. In Bob Shearer's opinion, despite the current turbulence,
the RAAF will have to give higher priority to RAAFSC staffing if RAAFSC is to
achieve excellence.

Lieutenant Colonel Rob Shearer, USAF, with a memento of his RAAFSC tour
presented by the Commandant, Croup Captain John Kennedy.

None f which should be taken to suggest that the command, leadership and
managbment stream did not get very good results. Major Sun, for one, made mention

1
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of its relevance and the way it forced students to 'think outside the square'. Exercise
CAESAR, the command, leadership and management essay, also indicated that some
students at least reached a very good standard.
Exercise CAESAR is a long standing leadership exercise. In 1999 it was modified to
become the entry for the inaugural RAAF Association Prize that recognises the efforts
of RAAFSC students in developing critical reasoning skills in leadership areas. 1999
also saw the RAAF refocusing on the concept of 'Training for Command' within the
RAAF Officer Education Training Scheme - of which RAAFSC provides the final
part. Exercise CAESAR reflected this focus, dealing with the writer's plan to
effectively lead and command an actual unit within their Service. In his comments
before announcing the winner, the Commandant declared the submissions to be 'of a
high standard', reflecting 'a unique understanding of the challenges facing senior
military and civilian leaders today and in the future.'
A short-list of four papers was reviewed by a panel and the prize awarded to Squadron
Leader Alistair Dally for his essay: 'My Vision for Command of 37 Squadron.' I also
reviewed the short-listed papers and found them to be a major advance on the
standards of my day (1983). Indeed, all four papers demonstrated an understanding of
relevant theory, and how to apply it that was quite simply of a much higher order than
a generation ago.
This high standard does not invalidate Bob Shearer's opinions. Rather, it shows how
weak we were in 1983, how far the RAAF has come in the interim, and the work still
to be done to turn this very pleasing progress into enduring excellence. It also shows
the high value of the USAF exchange. Bob Shearer is not by nature a 'knocker', he is
an enthusiast. He also has something rare in the ADF and very rare in the RAAF vast experience in the field of leadership studies and a practical vision of what can be
achieved when both the concept and the application are spot on.
An old cliche says that the pursuit of excellence is a road without end. Another
reminds us that there is no point being on the right road if you just sit there. RAAFSC
has chosen the right road. Bob Shearer has endorsed it and given some very good
advice about how to move more effectively along the road.
Picking the right road and determining how to move effectively along it is, of course,
the essence of the management problem and always has been. At RAAFSC, like most
other organisations, this task begins with those at the top - in this case the
Commandant and the Director of Studies.
Wing Commander Steve Larkin took over as Director of Studies at Easter 1999. The
first Intelligence Officer to hold that post and a graduate of the RAN Staff College, he
had previously worked in a range of specialist intelligencejobs, in general staff work,
and spent two years at RAAFSC on the DS and as the Strategic Studies Planner. As
Director of Studies he was head of the DS and planners.
To Steve Larkin it was the total experience that counted most. Everything was
important - the lectures to stimulate discussion, the student mix, the visits and the
syndicates. A good deal of thought went into the selection of syndicates, with care
taken to produce not only a good spread of professional backgrounds, but to ensure
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divers ty in other areas - such as gender - as well. Broadening, the consequent
under tanding of Australia's strategic circumstances and higher defence
arrandements, the ADF's role in the region, and the RAAF's part in the grand scheme
of things were key outcomes of the year, along with the more prosaic things like staff
skills and command and leadership competencies. In most things, the emphasis was
on concepts and principles over facts, and on the critical challenge of arguments.
The cbnstant and rapid change is an ongoing management problem for RAAFSC,
requiring all staff to do continual reading to keep up with events, and planners to be
constantly researching to ensure the most current possible knowledge. Coping with
this constant change has been made more difficult by staff turnovers - themselves the
result of change within the RAAF.
StevelLarkinconsiders that RAAFSC staffing has not been given the priority it would
have in the ideal world. He also accepts that we don't live in the ideal world and have
to mwage accordingly. Short-term posting turnovers are definitely disruptive and
undesirable. However, in his view, the worst impact of the tumovers is the effect on
the perception of RAAFSC both within the ADF and the international officers' parent
Se~ces.
This derception is a much more important effect than the reality of the change itself.
Actual impact on the quality of RAAFSC course delivery has generally been small.
The perception, however, needs better management to ensure the correct picture is
conveyed internationally, and to the ADF and the RAAF. The long term answer,
however, is stability and continuity in RAAFSC staffing. With that the perception
problems go away and any quality problems are easier to solve.
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Steve Larkin has moved on to a staff appointment within Air Force Headquarters,
convi ced that RAAFSC fills an essential role for the RAAF, and that, all considered,
it performed very well in 1999. His commandant, Group Captain John Kmedy, was
also pleased with the state of RAAFSC in 1999. A bomber pilot, Vietnam veteran and
instructor, John Kennedy has flown Canbems, F4E Phantoms, F-l l Is and was CO of
No 25 Squadron in its flying days. Before becoming Commandant, he was on the DS,
was Temporary Commandant and Director of Studies.
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A gra uate of the Army Staff Course, he considers RAAFSC to he 'way ahead in both
conte t and level'. (Easy access to a wide range of high quality guest lecturers and
reseadch material are two factors that give RAAFSC an advantage over the more
remokly positioned Army college, reinforcing the wisdom of the move to Canberra
all those years ago.) The overall results and end-of-course interviews with students
left him comfortable that RAAFSC is definitely on the right road and doing most
thing! very well.
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John ennedy is particularly satisfied with the higher level direction and guidance to
RAA SC, and the executive level management arrangements. The syllabus is
appro ed by the Training Commander, hut CAF is always directly involved, and the
overa,l thrust effectively has to meet CAF's requirements. The arrangement works
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Academic guidance is provided via an Academic Advisory Board of four academics
(who all lecture at RAAFSC), chaired by the Training Commander and including the
Commandant. This board meets at least annually to give advice and to consider major
change proposals to the syllabus or other arrangements that could impact on learning
quality. The hoard also provided valuable assistance in RAAFSC gaining
accreditation for the course that from 1999 on will see all graduates awarded a
Masters Degree in Defence Studies.
This award means that the Graduate Diploma in Management Studies held by all
graduates from 1990 on - ie, all Command and Staff College graduates - is no longer
awarded. Accreditation for the graduate diploma in 1993 (it was made retrospective
back to 1990) was conditional on the fomation of an Advisory Board. The first Board
was established in 1994 by the then Commandant, Group Captain R.J. ('Chuck')
Connor.
Ongoing assessments are made using constant feedback from students and individual
DS. A biannual questionnaire sent to past students and their immediate supervisors
provides more general validation. Weekly meetings, including the Commandant, are
held to decide how to react to the assessments and validation input. Where small
changes are needed they are dealt with internally. For larger changes, proposals are
put to the Advisory Board.
John Kennedy believes the biggest challenge for the future will be to maintain the key
positives: the 'big to small' sequence of learning, the adult learning approach, the
emphasis on what makes an effective RAAF in peace and war, and a properly focused
command, leadership and management stream appropriate to the needs of a constantly
changing, operationally focused RAAF. In December 1999, he left RAAFSC on
posting to be OC 322 Combat Support Wing, Tindal, most pleased with the results of
the year, and satisfied that he was handing his replacement, Group Captain Rod Luke,
a well performing unit pointed in the right direction.
The evidence certainly supports John Kennedy's views. Despite living in turbulent
times, RAAFSC has a clear understanding, and definition, of its mission in life. That
is, the concept is right - it's on the right road, pointed in the right direction.
It is also moving along the road very well, all things considered. Most graduates take
with them good staff skills, a strategic and much broadened outlook, and a good deal
of effective knowledge and understanding of how best to manage the RAAF (or their
own Service) in peace or war. The application, however, could at times be improved for instance, the bridge between theory and practice Bob Shearer referred to must be
straightened and strengthened. But in most things the learning experience is very well
done in turbulent times.
In all, a very good report card for RAAFSC in 1999. And, perhaps more importantly,
the current performance provides a excellent base, as good as any in 50 years, from
which to build the future. The direction is right and the approach is right. Some work
is needed to improve how that direction and approach are applied, but nothing in the
pursuit of excellence is beyond the scope of current understanding, nor are major
increases in resources needed. In other times we could conclude that excellence is
there for the taking, dependent only on the will of the RAAF.
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But, fate would have it, there is more to it than that. From 2001 on, the RAAF will
no lodger be the only player in the RAAF staff-training game. From then on, all the
ADF iftaff colleges will be collocated at Weston Creek, in Canberra's South-West,
and dany activities will be merged to become Joint Service subjects. RAAF staff
training will retain a RAAF identity, but its future will be less in the hands of the
RAAF than at any time in the past. This will have implications for not only the
direction and the approach, but for matters of application as well. The last, and final
chapter, looks at the thinking behind the changes and the expectations for RAAF staff
training in the new world of collocation and jointery.
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The idtention to collocate the RAAF and Army Staff Colleges sometime during the
sixties came to nothing. The idea survived, however, kept alive over the years by the
potential to save money and improve outcomes by sharing facilities and resources.
True, the three Services had different expectations of their respective staff colleges,
and different standards, and this was continually advanced as an excuse for inaction.
In reality, the main impediment to change had always been the lack of a catalyst to get
things moving, and the will to make the hard decisions about where collocated staff
colleges would be sited and how the resultant organisation would operate.
By 1 h 7 collocation was back on the agenda. The Defence Reform Program @RP)
provided the catalyst in combination with the Price Report into ADF Officer
Education. Of particular importance to ADF staff training were the DRP search for
better and cheaper ways to do things, and the Price Report support for tri-Service
trainilig whenever possible. In this case, the result was a Government direction, in
1997,that the three single Service Staff Colleges would collocate in Canberra with a
view to rationalise curricula and facilities. The time-frame was not set, but early plans
were based on holding the first collocated courses in 2002.
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The
spectrum of options was canvassed, from maximum separation of the three
colleges to maximum integration and the effective formation of a single college. In
many ways the simplest option would have been to collocate the three colleges, share
facilities, but keep separate curricula. With this option, there could be sharing of some
academic resources like visiting lecturers, exercises and activities. Joint Service
emphasis could be increased, but each college would remain a separate entity. Savings
would come mostly from sharing resources, jointety would be improved and (with
luck) everyone would enjoy new, purpose built, facilities.
a much more integrated model was adopted. Wing Commander Mike
an Education Officer, is a member of the Collocation Project Team
Often called 'R to Z' by friends, he spent the previous four years on staff
at RAKFSC and was involved in much of the discussion and negotiation leading up to
the fidal model.
'collocation' has not been discarded, but to Mike Rzechowicz the reality is
of integration. The new arrangements certainly would seem to bear him
the three separate staff colleges will be disbanded and a new course
established within the Australian Defence College (ADC) at Weston Creek, in
canbdrra. Called the Australian Command and Staff Course (ACSC), the new course
will bk referred to as a course, not as a college. A Brigadier (equivalent) will be put in
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charge of the ACSC and the current commandants will become directors for their
specialist areas.
The ACSC cuniculum will consist of three main blocks, with a 24 week 'Common'
phase, 13 weeks of single Service studies, and 8 weeks Joint Operations. Three weeks
are taken up with orientation, administration and graduation, making a total of 48
weeks. In all, 32 of those 48 weeks will be integrated.
The blocks are not entirely sequential, with some parts interleaved. For example, there
is some Joint Operations before the single Service studies, and some elements of the
Common block are done towards the end of the year.
The Common phase retains the proven 'big to small' sequence of Strategic Studies
much as it is currently dealt with at RAAFSC. Also included are Staff Studies and
Communications, both written and oral, with time given to media and research
knowledge and skills. Command, leadership and management is also covered in this
first block. Again, it is very similar to RAAFSC, but with some increased emphasis on
command and leadership. Australian Defence Studies, dealing with Australia's
Defence organisation and practices, completes the block.
Next is the single Service block. As the name implies, during this mid-course block
the individual Sewices study separately, concentrating on single Service matters. The
RAAF cumculum includes: aerospace power theory; air power history (including
analysis of past campaigns); military aerospace technology; air operations (which
includes support functions); and air power management to cover such things as
maintenance and flying safety.
The three S e ~ c e also
s come together for eight weeks of Joint Operations. Most is
near the end of the course, which allows students to apply their 'big picture'
understanding and single Service knowledge to the Joint Operations scene.
In all, Mike Rzechowicz estimates that between 80 per cent and 90 per cent of the
curriculum content will be similar to RAAFSC's in 199912000, In particular, some
critical aspects of RAAFSC, such as the big to small sequence of instruction and the
adult learning approaches, will be maintained. While he believes that the RAAF will
lose some of its current ability to tailor things to meet specific RAAF needs - they
will now have to negotiate regarding content in the integrated Common and Joint
Operations phases - he nevertheless feels the RAAF will still have the ability to
ensure its main priorities are met. Indeed, early indications are that Air Power
coverage may be strengthened and Joint Operations will be improved with the new
arrangements.
One area not yet settled is the time devoted to trips away. The outcome may well be
less travel than RAAFSC traditionally enjoyed. While less time spent on trips would
leave more time for other things, the end result would clearly be a mixed blessing.
Students would have fewer opportunities to see things with their own eyes - a
consistently positive feature of RAAFSC through the years - but more time to
improve their operational knowledge and understanding by other means. Only time
will tell how the balance between time spent 'on the road' and 'in the class room'
works out.
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Over 11, Mike Rzechowicz is positive about the change, believing that it has the
poten ial to produce better long term outcomes for the RAAF and the ADF. He is
parti&larly pleased with the new facilities, costing some $28 million. Here the change
is v* significant when contrasted with RAAFSC's 'basic at best' wartime leftovers
and temporary additions. The ACSC buildings will be purpose built for staff courses
and reflect the status of the undertaking. Aircraft noise, an old problem at Fairbairn,
will ho longer be an issue. The IT (Information Technology) fit promises to be
excellent (providing the funding comes through) and other shared resources like
libraries will be significantly improved.
Of cdncem to many, however, is the loss of autonomy and identity. There is no
avoiding the fact that RAAFSC will be disbanded and integrated into the much larger
whole of ADC. No 53 Course, the Class of 2000, will be the last RAAFSC wurse, the
last course trained in a purely RAAF environment. Apart from the cultural impact of
these changes, questions also arise about the future of the trappings of RAAFSC's
cultulie - ie, the various photographs, presentations and other forms of memorabilia
that now help create the atmosphere of RAAFSC and provide tangible links with a
past stretching back into World War 11. Just how these things will be used to help
keep alive past times is yet to be decided.
concern to some is the adoption of the 'three block' approach to the
Denis Stubbs, CO-agent of the Quiet Revolution with its integrated
streams, while optimistic about the long term benefits of collocation, is a little
uncomfortable about this aspect of the change. Now a civilian DS, he feels that many
of the synergies built into the RAAFSC streams with great care and effort over the
years may be lost, at least initially. Steve Larkin, ex-Director of Studies, while
generblly positive about the change, shares this concern. He also feels that the existing
flexibility to quickly 'trim' the learning streams to adjust to rapid change (like East
Timor) will suffer.
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Give the long evolution of the RAAFSC syllabus with its carefully balanced streams,
there is no doubt that the concerns Stubbs and Larkin have are real. Some of the
syner 'es now enjoyed at RAAFSC, for little or no extra effort, will certainly be lost
with the ACSC three-block system. But only time will tell if this loss outweighs the
benefits of the forthcoming change.
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Anot er concern is with definition and agreement of the new course's purpose - ie,
just hat it should do and how it will fit into the bigger picture. The course must not
only meet single Service needs, but also the policy goals of senior officer
devel pment throughout the ADF. Single Service courses have always had difficulties
balm ing the broad-based demands of 'executive development' with the need to
unddtand the much more specific detail of how that Service operates at a practical
and tkchnical level. This balancing act will be even more difficult with a hi-Service
wurse. Few expect the first course, in 2001, to get the balance just right.
ell the initial balance meets future RAAF requirements will depend very much
- how well the RAAF understands what it needs from the new wurse,
well it can negotiate to get what it needs during 2000, the vital lead-up year.
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The last Commandant of RAAFSC
Senior RAAFSC staff members, WGCDRs Grant Kelly (left) and Bruce Newell (centre) with the
last Commandant, GPCAPT Rod Luke, who will transition RAAF staff training from RAAFSC
to the new integrated course at the Australian Defence College, Weston Creek, in 2001.

Group Captain Rod Luke, the RAAFSC Commandant for 2000 (and so the last of a
long line of RAAFSC Commandants), will play a key role in both developing the
understanding and conducting the negotiations. He is well aware of the potential for
negative results in these vital areas, and for poor outcomes in other areas. This is, after
all, the biggest change to RAAFSC in its 51-year history. He is, nevertheless, very
positive.
A pilot qualified Aeronautical Engineer, he flew an operational tour on Canberras in
the early eighties. He then canied out a range of staff and unit engineering jobs, more
recently with the FIA-18 as CO of the Intermediate Maintenance Squadron at
Williamtown and liaison officer for F/A-l8 support in the USA. He did JSSC in 1997
and attended the Australian Defence College in 1999, completing both the Defence
Studies Course and the Defence Strategic Studies Course.
This background will no doubt help him in the task of achieving the best outcomes for
the RAAF with the future course. His year as Commandant of 53 Course will also
provide valuable experience. 1999 went well and by mid-year all indicators are that
2000 will go just as well. After all, 53 Course is, apart from minor differences in
personnel, very like 52. The syllabus is effectively the same, apart from updates.
I52

1

There are two fewer students, the total being 49, and the international officers number
only 1, with no USAF student in 2000. There is however, an RNZAF student Squa ron Leader D M Gilchrist - again after many years. The Kuwait Air Force
(KAF) is once more represented, this time by Lieutenant Colonel L R AI-Azmi, who
was dot only a veteran of the Gulf War, but a POW for eight months as well. The
ASEAN countries, the UK and Canada have also continued their now well-established
support.

Five 53 Course international officers at HMAS WATSOIV, Sydney, 9 M a r c h 2000-09-21
I.-R: .\l,\J Sallehin, RB,\F: MAJ I~nunlo,TNI-.\l;I.TCOL Sanchez. P.\F;
I.TCOI. AI-Aiemi, K \ F ; SQYLI)H Vorachart, HTAF

!

The
publi
much
Com
what

st of the course consists of three from Army, an RAN representative, three
servants, and 31 from the RAAF. In all a varied lot who should contribute
to the essential 'broadening' process. They should also contribute to their
andant's understanding of the dynamics of RAAFSC, and what works well and
eeds change.

!

The ommandant will also be helped by what he sees as positives in the new
a m ements - the excellent new facilities in a better, more central location; a large
sing1 Service element of the course which should ensure RAAF specific material gets
adeq te treatment; an IT fit that promises to be 'space age'; better jointery - an
impohant factor in the increasingly operationally focused RAAF; and the year's
experience as Commandant he will take with him to help manage the inevitable
'teething troubles' with the new course during 2001.

Straregv andRed Ink

On paper, the new course in 2001 would seem to offer the RAAF positive change
with the potential for even better outcomes from its staff training. Much will depend,
as always, on key people. The success of RAAF staff training for 2001 and beyond
depends greatly on how well people like Mike Rzechowicz and Rod Luke do their
jobs in 2000. It has ever been thus. The history of RAAFSC is one of progressive
gradual improvement, punctuated by occasional major change, like the Quiet
Revolution, that also relied on a few key individuals.

Success also depended on the efforts of the many, the staff and students who have
made RAAFSC a success throughout more than 50 years. Only time will tell if the
forthcoming change is remembered as the death of RAAF Staff College, or the birth
of something better. Recent events suggest we can expect something better. These
events tell us that 'the many' are today a new breed, skilled at making change work
for them. That fact, more than any other, augers well for the future of RAAF staff
training, wherever and however it is done.

Extract from 22 C o m e Year Book
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Unforhmately. photographs of Nos 29. 32, 33. 34, 35 and 36 Courses
were not available forpublicntion.
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